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ABSTRACT 

 

 “Astir With Great Things” is a biography of the early life to 1919 of Katharine Susannah 

Prichard (1883-1969), an Australian writer and political activist. Critically engaging with 

Prichard’s autobiography, Child of the Hurricane (1963), the thesis builds a fuller account of 

her early life with archival material, newspapers, and autobiographical ‘echoes’ throughout her 

oeuvre, from the children’s novel The Wild Oats of Han (written 1908; published 1928) to her 

final novel, Subtle Flame (1967). Examining this period draws attention to underemphasised 

aspects of Prichard’s life: as a governess and a journalist before she was a novelist; as a 

progressive nationalist and a syndicalist before she was a communist; as a determinedly single 

woman before her comparatively late marriage; and as a Fiji-born Victorian before she moved 

to Western Australia. The thesis narrates the intertwining of Prichard’s literary and political 

development with her personal life, including her friendships with similarly-minded women, 

Hilda Bull, Nettie Palmer, and Sumner Locke; the effects of her father’s suicide and her 

brother’s death in the war; and intimate relationships with two politically active men, ‘the Preux 

Chevalier’ and Guido Baracchi. Concerning Prichard’s literary formation, the thesis narrates 

the writing of the serial, “A City Girl in Central Australia” (1906), and the novels The Pioneers 

(1915) and Black Opal (1921), examining her conscious fictionalisation of real-life experiences 

in Gippsland and outback New South Wales. The thesis narrates Prichard’s political journey as 

a circuitous one as she was drawn to different ideologies during the ferment of her years in 

London (1911-1915) and radicalised during the intense division on the Australian homefront 

in World War One. Prichard leaving Melbourne permanently after her impulsive marriage to 

the war hero, Hugo Throssell, at the end of the war concludes the thesis’s narrative of her early 

life.  
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1. Introduction: Katharine Susannah Prichard and 
Auto/Biography 
 

 

“I haven’t heard of her,” some people say when I tell them I’m writing a biography of Katharine 

Susannah Prichard. “What did she do?” It often feels they’re challenging me to justify my 

choice of her as a subject.  

 One justification for a new biography of Prichard (1883-1969) is her ongoing 

significance to Australian literature. At the high-point of a long career, she wrote two novels 

widely regarded as landmarks in Australian literature, Working Bullocks (1926) and Coonardoo 

(1929).1 The Bulletin called Working Bullocks ‘a work of genius’ and ‘probably the best novel 

ever written in Australia’.2 On the publication of Coonardoo, the American critic Hartley 

Grattan proclaimed, ‘Miss Prichard is the hope of the Australian novel’.3 In 1931, the 

Australian critic H.M. Green wrote that she was ‘the most representative novelist that Australia 

has yet produced… No set of novels by any one author gives a better idea of this country than 

those of Katharine Susannah Prichard.’4 By then, she had written novels set in regional areas 

of four Australian states—nineteenth-century Gippsland, Victoria in The Pioneers (1915); the 

opal-mines around Lightning Ridge in outback New South Wales in Black Opal (1921); the 

karri forests of South-West WA in Working Bullocks; Launceston, Tasmania in The Wild Oats 

of Han (1928); a cattle station in Western Australia’s Pilbara in Coonardoo; and regional towns 

across several states in Haxby’s Circus (1930). She would later add her saga of the development 

of the Western Australian goldfields, a trilogy beginning with Golden Miles (1946). Given 

Australia was highly urbanised even then, it would be truer to say that Prichard largely gave 

Australia the idea of itself it wanted to read—an Australia of the ‘bush’ and the ‘outback’. 

Intimate Strangers (1937), set in Perth, is her only significant novel with a metropolitan 

 

 

1 See, for example, Dixon, “Australian Fiction, 1890-1950,” 234–41. 
2 Louis Esson, review of Working Bullocks by KSP, The Bulletin, 31 March 1927, sec. The Red Page, 2. 
3 Publicity flyer for Coonardoo, ca. 1929, “Scrapbook kept by H.V.H. Throssell 1903-1912 [sic]”, SLWA, 

PR5678. 
4 See for example Vance Palmer’s discussion of Richardson’s work as the key example, above Prichard’s, of an 

Australian ‘literary blossoming, something like the breaking of a long drought’. “Recent Australian Writing,” 

New Statesman, 30 August 1930, 647; H.M. Green, ‘Katharine Susannah Prichard: Her Place in Australian 

Literature”, Australian Women’s Mirror, 28 April 1931, 11, 59. 
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setting.5  

 Prichard lived long enough to feel neglected in the post-World War Two literary 

landscape. She wrote in 1968 that ‘it was a shock to read Geoffrey Dutton’s introduction to 

Modern Australian Writing which refers to a “naissance”, not a “renaissance”, of Australian 

literature, implying that nothing worth mentioning had happened in the literature of Australia 

before the advent of Patrick White and Randolph Stow’.6 Today, while White and Stow may 

continue to have a greater cachet, literary scholars view Prichard as a major twentieth century 

Australian writer, with a steady trickle of critical essays and papers on her work and life 

continuing to appear. The status of Coonardoo as part of the Australian ‘canon’ by the 1980s is 

suggested by its place in high school and university curriculums.7 More recently a number of 

scholars have noted aspects of its representation of Aboriginal people they find problematic, 

including Prichard’s assumption of an evolutionary hierarchy of races and what they see as her 

failure to create multi-dimensional Aboriginal characters.8 In the last five years, scholars have 

also considered less well-known aspects of Prichard’s oeuvre, including her drama and poetry, 

her reception in East Germany, and her depiction of settler-colonialism in The Pioneers.9 

 Prichard’s life itself has also long been of interest to historians and literary critics. In 

Exiles at Home (1981), Drusilla Modjeska discusses Prichard as a key figure in a generation of 

women writers negotiating writing, politics, and the patriarchy between 1925 and 1945. More 

recently, historians Patricia Jalland and Katie Holmes have both written chapters on Prichard 

in, respectively, their books on secular grieving in Australia and Australian women writers’ 

gardens.10  

 Prichard lived from the end of Australia’s colonial period to the middle of the Vietnam 

War; her first story appeared in 1899 and her final novel in 1967. She wrote novels which 

quickened the Australian literary scene between the world wars and she remained an important 

literary presence through the 1950s and 1960s. She captured Australian life in many phases, 

 

 

5 Her minor novels, Windlestraws (1916) and Subtle Flame (1967), also have urban settings—London and 

Melbourne respectively.  
6 “Some Perceptions,” 236. 
7 As one measure of its place in the curriculum, Noel Donnan’s “Brodie’s Notes” volume on Coonardoo, aimed 

at secondary school students, appeared in 1981.  
8 Corbould, “Rereading Radical Texts”; Shoemaker, Black Words, White Page, 39–62; Leane, “The Whiteman’s 

Aborigine,” 48–75; Behrendt, Finding Eliza, 105. 
9 Smith, “Different Workers”; Phillips, “Novelist as Occasional Poet”; Barrera, “Women on the Path”; Hughes-

d’Aeth, “Cooper, Cather, Prichard, ‘Pioneer.’” 
10 Jalland, “Private and Secular Grief”; Holmes, “KSP: Garden of Consolation.” 
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writing in new ways about Aboriginal people, miners, timber-workers, and even circus 

performers. Her evolving worldview—doubting Christian to progressive patriot to idealistic 

radical to stubborn communist—is an illustrative journey through responses to the upheavals 

of the first seven decades of the twentieth century. 

 

A Place for Biography in the Academy 

Despite an uncertain position in the academy, a number of literary biographies have been 

submitted as doctoral theses in Australia in recent years, demonstrating a degree of acceptance 

of the genre. Colleen Smee’s biography of Amy Witting was completed within the discipline 

of literary studies (Monash University, 2014) while both Georgina Arnott (Melbourne 

University, 2012) and Barbara Kearns (University of Sydney, 2014) were candidates within the 

discipline of history for their work on Judith Wright and Mollie Skinner respectively. Sharon 

Dean’s biography of haiku writer Janice M. Bostok (Griffith University, 2011) was completed 

within literary studies as a creative writing thesis. While it would be feasible to submit a 

biography of Prichard as a thesis in history or creative writing, mine fits best within literary 

studies because of its emphasis on her writing, its conscious attention to the methodology and 

conventions of literary biography, and my own background in the discipline.  

 Literary biographies are narratives of writers’ lives, giving an account of their writing 

in the context of their personal lives and the times they lived. Michael Benton argues that 

biographical approaches were out of favour in literary studies during the twentieth century, 

calling literary biography the ‘Cinderella’ of the discipline, with literary criticism scorning 

‘Cinderella’s very existence as “the biographical fallacy”’ while literary theory ‘attempted her 

assassination by announcing the “death of the author”’.11 However, simultaneously, the 

twentieth century saw the rise of the ‘meticulously researched scholarly literary biography that 

could stimulate and sharpen literary insight’, with landmark biographies written by academics 

and finding a wider general readership such as Leon Edel’s The Life of Henry James (1953-

1972), Richard Ellmann’s James Joyce (1959), and Hermione Lee’s Virginia Woolf (1996).12 

Even as much scholarly attention turned to the role of discourse and the instability of meaning, 

the idea persisted that authors and their context also mattered. Although biographical 

 

 

11 Literary Biography, 1. Richard Bradford makes a similar point in stronger terms. “Literary Biography, 

Literary Studies, and Theory.” 
12 Pilditch, “Literary Biography.” 
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approaches have rarely formed a dedicated part of undergraduate literary studies, postgraduates 

and academics—as well as professional biographers—have produced literary biographies 

engaging with wider critical trends, complicating Benton’s account of antagonism. Even if 

literary biographers would usually deny the ‘death of the author’, they would now generally 

accept the complexities and limitations of writing an account of someone’s life, the fictive 

elements of any narrative, and the idea that no biography can be definitive or complete. In two 

well-known examples, Peter Ackroyd’s Dickens (1990) intersperses fictional interludes, 

including one in which the biographer meets his subject, while Brian Matthews’ Louisa (1987) 

expresses the challenges and uncertainties in attempting to narrate Louisa Lawson’s life by 

interweaving the reflections of a fictional biographer. In her doctoral thesis, Jane McVeigh 

(University of Roehampton, 2014) discusses how contemporary British literary biographers 

engage with objections to biography and in, some cases, embrace new historicism or feminist 

theory. Analysing the work of three more conventional biographers—Hermione Lee, Claire 

Tomalin, and Richard Holmes—McVeigh finds that they  

and some of their late twentieth century peers are fully aware that biographical 

knowledge is relative and that the lives of their subjects are composite and 

fragmented; they often subvert the use of realist forms in their biographical writing; 

and to varying degrees they understand that the form and style of their narrative is as 

important to their depiction of their subjects as the facts of the lives they are 

unravelling.13 

While these understandings are not foregrounded in my own biography, they have informed it.  

 The work of literary biographers can become a significant resource for other scholars; 

in Australia, for example, David Marr’s Patrick White: A Life (1991), Hazel Rowley’s Christina 

Stead: A Biography (1993, 2007), and Jill Roe’s Stella Miles Franklin (2008) are all frequently 

cited in scholarship on these writers.14 Recently, Richard Bradford made the claim that literary 

biographies ‘seem to be tolerated as an appendage to the necessary activity of critical scrutiny 

and theoretical speculation, information sources for dates and verifiable details but, beyond 

that, of no great significance’.15 Although there may still be some truth to his polemical 

generalisation, it would have been more true several decades ago at the height of post-

 

 

13 McVeigh, “Literary Biography and Its Critics,” 4. 
14 However, it must be noted that only Rowley wrote her biography while an academic in literary studies - and 

after publishing it, she gave up her position as a senior lecturer to become a professional biographer. Marr is a 

journalist by profession while Roe was an academic in the history discipline. Other examples of significant 

Australian literary biographies written by academics within literary studies are Brian Matthews’ Louisa (1987), 

Michael Ackland’s Henry Handel Richardson: A Life (2004), and Bernadette Brennan’s A Writing Life: Helen 

Garner and Her Work (2017).      
15 “Literary Biography, Literary Studies, and Theory,” 340. 
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structuralism. In the twenty-first century, literary biography forms part of the plurality of 

approaches to literary studies alongside other archive-based research, such as new historicism 

and reception history.16 

 The discipline of history has also had a complicated relationship with biography. 

Historian and biographer Lois Banner notes that historians ‘often rank biography as an inferior 

type of history. They see it as inherently limited because it involves only one life, derives from 

a belles-lettres tradition rather than a scientific or sociological one and is often written by non-

academic historians.’ For Banner, biography is defensible as history on many grounds, 

including its similarities with social and cultural history:  

At its best, biography, like history, is based on archival research, interweaves 

historical categories and methodologies, reflects current political and theoretical 

concerns, and raises complex issues of truth and proof. It challenges the analyst to 

move beyond easy platitudes to engage in what Clifford Geertz famously called 

“thick description”.17 

Barbara Caine traces the history of biography in terms of its relationship to the discipline of 

history. She sees historians’ increased interest in biography as a consequence of the decline of 

structuralist approaches to history and a ‘renewed interest in narrative’ as a way of depicting 

the past.18  

 The Australian National University has produced the Australian Dictionary of 

Biography for more than fifty years, a project many Australian historians have contributed to. 

In the history of the dictionary, The ADB’s Story, there is little sense of reluctance by historians 

to engage in biography, although the current editor, Melanie Nolan, notes that the academic 

climate is even more inclined toward it today: ‘biography has been resurrected in academic 

history, after social and Marxist history initially downplayed individuals, with some positing a 

“biographical turn”’.19 In 2008, the National Centre for Biography was formed as a part of the 

School of History as the home for the dictionary. Introducing the centre’s inaugural issue of 

The Australian Journal of Biography and History in 2018, Nolan and Malcolm Allbrook note 

the building of biographical ‘research infrastructure’ in the last two decades, including lectures, 

prizes, and conferences. The journal hopes to publish a range of articles on Australian lives 

 

 

16 The rise of creative writing as a branch of English in most universities has also seen some doctoral candidates 

submitting non-literary biographies as creative writing theses, such as Jeff Sparrow, “Engineering Your Own 

Soul” (RMIT University, 2007) and Martin Edmond, “Double Lives” (University of Western Sydney, 2013). 
17 “Biography as History,” 580. 
18 Biography and History, 124. 
19 “Insufficiently Engineered,” 15. 
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‘that experiment with porous boundaries, widen the scope and inclusiveness of the genre and 

vary [un]conventional with traditional subjects’.20 

 In finding a place in the academy, biography has also situated itself as an inter-

disciplinary concern. The premier academic journal is Biography: An Inter-disciplinary 

Journal (1978-), produced by the world’s first biography research centre, the University of 

Hawaii’s Center for Biographical Research. The Oxford Centre for Life Writing is also inter-

disciplinary, formed in 2010 ‘to support those who write auto/biography and those who 

undertake research on different forms of life narratives’. Life writing—an umbrella term which 

includes autobiography, memoir, letters and diaries, as well as biography—has received 

increased scholarly attention in recent decades. In the 2004 inaugural issue of Australian-based 

journal Life Writing, the editors write they will be ‘publishing all forms of analytical and 

reflective writing that take “self” or “selves” as their focus. This includes philosophy, history, 

anthropology, literature, sociology, cultural studies, and any other intellectual enquiry that 

wishes to consider the role of narrative and the formulation of identity.’21 If the focus of life-

writing research is more usually autobiographical texts, biographies draw heavily on these in 

their composition and my own research has benefited from the increased attention given to 

women’s autobiography.  

 Biography is of significance as a form of inquiry in itself. In Martin Edmond’s thesis 

on the painters Rex Battarbee and Albert Namatjira, he laments the reduction of historical 

figures in cultural memory:  

If Battarbee was a cipher[,] Namatjira, to use that much misused word in another 

sense, had become an icon: that is, those who wrote about him wanted him to mean 

not be. Neither existed in the annals, as they once did in the world, as real people 

acting in real situations. They were both, rather than themselves, representative of 

notions espoused by others. Soon, a casual inquiry morphed into something more like 

a mission: I wanted to restore Rex Battarbee to a place in the history of his times and 

ours; and to retell the story of Albert Namatjira so that it could be understood, not as 

polemic or example or parable, but as a lived life. [emphasis added]22 

Prichard’s life has also been reduced; in Australia’s cultural memory, she has become the aging, 

tenacious communist living in her cottage in the hills of Perth, widow of a Victoria Cross 

winner, author of Coonardoo. When Prichard is remembered, she is valorised as an inspiring 

local author at the Katharine Susannah Prichard Writers’ Centre which meets in her former 

 

 

20 “Australian Historians and Biography,” 5. 
21 Besemeres and Perkins, “Editorial,” vii. 
22 “Double Lives,” 318–19. 
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residence or she is excoriated in the pages of the Australian and Quadrant for her loyalty to 

Stalin and the Soviet Union.23  

 

Previous Auto/Biographical Work on Prichard 

Prichard had a troubled relationship to biography in her lifetime, and it carried over after her 

death as her son, Ric Throssell, became the guardian of her legacy. She found it harder to write 

her autobiography, Child of the Hurricane, than any other book. When she started in 1950 she 

was sixty-six; it was finally published in time for her eightieth birthday in 1963. She first 

submitted it, unfinished, to the publishing house Angus and Robertson in 1961; her health had 

been poor and, thinking she might die soon, she wanted to know whether she should persist 

with it.24 Editor Beatrice Davis encouraged her to keep going; it was an important story that 

needed to be told.25 In private, Davis noted her disappointment at the manuscript’s 

‘ordinariness’ and expected it would need much editing before it could be published.26 

 ‘I regret having given so much time to a personal thing’, Prichard wrote in her covering 

letter to Davis,  

but was urged to write these reminiscences when a man here wrote a very distorted 

version of my youth and childhood in a thesis for his degree. It has not been published 

but is on record at the university—and I gave him photographs and helped him in 

every way, not realising what a nit wit he was. He never would have got his degree 

if I hadn’t shown him how to write and even pleaded with his professor to treat him 

kindly, feeling responsible, as the subject of the thesis.  

However, that doesn’t matter. I’m only offering it as an excuse for these 

memoirs.27 

When Cyril Cook, the research student she was referring to, knocked on Prichard’s door in 

1950 bearing flowers, she was excited to be the subject of a thesis for the first time.28 Perhaps 

it would mark the beginning of a return to literary acclaim for her; she felt the critics had turned 

against her. She saw her recently published goldfields trilogy as her magnum opus, but few 

reviewers had appreciated it and some had been savage, dismissing it as propaganda.29 

 

 

23 Eg Sasson, “Australia’s Unpunished Cold War Traitors”; Henderson, “Fake News Is Fresh”; for a scholarly 

account of Prichard’s loyalty to the Soviet Union, see McNair, “Comrade Katya.” 
24 KSP to Beatrice Davis, 18 October 1961, KSPP, MS6201/10/17. 
25 Beatrice Davis to KSP, May 24, 1962, KSPP, MS6201/10/9. 
26 Note added to correspondence, KSP to Beatrice Davis, 18 October 1961, KSPP, MS6201/10/17. 
27 KSP to Beatrice Davis, 21 September 1961, KSPP, MS6201/10/17. 
28 Cook’s work was a Master of Arts thesis for the University of Western Australia. It was to be titled “A Critical 

Study of Katharine Susannah Prichard as a Novelist” and passed in 1952. Throssell, Wild Weeds, 155–73. A 

small collection of Cook’s papers relating to the thesis are held in the KSP Writers’ Centre archives. 
29 Throssell, Wild Weeds, 156. 
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Heightening her sense of marginalisation, she was a committed communist in a new Cold War 

world, prime minister Robert Menzies having recently come to power determined to ban the 

party.30  

As she told Beatrice Davis, Cyril Cook disappointed her, particularly in his clumsy 

attempts to psychoanalyse her. ‘Another quaint point in the thesis’, she wrote to her son, ‘is 

that I’m supposed to have a maternal complex because I fell in love with your father “when he 

was ill in hospital”! So remote from the truth!’ She went on to declare, ‘This attempt at giving 

biographical details, so out of tune with the facts, has made me realize that I ought to write my 

own biography, in order to prevent such queer versions being concocted.’31 She had actually 

been thinking of writing an autobiography for years, but Cook provided the justification she 

needed.32 

 According to one scholar, Child of the Hurricane is an ‘altogether evasive account… 

with much detail omitted or glossed over, important information dissipated by family trivia and 

anecdotal pieces with little apparent significance’.33 It is all of these things, yet it also reveals 

as much as it hides. It has the charm of a polite rebel looking back over her early life to recite 

her best dinner-party anecdotes and settle several scores. In it, Prichard wrote about numerous 

passing crushes and flirtations and even her long affair with an older man she called the Preux 

Chevalier, but she omitted the romance which broke her heart in her early thirties. She included 

chapters on various celebrities she interviewed while a journalist in London, but only briefly 

discussed her friendships with literary figures like Nettie Palmer and Sumner Locke.  

 Prichard hoped Child of the Hurricane would be the final, definitive version of her 

formative years. It is not that, but for the biographer it is a priceless record of her movements 

and memories, a roadmap for a fuller, historical account, one with the benefit of some distance 

from its subject.  

 Just as Prichard wrote Child of the Hurricane as an act of self-defence, Throssell’s 

biography, Wild Weeds and Windflowers: The Life and Letters of Katharine Susannah Prichard 

(1975), was written to defend Prichard posthumously. After Prichard’s death in October 1969, 

Overland published Dorothy Hewett’s “Excess of Love: The Irreconcilable in Katharine 

Susannah Prichard”—a brutal re-assessment of her life and work, reflecting Hewett’s own 

 

 

30 Throssell, Wild Weeds, 155–73. 
31 KSP to Ric Throssell, 30 July 1950, RTP, MS8071/4/186.  
32 See, for example, KSP to Bea Throssell, 9 June 1946, RTP, MS8071/4/183. 
33 Burchill, “KSP: Romance, Romanticism and Politics,” 1. 
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disenchantment with communism and with Prichard, who had been a friend.34 Hewett wrote 

that it was ‘as if, after the suicide of her husband, Hugo Throssell, she willed her own creative 

death’ and in her blind loyalty to the Soviet Union she closed off her ‘artist’s pagan and poetic 

sensibility’.35 Throssell wrote angrily to the editor, Stephen Murray-Smith, ‘So it falls to 

Overland to be the first to disparage her.’36 Murray-Smith offered to publish an article giving 

Throssell’s own perspective on Prichard but he replied, ‘I will at some later date publish 

independently a factual biography of my mother’s life in the years after the death of my 

father.’37 Throssell wrote the biography in 1972 while on long service leave, supported by a 

Commonwealth Literary Fund grant and finishing a complete draft within a year.38  

 Wild Weeds is, in Throssell’s words, a ‘personal picture’.39 The narrative of her life 

before he was born is primarily a summary of Child of the Hurricane rather than original 

research, while the second half of her life after his birth in 1922 draws heavily on his memories 

and the weekly letters Prichard sent him. Throssell’s later work, My Father’s Son (1989), is a 

hybrid work combining a biography of his father and an autobiography, as well as revisiting 

elements of his mother’s life. Throssell’s biographical writings about his mother are invaluable 

accounts but, decades later, do not obviate the need for a new, critical biography.  

 In the years since Wild Weeds, the most substantial biographical work on Prichard has 

been in Sandra Burchill’s doctoral thesis, “Katharine Susannah Prichard: Romance, 

Romanticism and Politics” (University of New South Wales, 1988). The thesis intersperses 

literary criticism of Prichard’s novels with biographical chapters. The biographical parts of the 

thesis are ‘a basic framework in which to view the patterns and changes in the narrative form’, 

providing an understanding of the historical production of Prichard’s work.40 Biography is thus 

employed in the service of criticism, forming a skeleton account of Prichard’s life. Burchill 

uses archival sources to reveal many things Prichard and Throssell left out of their accounts. 

 

 

 

 

34 Morrison, “Leaving the Party.” 
35 “Excess of Love,” 28, 29. 
36 Ric Throssell to Stephen Murray Smith, 1 January 1970, RTP, MS8071/91. 
37 Ric Throssell to Stephen Murray Smith, 19 July 1970, RTP, MS8071/91. 
38 Throssell gives details of the writing process in letters from the period. RTP, MS8071/4/93-97. 
39 Wild Weeds, xii. 
40 “KSP: Romance, Romanticism and Politics,” 2. 
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Rationale for a Partial Biography of Prichard 

The lack of a comprehensive, critical biography of Prichard is a gap in Australian literary 

studies. A comprehensive biography could situate Prichard’s life properly in her historical, 

literary and cultural context and give the sustained attention to the details of her life which 

would move past the existing evasions, summaries and sketches. In the context of a doctoral 

thesis with word-length restrictions, a comprehensive biography of her whole life is 

impossible—Jill Roe’s Stella Miles Franklin (2008) runs to 709 pages while Hazel Rowley’s 

Christina Stead: A Biography (1993) runs to 646 pages, both in the order of 200,000 words.41  

A thesis biography ‘comprehensive’ in detail could only hope to cover a portion of Prichard’s 

long life.  

Early in my research, I heard rumours of other attempts to write a biography of Prichard 

and then, three years in, discovered five boxes of material held by the Mundaring and Hills 

Historical Society from one such abandoned attempt in the early 2000s. Undertaken as a 

doctoral thesis at Curtin University, the biographer was defeated by a number of factors, 

including her project to interview the many aging people who had known Prichard—all of 

whom have since died—as well as, importantly, the difficulty of covering the whole of 

Prichard’s life.  

 In this thesis, therefore, I cover Prichard’s formative years from 1883 to 1919, while 

intending to complete a full biography of Prichard for publication later. Although the focus of 

Prichard’s autobiography, these early years have received little attention from scholars 

compared to her married years and widowhood.  

Of this early period of Prichard’s life, her son wrote, ‘There is little that I have been 

able to add to her own account of that time. Few records of the early years of her life remain.’42  

In my research I have discovered there is actually much which can be added. The National 

Library of Australia’s Australian Newspaper Digitisation Program began in 2009 and has been 

adding new titles every month. It has been a valuable new source of information about Prichard, 

revealing many details which had previously been almost irrecoverable without full-text 

searching. While many of Prichard’s personal papers were destroyed, the twenty-four boxes of 

her papers held at the National Library are still a substantial archival source. My research has 

 

 

41 Although it should be noted that both biographies have now been published in abridged versions–Miles 

Franklin: A Short Biography (2018), 415 pages; and Christina Stead: A Biography revised edition (2007), 506 

pages.  
42 Wild Weeds, x. 
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uncovered many new biographical insights in correspondence, unpublished typescripts, and 

photographs. The National Library holds many other archives relating to Prichard, including 

the papers of her friends, Nettie and Vance Palmer. I have also found relevant material at the 

state libraries of Victoria and Western Australia, the Public Records Office of Victoria, the 

National Archives of Australia, and the University of New England archives.  

 

 

Approaching Prichard’s writings 

Michael Benton writes:  

The attention of biographical criticism lies… on what occurs in the middle ground 

between authors and their works. This means that biographers are especially 

interested in the origination of literary works and in the links both between texts and 

between the writing life and the author’s daily life since these connections are the 

raison d’etre for literary biography.43 

Prichard’s life and work are in dialogue throughout my biography. As in most literary 

biography, an understanding of Prichard’s life illuminates her work while her work also 

provides some insights into her life. I give an account of the writing of major pieces up until 

1919—“A City Girl in Central Australia” (1906), The Pioneers (1915), and Black Opal (written 

1918, published 1921)—narrating the circumstances in which they were written and analysing 

the experiences from Prichard’s life which might have influenced them. The complexity of 

interpreting The Wild Oats of Han (written 1908, published 1928) as an autobiographical source 

is discussed in chapter three—it was published as children’s fiction but Prichard herself insisted 

it was autobiographical. I consider its fictionalised depiction of her childhood alongside other 

sources.   

 My engagement with Prichard’s work is not limited to what she wrote in her early 

period; I also propose a number of autobiographical ‘echoes’ throughout Prichard’s oeuvre. 

Thus, for example, in narrating Prichard’s experience of the Great War, chapter nineteen 

interweaves the apparent fictional echoes of this time in her late novels Golden Miles (1948) 

and Subtle Flame (1967). To use the word ‘echo’ is to acknowledge that neither novel can be 

read as a simple autobiographical account of the war. Benton notes the ‘obvious danger’ of 

‘misreading the imaginative substance of fiction as if it were documented evidence from the 
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life’. 44 In the example of the Great War, I present these two echoes as fiction while suggesting 

they offer some sense of Prichard’s memory and experience of the event. In the words of Tony 

Hughes-d’Aeth, literature offers ‘the interior apprehension of how life feels to people’.45  

 

 

Gender and Ethics 

Reviewing Michael Ackland’s Henry Handel Richardson: A Life (2004), Sylvia Martin notes 

the biographer’s ‘hostility towards his subject’, and argues he lacks ‘awareness of what might 

be involved in a male biographer’s writing the life of a woman and a feminist’.46 In my 

biography I have sought to avoid the common pitfalls in writing about women’s lives identified 

by Hermione Lee—‘personalizing, over-protectiveness, demonizing, condescension’.47 I have 

attempted to interpret Prichard’s life critically but generously—meaning, for example, I am 

alert to the complexities and contradictions in Prichard’s own accounts of her life while not 

leaping on discrepancies in a hostile manner.  

 Hermione Lee also notes ‘because biographies of women have for so long been more 

protective and intimate than those of great men, a biography of a famous English woman 

novelist might still refer throughout to Jane or Charlotte, while famous male English novelists 

are not usually called Charles or Anthony’.48 Lee does not actually believe it is wrong to use 

first names; she does it herself in Virginia Woolf (1996). Rather than biographies of women 

becoming more formal, perhaps biographies of men should become more intimate and use their 

first names. Outside this more formal introduction, I have referred to Prichard throughout this 

biography as ‘Katharine’. The choice reflects the intimacy of the biography, concerned as it is 

with all the spheres of Prichard’s life. The biography moves beyond ‘Prichard’, the writer and 

public figure, to ‘Katharine’ as she saw herself and as she was seen by family, friends, and 

colleagues. It is not a choice based on gender; recurring figures in this biography, men and 

women, are referred to by their first names.49  

Prichard’s experience with Cyril Cook in 1950 suggests that she would not have 

 

 

44 Ibid., 52. 
45 Like Nothing, 3. 
46 Martin, “Review of Richardson.” 
47 Biography, 129. 
48 Ibid. 
49 W. T. Reay, however, is referred to as ‘Reay’. He seems to have been addressed by his rank or surname even 

by his friends while Prichard herself calls him the ‘Preux Chevalier’. See chapter 8.  
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welcomed another postgraduate from the University of Western Australia writing about her life. 

She would, however, find in my biography no psychoanalysis, less concern to ‘rank’ her work, 

and far more attention to historical evidence. Furthermore, times have changed and Prichard 

would not have wanted to be forgotten or mischaracterised in the cultural memory, two things 

my biography may remedy. Perhaps now, as I write on the approach to the fiftieth anniversary 

of Prichard’s death, the time is finally ripe for a new biography, as Prichard’s friend, Catherine 

Duncan, predicted when she urged Prichard not to burn all her papers six weeks before 

Prichard’s death: 

I can understand that you should want to put a time limit on giving students access to 

personal papers, but in fifty years, dearest Kattie, the KSP you are now will have 

become someone else—she will have escaped you. It’s already astonishing to read 

letters written ten or twenty years ago. I wrote that? I felt that? Another life, another 

person. Perhaps in the end it’s better to surrender the truth to posterity rather than 

allow one’s self to be deformed by supposition. Anyway I do beg you not be too 

ruthless. I cannot believe that beauty in writing can ever belong entirely to one person, 

or where would be our Heloise and Abelard?50 

 

 

 

 

 

50 14 August 1969, KSPP, MS6201/10/24. 



2. Origins: Levuka, Fiji, 1883 to 1887 
 

 

Katharine’s father was Thomas Henry Prichard, usually known as Tom. Late in 1882, on the 

eve of his departure to marry Edith Fraser in Melbourne and bring her back to Fiji, the Levuka 

community held a function to honour him. The German consul presented him with a purse of 

a hundred sovereigns collected from the other white colonists, saying, ‘We recognise, sir, the 

services you have rendered the colony as a fearless, vigorous and able writer. We know that in 

you its interests have found a capable advocate.’1 

Tom’s response is a rare surviving instance of him talking about himself. ‘When I came 

to Fiji I was a young man. As you now see, I am approaching middle age, yet I am one of the 

youngsters of my people. I am the waif, the stray, the wanderer of the lot; the rolling-stone that 

was expected to gather no moss… After an absence of nearly fifteen years I am now going 

home to my elders.’ He declared, ‘I hold the journalist to be the great lay teacher of the age,’ 

and finished his speech by saying, ‘My heart has ever been in my work, but when I return I 

shall resume it with redoubled energy, and if I fail to justify your estimate of me it will not be 

for want of trying, but because you have rated me altogether too highly.’ He was a driven, 

sensitive man, terrified of failure, and prone to severe depression.  

 Tom wrote fiction and poetry in his spare time and was moderately successful, 

appearing in a number of newspapers and magazines and even having one novel published. He 

regarded himself as a wit, writing satirical rhymes for his newspaper column which haven’t 

aged well. A devout but theologically moderate Anglican, he was anything but moderate in his 

politics.2 A hard-line conservative, he railed against a minimum wage, welfare, and anything 

else progressive.3  

Tom’s financial troubles and mental illness cast shadows over Katharine’s early life. 

She struggled against his desire for her to be a ‘domestic angel’, desperate for him to approve 

of her own ambitions.4 After he killed himself in 1907, she tried unsuccessfully to find 

publishers for his writing. He was on her mind the rest of her life. In 1950 she was planning to 

 

 

1 “Presentation to Mr T. H. Prichard”, newspaper clipping, Papers of T. H. Prichard, MS1147. 
2 Tom’s moderate approach to religion is clearest in his novel, which condemns inflexible Puritanism built on 

“the narrow ragged creed of Knox and Calvin”. Retaliation, 5. 
3 Prichard, Australian Popular Delusions. 
4 Hurricane, 66. 
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write a book about him.5 By 1969, she had conceded that she had run out of time to do so, but 

in one sense she already had—the story of Tom’s life as she knew it fills a good proportion of 

Child of the Hurricane. Five days before she died, she wrote to the National Library looking 

for stories of her father’s she had sent them years earlier, promising to send the rest when she’d 

finished trying them out on publishers.6 

 

 

Some of the family stories Katharine told in Child of the Hurricane aren’t quite true, but it is 

true that all four of her grandparents were on the same boat, the El Dorado, sailing from 

Liverpool to booming Melbourne in 1852.7 Over the decades that followed, three sets of 

Prichards and Frasers married, including Katharine’s parents, ‘so family relationships became 

somewhat complicated’.8 Tom was seven years old on that voyage, having been born in 1845 

in Monmouth, a town on the border of England and Wales.  

Tom’s father, Charles Allen Prichard, had ‘set himself up as an importer of cheeses’ in 

Australia; later he tried to make money in tallow but ‘misfortune seems to have followed every 

attempt he made to be a businessman’.9 The Melbourne directory for 1865 listed him as a grocer 

living on Gipps Street in the suburb of Collingwood.10 He and his wife, Agnes, died there within 

months of each other in 1867.11  

In 1863, the year Tom turned eighteen, his older sister, Ada, married and moved to the 

gold mining town of Ararat; Tom and his younger brother, Frederick, seem to have moved with 

them while their parents remained in Collingwood.12 He spent at least six years as a ‘rolling 

stone’ in different goldfields towns. He worked on a newspaper in Castlemaine, gaining his 

first experience as a journalist, and as a bailiff in the court at Beaufort.13 By 1868 he was 

 

 

5 Cook, “Critical Study,” 201. 
6 27 September 1969, KSPP, MS6201/10/23. 
7 Victoria, Australia, Assisted and Unassisted Passenger Lists, 1839-1923 [database online], 
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8 Hurricane, 16. 
9 Ibid., 15–16. 
10 Sands & McDougall’s Melbourne and Suburban Directory for 1865, Melbourne History Resources, accessed 

18 June 2019, https://omeka.cloud.unimelb.edu.au/melbourne-history/items/show/7. 
11 Australian News for Home Readers, 20 April 1867, 16; Argus, 23 August 1867, 4. 
12 Argus, 31 January 1903, 16. The Australian Dictionary of Biography entry for Frederick states he was 

‘educated at Ararat, where the family settled’. Reviewing Tom’s novel in 1893, a newspaper from the town 

noted Tom was ‘remembered as for some years resident at Ararat’. Ferral, ‘Prichard, Frederick John’; 

‘Retaliation Reviews’, newspaper clipping, Papers of T. H. Prichard, MS1147. 
13 Cyclopedia of Tasmania, 81; Brighton Southern Cross, 13 July 1907, 6; Victoria Police Gazette, 23 November 

1865, 1. 
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writing; that year, he took out second prize in a poetry competition for the Glassblowers’ 

Exhibition in Ballarat.14 He resigned as bailiff in May 1869 and migrated to Levuka, then Fiji’s 

capital.15  

Between 1868 and 1872 the ‘Great Fiji Rush’ brought many ‘young, restless men’ from 

Victoria and the other Australasian colonies to Fiji.16 Alluvial gold was getting harder to find 

in Australia and wool prices were falling; newspaper reports led people to believe their fortunes 

were to be made in Fiji. Tom and the others who came hoped to turn Fiji into another of the 

white colonies of Australasia, prospering on the back of indigenous labour and resources. ‘A 

rough-and-tumble time we had put in, as we helped to plan an outpost of the Empire in the very 

heart of barbarism’, he wrote in a short story. ‘It had been ten years of fry and frizzle, of sweat 

and swelter, of yams and bulamakau [beef], of sardines and square gin, of hard graft and 

unrealised hopes, of exile from civilisation and yearning to return.’17 He worked for a time as 

the clerk of peace at the Levuka court before becoming the editor of the Fiji Times in about 

1877.18  

For years he courted Edith, nine years his junior, by mail. ‘Father used to say that he 

fell in love with Mother when she was a schoolgirl, and made up his mind then that she was 

the girl he wanted to marry.’19 One of his surviving poems is called “To Edie, on her birthday”, 

dated 25 April 1878, the day she turned twenty-three: ‘Not with my hands but with my heart I 

wreathe / A natal garland for thy brows to-day.’20 As sentimental and formal as it is, it would 

have impressed Edith as she waited to join her adventurer across the seas. ‘My heart is sore for 

Somebody’, she copied into her commonplace book in 1879.21 

  

 

Tom and Edith married on 24 January 1883 at St Mary’s Church of England in Caulfield.22 He 

was thirty-seven; she was twenty-eight. By the time they set off on the SS Hero back to Fiji, 

Edith was pregnant. Though not Australian-born, Katharine was Australian-conceived.  

 

 

14 “Prize Poetry”, newspaper clipping, Papers of T. H. Prichard, MS1147. 
15 Ballarat Star, 10 May 1869, 2. 
16 Young, Adventurous Spirits, 21, 163-214. 
17 “Homeward Bound: A Christmas Reminiscence”, Red Funnel, 1 June 1908, 553. 
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19 Hurricane, 19. 
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22 Argus, 29 January 1883, 1. 
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 Edith Isabel Fraser was born into a large middle-class family in 1854 in the Melbourne 

suburb of Williamstown. Her parents were from Scottish families, although her father had 

grown up in Ireland.23 She was the fourth of eight daughters from her father’s two marriages, 

with just one brother, the youngest of the family, surviving infancy. Katharine remembered ‘the 

aunts’ as a strong presence in her early life. The future prime minister Alfred Deakin 

had been a frequent visitor at Clareville, the house which grandfather, Simon Lovat 

Fraser, had built… It was one of the few colonial-style homesteads in the wide area 

of open paddocks, spread with a light scrub, wild-flowers and gorse between 

Elsternwick and Murrumbeena… Young people from each family foregathered at 

Clareville to sing and dance with the Fraser girls. Mother’s younger sisters, Chris and 

Lily, were ‘comely and lively wenches’, according to an old friend. Edith, my mother, 

he said, was the serious one.24 

Edith was a gentle, conventional women who left few historical traces. She was 

adventurous enough to leave her family home and work as a governess for a time before she 

married.25 Her commonplace book survives, filled with quotes and jokes by other people. There 

is a brief and formal letter she wrote to Deakin when he became prime minister in 1903. A 

couple of times, the facts of her presence and the colour of her dress at social events are 

recorded by newspapers. And then there is her sad testimony of her husband’s final day 

preserved by the coronial inquest.  

In that first year of marriage, Edith was taken out of a close family network in 

Melbourne to a colonial outpost just as she fell pregnant. Without conveying any sense of the 

struggles involved in that, Katharine recorded only that through the months of Edith’s 

pregnancy, she sketched and ‘gathered shells on the beach, and filled an album with pressed 

ferns and seaweeds’.26 

 

 

In the opening to Child of the Hurricane, a hurricane wrecked Levuka on the night Katharine 

was born, ‘smashing frail native huts to the ground, hurling sheets of iron through the air like 

paper, uprooting trees’ before ‘the rain poured down in torrents’.27 The homeless Fijians 

flocked to the one house on the hill with its roof still on—her parents’ house—just as she was 

being born. They ‘gazed with awe at the baby the hurricane had left in its wake. “Na Luve ni 
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Cava,” they exclaimed. “She is a child of the hurricane.”’ It was a messianic birth, 

foreshadowing the drama and tragedy of her life.  

The problem is, there was no hurricane on 4 December 1883. There were some heavy 

rains on 29 November which caused the creek to flood, although the Fiji Times from the day 

after her birth doesn’t mention the weather at all, let alone a hurricane which destroyed Levuka. 

If Tom had read her story of the hurricane, he may have chided her, in the same way he chided 

the Australian press just a few months after her birth for exaggerating Fijian hurricanes:  

By the time the most innocent gale to which a skipper reefed topsails has blown itself 

from the Goro Sea into the columns of an Australian newspaper, it has grown out of 

all recognition, and thenceforward parades its imaginary terrors under the style and 

title of a ‘Frightful Hurricane in Fiji’. As a matter of fact, Fiji is no more subject to 

hurricanes than is Victoria. The last one worthy of the name was here experienced in 

1871.28 

Even though Katharine had the reason for her nickname wrong, she was dubbed ‘Na 

Luve ni Cava’ while still a baby. Tom wrote a poem of that title about Katharine to send to her 

aunt.29 In choosing the name, he may have been inspired by a novel about Fiji advertised the 

month Katharine was born, Lolóma, or Two Years in Cannibal Land, ‘in which fact and fiction, 

fancy and reminiscence, are agreeably blended’.30 King Big-Wind declares that the narrator has 

‘come with the storm, and must be its spirit… three fearful blasts on the conch-shell announced 

to the distant townsfolk that the Child of the Hurricane, a white God from the unknown 

countries, had been adopted by the tribe as their papalangi [foreigner]’.31 Tom probably knew 

the author, Henry Britton—they were both working as journalists in Castlemaine, Victoria, in 

the same period and Britton made three trips to Fiji between 1870 and 1877.32  

The earliest known version of Katharine’s hurricane myth appeared in 1916 in an article 

by Mary Gilmore for the Australian Worker. ‘Miss Prichard was born in Fiji during the worst 

hurricane known there for years. The roof of the house was blown off and the new-born infant 

wailed with the tempest. In Fiji she is called “Hurricane” by the populace.’33 Katharine’s 

mother, Edith, was still alive then but apparently never took the chance to correct the story 

Katharine had already begun telling. 
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Katharine was named after her mother’s late half-sister, Katherine Susan Davies, who had died 

at twenty-eight soon after giving birth in 1872.34 When her widower remarried, it was to 

Katherine Susan’s sister, Hannah Frances. In Katharine’s autobiographical children’s novel, 

The Wild Oats of Han, the protagonist, Han, ‘had been called Hannah Frances after a saintly 

great-aunt of whom a dark oil painting hung in the dining-room. She had excelled in good 

works, Great Aunt Hannah Frances… Han was named after her in the hope she would imitate 

her virtues.’35 There is another echo in Katharine’s novel Golden Miles (1946) when the 

protagonist, Sally, complains, ‘You know, I’ve never forgiven my parents for naming me after 

an estimable great-aunt. I’d have liked to be called Daphne.’36 

All her life, Katharine’s names were regularly misspelt, even on the covers of some of 

her books, reporters and publishers blithely adding a ‘t’ to Prichard or turning ‘Katharine’ back 

into ‘Katherine’. She ‘detested’ these misspellings, writes her son.37 The problem began with 

her birth certificate, which she must never have looked at too closely. The loopy handwriting 

is a little ambiguous, but it recorded her name clearly enough as ‘Katherine Susannah’.38 

 

 

After Katharine’s birth, Edith had a nurse to help her, a man named N’gardo. It was customary, 

according to Katharine, for white women to have male nurses help them. When she was ‘a few 

days old’ N’gardo supposedly took her away for hours to see the chief without telling her 

parents. Over time, he taught her to speak the Fijian of the chiefly caste and told her stories 

from indigenous mythology. ‘Maybe N’gardo is responsible for the instinctive sympathy I’ve 

always had for people of the native races. It is, I think, a tribute to that dark, protective presence 

in my early life.’39 

 Tom tried to arrange for N’gardo to accompany Katharine and her mother back to 

Melbourne for the birth of Katharine’s brother, Alan, in March 1885, but regulations prevented 

it. N’gardo died, she wrote, before she returned and ‘it was nothing but grief for the child from 
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whom he had been parted that caused him to will his own death’.40  

 It’s a shocking story, but it may not be true. The shipping page of the Sydney Morning 

Herald recorded Mrs T. H. Pritchard [sic] with two children and a servant boarding the Rockton 

on 13 June 1885, bound for Fiji.41 Katharine didn’t mention any other servants, so this was 

quite possibly N’gardo, well and truly alive. Whatever actually happened, N’gardo became a 

primeval antecedent for later tragedies in Katharine’s life. In her suicide-filled autobiography, 

he was the first man close to her to kill himself.  

It wasn’t long before Edith was pregnant again and Katharine’s second brother, Nigel, 

was born in Levuka on 21 August 1886. Katharine’s earliest memory was from this time. 

‘There’s a picture in my mind of a balcony veranda with white rails, pink flowers below it, and 

blue sea beyond. Alan and I were playing on the veranda and a baby cried.’42 

 

 

Tom was to look back nostalgically on Levuka as a ‘merry, bustling and busy’ centre where 

‘adventurous spirits from the Australian colonies traded, paid their debts, drank, made merry 

and socially frizzled together under the torrid tropic sun’.43 However, by the time Katharine 

was born the port was in decline, the steep volcanic slopes which surround it preventing 

expansion. Against the protests of Levuka’s residents, it lost its status as Fiji’s capital to its 

rival, Suva, in 1882.44  

 Levuka’s decline was hastened when a hurricane struck it on 4 March 1886, the event 

which probably formed the basis of Katharine’s birth mythology. Katharine was two and a half 

years old; she may have had faint memories of it. ‘The evil hap which Levuka, in common with 

the rest of the colony, has for so long experienced, culminated on Thursday morning in the 

heaviest hurricane which has visited the town since that of 1871.’ The worst of it lasted from 

daybreak to six p.m., buildings ‘going down in every direction’, as debris flew through the 

streets.45 Katharine the toddler would have been huddled in the dark bungalow that day, her 

pregnant mother worried for her and baby Alan, who was eleven months old. Tom’s scoffing 

at the dangers of hurricanes now seemed foolish. Writing for the Argus, he described a ‘scene 
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of wreck and tempest’ as ‘women and children, suddenly rendered homeless and exposed to its 

fury had to be borne to places of safety’; ‘the streets of a city under bombardment would not 

have been more dangerous’.46 

 Rather than rebuild, many colonists left. The Fiji Times moved to Suva at the end of the 

year, retaining its name but merging with the Suva Times. ‘With the town’, intoned the editorial, 

the Fiji Times itself ‘has vainly struggled against the deathly depression we have of late years 

experienced’. The European population of Levuka had fallen from 2000 to less than 500 and 

‘despite the force of old ties the admission is at length compelled that Levuka is no longer the 

place at which to publish the leading journal of the colony’.47 Levuka became, in Tom’s words, 

a ‘decayed, deserted fishing village’.48 

Tom moved with the newspaper. On 4 January 1887, the Taupo steamer arrived at Suva 

and he disembarked while Edith and the three children stayed on the ship, continuing on to 

Melbourne.49 Their stay in Melbourne was only meant to be temporary—Tom still hoped that 

Fiji would prosper and the family could make a permanent home in Suva. In September 1887, 

he led a deputation sent to Melbourne on behalf of the colonists to call for Fiji to be annexed 

by the colony of Victoria.50 Previous proposals for annexation by the closer colonies of New 

Zealand or New South Wales had come to nothing. The settlers were unhappy with the British 

governors; they were looking for a government which would allow them to more easily exploit 

indigenous labour and land. On 25 October 1887, Tom finally had the chance to speak to the 

premier. The premier said that ‘he did not wish to throw cold water on the movement’, before 

proceeding to do so, saying that ‘the advantages which would accrue to Victoria were not clear, 

whereas the difficulties to be overcome were very great’.51 Reported in newspapers across 

Australia, it was Tom’s moment in the spotlight and it ended ingloriously.  

With Tom’s hopes for Fiji dashed, it seems he felt it was time to finally end his self-

exile and settle the family in Australia permanently. Although he never returned to Fiji, he 

didn’t forget it. He gave a lecture on Fiji in Launceston in 1894, complete with lantern slides 

and ‘numerous anecdotes full of humour’.52 He emphasised Fiji’s fertility, and said it was 

 

 

46 Argus, 20 March 1886, 20. 
47 Fiji Times, 29 December 1886, 2 [microfilm]. 
48 Leader, 20 August 1898, 32. 
49 Fiji Times, 6 January 1887, 2 [microfilm]. 
50 Sydney Morning Herald, 19 September 1887, 7. 
51 Australasian, 29 October 1887, 28. 
52 Launceston Examiner, 11 September 1894, 4-5. 
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‘capable, under proper management, of becoming a valuable dependency of the British Crown’. 

In 1898, a newspaper published his series of tales about Fiji and other Pacific islands called “In 

Sapphire Seas”.53 

Fiji was to become a land of myth for Katharine, a place for her father to play out his 

exotic adventures in the stories he would tell her during her childhood. He was happy in these 

stories, care-free, a contrast to the anxious and depressed father she was to know for much of 

her childhood and youth. 

 

  

 

 

53 The series began with “Paying the Penalty”, Leader, 6 August 1898, 33. 
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3. The Memory of a Storm: Melbourne and Launceston, 
Tasmania, 1887 to 1895 

 

  

Long before Child of the Hurricane, Katharine wrote a memoir of her childhood in the 

ostensible form of a children’s novel, The Wild Oats of Han. According to the foreword, she 

wrote it in 1908, although it was only first published in serial form in 1926 before finally 

appearing as a book in 1928. In dreamy prose it captures the wonder of the world through a 

child’s eyes. Because of its classification as children’s literature, critics often overlook it in 

discussions of Katharine’s work.1 Yet Wild Oats is too subtle for children, ‘a book about 

childhood rather than a book for children’.2 

In the foreword, Katharine invited an autobiographical reading of the work: 

The first thing children ask about a story is usually: ‘But is it true?’ And this one, it 

can be said, is a truly, really story. Katharine Susannah would stake her breath on it. 

Just here and there a few details stray from the strict path—Rosamund Mary’s little 

songs, for instance. 

While there are some more significant details which ‘stray’ as well—such as the death of Han’s 

grandmother after a flood—the newspapers of the time show there is a historical basis for many 

of the incidents in Wild Oats.  

Wild Oats is narrated in third person through the viewpoint character, Hannah Frances 

Barry. Casting herself as a fictional character seems to have made it easier for Katharine to 

write about her life. As autobiography shaped into fiction, Wild Oats is an amalgam of 

childhood experiences, incidents from throughout her childhood added to Katharine’s actual 

nineteen months in Launceston from 1893 to 1895. She depicts Han’s childhood as a painful 

gaining of conscience and responsibility. Han begins with ‘no conscience, any more than the 

birds or possums who lived in the great silver gum-trees’ but as a twelve year-old, ‘the weight 

of the world’ descends on her shoulders and she must go ‘down into the great mysterious world 

they had talked so much of, to take her part in the joy and the labour and the sorrow of it’.3 

This trajectory that Katharine compressed into the Launceston years for Wild Oats stretched in 

life from her early childhood in Melbourne to the sacrifice of her university ambitions at the 

 

 

1 In Burchill’s thesis on Katharine’s novels, for example, it is only treated, briefly, as a biographical source. 

“KSP: Romance, Romanticism and Politics”, 27–29; see also Beasley, A Gallop of Fire, 30–32. 
2 Pownall, “The Wild Oats of Han,” 18. 
3 Prichard, Wild Oats, 1, 214–15. 
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age of nineteen in order to help her family. 

 

 

Katharine had just turned three when she arrived in Melbourne with her mother and two 

brothers in January 1887. For the next two and a half years they seem to have lived without 

Tom as he took jobs where he could find them. His absence is unmentioned in Child of the 

Hurricane, but must have affected her, even if she forgot it in the jumble of her earliest 

memories. The world of her earliest memories was one filled with a swarm of relatives, living 

in her grandparents’ house, Clareville, in the suburb of Caulfield, the same house her mother 

had grown up in. Along with her grandparents, Simon and Susan Fraser, two unmarried aunts, 

Lil and Chris, were also living in the house, with many other relatives nearby.4  

In Wild Oats, Han’s parents are backgrounded characters, ‘absorbed in each other’.5 

Her mother, Rosamund Mary in the novel, ‘had never been required to consider domestic 

affairs’ and it is Grandmother Sarahy, based on Susan, who keeps the household running. 

Katharine called her grandmother ‘the first person I became really interested in, perhaps 

because she was interested in me’.6 The implication is that her parents were not interested 

enough in her.  

The era of her grandmother and the Victorian era were one. Melbourne and the rest of 

the British empire was celebrating Queen Victoria’s golden jubilee in 1887, with over 125,000 

people converging on the Melbourne city-centre to witness its illumination on 21 June.7 ‘As I 

remember her, Grandmother looked like the pictures of Queen Victoria. She wore her hair in 

silver wings over her forehead, and a little lisse cap on her head. Her dress was usually dull 

black silk, with a tight bodice and voluminous skirts.’8 Her grandmother and the queen were to 

die within months of each other in 1901 when Katharine was seventeen, entwining them 

further. On the day of her grandmother’s funeral she ‘stood under the row of dark pines on the 

edge of the garden at Clareville, and watched the long train of vehicles file slowly away down 

the road, furious, yet grieving desperately about it all.’9 

Han’s grandfather is absent in Wild Oats, even though Katharine’s grandfather, Simon 

 

 

4 Hurricane, 21. 
5 Wild Oats, 13. 
6 Hurricane, 25. 
7 Argus, 28 June 1887, 9. 
8 Hurricane, 24. 
9 Ibid., 48. 
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Lovat Fraser, was a significant presence in her early life. ‘An old curmudgeon’ in Katharine’s 

recollection, he liked to trip his grandchildren up with his hooked stick, but he also fried 

potatoes for her when she woke hungry at dawn.10 Despite the family’s middle-class lifestyle, 

he was a customs clerk made redundant in 1880 at the age of sixty-two during a downsizing of 

the department.11 In 1892 he refused to attend the weddings of his daughters, Katharine’s Aunt 

Chris and Aunt Lil, because he disapproved of their prospective husbands. He died later that 

year.12  

 

 

Tom had returned to Melbourne with Fiji’s annexation delegation in September 1887 and 

stayed in Australia when it failed. Unable to find a job in Melbourne, in May 1888 he left the 

family at Clareville while he moved to Tasmania to take the position of editor at Launceston’s 

Daily Telegraph. 13 He lasted less than six months before he resigned due to ‘ill health’, possibly 

an early manifestation of his depression.14 

 Back in Melbourne, Tom ‘found a house for us before he found a job’, small and rat-

infested in a ‘dreary’ suburb.15 In April 1889, he was appointed editor of a new Melbourne 

weekly, the Sun, and the family moved137 to a larger house in the seaside suburb of Brighton.16 

He was in his element at the Sun, composing the satirical column “Madcap Rhymes” each 

week. 

However, in late 1892, Tom lost his job just as Edith was pregnant with their fourth 

child.17 In Wild Oats Han’s mother tells her, ‘We’ve no money… we don’t know when father 

will get any more work to do. We haven’t even a house to live in… and a little sister is coming 

to you soon… and there will be no home, no food—’ Beatrice was born on 2 November 1892, 

sandwiched between two deaths in the family in six weeks—Harry Williams (Aunt Lil’s new 

 

 

10 Ibid., 22. 
11 Argus, 16 October 1880, 9. 
12 Hurricane, 22–23. 
13 Tasmanian News, 5 May 1888, 2. 
14 Cyclopedia of Tasmania, 81. 
15 Hurricane, 29. 
16 Colonist, 27 April 1889, 23.  
17 Hurricane, 31. KSP’s account of the newspaper changing owners and direction may be confused with the time 

Tom lost his job at the Launceston Daily Telegraph in late 1894. The Sun does not seem to have actually 

changed hands until 1897 and nor did it change focus in 1892. The proprietor was Critchley Parker, who rehired 

Tom in 1896 to edit another newspaper. Holroyd, “Parker, Frank Critchley (1862–1944)”. 
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husband) and Simon Fraser (Katharine’s grandfather).18 Beatrice was nine years younger than 

Katharine, the fourth and final of the Prichard children born after a gap of six years. 

  The economic woes of the 1890s were deepening and Victoria was at the epicentre; in 

1893 its property bubble burst and the banks were in crisis.19 Tom was fortunate to find a new 

job in July 1893, back at the Daily Telegraph in Launceston. This time he was the associate-

editor, under the oversight of his successor to the editor post, William James McWilliams (later 

the first leader of the Australian Country Party), and the owner, James Brickhill.20 

 ‘After a dark and troubled time that was like the memory of a storm, Peter Barry had 

climbed the hill which rose from the sleepy old township of Launceston and had chosen the 

house built right at the top of the hill.’21 Peter’s real-life counterpart, Tom, called that house 

‘Korovuna’, even though he was only renting it.22 According to Katharine, the name means 

‘place of peace,’ but it actually combines the Fijian words for ‘village’ and ‘for a reason’.23 

Tom would later give the same name to the family home in Melbourne. They lived next door 

to Tom’s brother, Frederick, and his family; Frederick had taken up a role as editor of the town’s 

rival newspaper, the Launceston Examiner.24  

Tom and Edith were determined to establish themselves as pillars of the community, 

involving themselves in a myriad of committees and causes.25 Early impressions would have 

counted in the town, and they wanted to appear better-off than they were. They hired a ‘general’ 

named Jessie to do the housework and they borrowed money to set their house up with quality 

furniture.26 

‘Some of the happiest years of my childhood were spent in the old house on the top of 

a hill, overlooking Launceston’, Katharine recalled later. ‘There was a Kentish cherry orchard 

on one side of it, and apples and apricot trees on the other, as well as rows of gooseberry bushes 

and currents and raspberry canes. Whenever I have smelt syringa in other parts of the world, in 

France, or Russia, or America, my thoughts have drifted back to the big bush which used to 

 

 

18 Argus, 15 October 1892, 1; Argus, 16 November 1892, 1. 
19 Merrett, “Bank Crashes.” 
20 Mercury, 17 October 1893, 4; Clipper, 12 January 1895, 5. 
21 Wild Oats, 9. 
22 Daily Telegraph, 13 August 1894, 2. 
23 Bernie Raselala, electronic message to author, 5 June 2015. 
24 Ferrall, “Prichard, Frederick John (1851–1920).” 
25 Mercury, 24 July 1894, 3; Launceston Examiner, 18 October 1894, 4; Launceston Examiner, 22 December 

1894, 5; Launceston Examiner, 19 July 1894, 4-5. 
26 Hurricane, 41; Launceston Examiner, 2 February 1895, 8. 
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stand [at] the gate of that house.’27 Their house was in Trevallyn, backing onto the bush around 

the scenic Cataract Gorge. ‘The hills which rose in misty, timbered brakes and ledges behind 

her home, were Han’s happy hunting-ground.’28 Katharine was enchanted by the trees and the 

flowers and the birds and the lizards, an enchantment which was to flow through her writing in 

the years which followed. ‘She scarcely knew the world of the real from the world of the unreal; 

both were blended in the crystal of her mind.’29 

Han’s encounters with goannas in chapter four of Wild Oats symbolises much of her 

childhood world. Attempting to provoke goannas into spitting fire, Han and her brothers throw 

rocks at them, until, one day, ‘Two sharp stones had hit the goanna and made gaping crimson 

wounds in his silver side. Something human in his suffering, helplessness, mute and impotent 

anger, struck her.’ Believing he is an enchanted prince, she returns each day to feed him. 

However, ‘instead of changing to a knight at arms, although his coat was of burnished mail like 

the coat of any preux chevalier in history or fairy tale’ a goanna ‘became the source of all Han’s 

misfortunes’. When Han sees a boy kill a goanna, she attacks him. His mother complains to 

her parents and as punishment she is sent to school.30 

When Katharine revised Wild Oats forty years after its first publication, she did not 

make many changes, but she did feel the need to delete the phrase ‘preux chevalier’ (‘gallant 

knight’). In between the two editions, she had written about her affair with an older man she 

called the Preux Chevalier in Child of the Hurricane. They arranged to meet in Paris about the 

time she was writing the first draft of Wild Oats.31 She thought he was a gallant knight she 

could restore to happiness but that proved to be a young woman’s delusion.  

  

 

On 17 November 1893, Fillis’s Mammoth Circus and Menagerie, a South African troupe, 

arrived in Launceston for five days of shows. ‘Tier upon tier’ of ‘delighted spectators’ watched 

a lion, a tiger, five elephants, ‘Lilliputian marvels’, a woman shot from a cannon, and 

acrobats.32 In Wild Oats, Han  

was living in a world of enchantment, and could not think or talk of anything but the 

circus. At night, and in the morning, she could hear the wild beasts roaring in their 

 

 

27 “Tasmanian Memories”, typescript of radio broadcast, 19 October 1945, KSPP, MS6201/7/5. 
28 Wild Oats, 14. 
29 Ibid., 22. 
30 Ibid., 25–27. 
31 Hurricane, 93–95, 143–45. 
32 Daily Telegraph, 18 November 1893, 5. 
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cages. From the veranda of her home, the circus tents looked like a crop of 

mushrooms in the township, and at night, when they were lighted, they glowed a very 

elfin village. Music of the band drifted up over the town to The Hill.33 

She decides her great ambition in life is to be an acrobat, and she rehearses in her backyard, 

until she jumps from the tree before her watching family and falls hard to the ground. The visit 

of Fillis’s Circus was the beginning of an ongoing fascination with the circus for Katharine, 

culminating in her 1930 novel Haxby’s Circus.  

 In Wild Oats, the circus is paired with Han’s brief attraction to another romantic 

vocation—the life of a missionary. She listens to Rev. Percy Peyton’s stories of horror and 

martyrdom in ‘darkest China’ and decides she wants to ‘convert the heathen from his 

blindness… I want to carry the light of the gospel to far Lao Tzu. I want to be noble. I want to 

be a martyr. I want to die by the sword of the Pig-Tailed Barbarian.’34 

In life, two missionaries visited Launceston three months before the circus in August 

1893. Katharine seems to have been momentarily taken by their vision: ‘To every land, the 

preacher urged, must the standard of Christianity be borne, every country invaded. His 

followers, animated by a noble spirit of conquest, must assail every position held by the enemy 

and rest not until the seal of the Creator had been impressed on every brow.’35 For a nine-year-

old girl working out her place in the world, the life of a missionary momentarily offered both 

adventure and a great cause.  

 In this period of trying on vocations in Launceston, she found her true calling. She 

remembered announcing to Tom that she wanted to be a writer: 

I can still see him as he used to stand on the verandah, in the evening, smoking 

his peace pipe as he called it, and looking out over the shining river, or away to the 

mountains in the distance. Before that, the family had been disturbed by my ambitions 

to be a circus rider, or a missionary. So my father took my announcement about 

becoming a writer with an indulgent smile.  

‘Oh well,’ he said, ‘you’ll need plenty of patience and plenty of postage stamps.’36 

 She wanted to follow in his footsteps. Tom’s first and only novel, Retaliation: A Tale of 

Early Melbourne, appeared in May 1893 from the publishing arm of the Sun, just as the 

Prichards prepared to leave for Launceston.37 Despite devoting so much attention to Tom in 

her autobiography, Katharine was conspicuously silent about his novel. Retaliation is a popular 

 

 

33 Wild Oats, 136. 
34 Ibid., 145. 
35 Daily Telegraph, 28 August 1893, 3. 
36 “Tasmanian Memories”, typescript of radio broadcast, 19 October 1945, KSPP, MS6201/7/5. 
37 The book itself is undated. Library catalogues list its date as 1891, but the only reviews and mentions of it all 

occur in May and June 1893. 
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romance about an orphan girl’s rescue by a wealthy widow and her revenge on a scoundrel. 

While competent and representative, it is not particularly memorable.  

 Nine year-old Katharine would have found it glamorous that her father had published a 

novel. It would have seemed like something a person could do, something she could aspire to. 

Many of her early works are also romances, bearing some resemblance to Retaliation in their 

coincidence-driven plots of beautiful damsels under threat from scoundrels.  

 

 

Katharine was to look back on her early teachers as benignly inept. Before the Prichards left 

Melbourne, she had started attending a school ‘run by a gentle spinster’ in Brighton, and then 

a private school run by her Aunt Lil.38 By her own reckoning, she was the late age of eight 

when she started, but she had already learned to read and write and had been taking French 

lessons with her grandmother. She made her first known newspaper appearance on 23 

December 1893 as ‘Katty Prichard’, the most awarded student at Miss Littler’s private school 

in Trevallyn.39 In contrast to the rebellious Han, Katharine was voted by her fellow students 

‘Best Conduct’ for the entire school.  

 In August 1894, Katharine made her second newspaper appearance as one of the 

organisers of a children’s bazaar, held at her family’s house to raise funds for the poor. She and 

her friends made crafts and toys, selling them for a penny each. The event raised over a pound 

and the journalist—presumably Tom—held it up as an example to the rest of the community.40 

The charitable, community-spirited Prichard family living at Korovuna on top of the hill looked 

so assured of their place in Launceston society in 1894, seemingly unaware they were about to 

tumble. 

 

 

In Katharine’s account, the Daily Telegraph was ‘on its last legs, and it was hoped Father would 

revive it’, only for the paper to cease publication.41 In reality, the newspaper kept going without 

Tom right up to 1928, but ructions did shake it in late 1894. The owner, James Brickhill, was 

in financial trouble, suing and being sued in the courts over some medium-sized sums before 

 

 

38 Hurricane, 29–30. 
39 Daily Telegraph, 23 December 1893, 6. 
40 Daily Telegraph, 13 August 1894, 2.  
41 Hurricane, 106. 
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declaring bankruptcy. The Christmas Day issue of the paper declared, ‘the plant, good-will, 

copyright, etc of the Daily Telegraph newspaper has been seized… and will in future be carried 

on for the new proprietors by W. A. Whitaker Manager’.42 Two weeks later a Hobart newspaper 

reported that ‘Mr. T. H. Prichard, editor-associate and “Aramis” of the Daily Telegraph severs 

his connection to that paper today. The tomahawk has been pretty freely used in the various 

departments.’43 While the editor, McWilliams, stayed on under the new regime, Brickhill’s 

demise was also Tom’s. According to a columnist years later, Tom lost his job for ‘writing 

disrespectfully of William Hart’s brains, or trousers, or both’; Hart was an influential 

businessman and politician ‘anything belonging to [him] was considered sacred in Launceston 

in those days’.44  

 

 

Six months after the bazaar at the Prichard house to raise money for the poor, almost everything 

they owned was auctioned onsite as they prepared to return to Melbourne. The advertisement 

placed on behalf of Tom in the Launceston Examiner for an auction of ‘the whole of his 

household furniture’ is a comprehensive and sad list: ‘comprising walnut sideboard (mirror 

back), mahogany telescope table, dining room suite, new Brussels carpet, oil paintings 

(superior), mahogany wardrobe, cedar chest drawers, bedsteads and bedding, commode, 

dressing tables, washstands, fenders, curtains, poles and rings, kitchen utensils, dresser, garden 

tools, and sundries’.45 They kept their piano and their books, but little else.  

When Katharine gave a testimony of her conversion to communism, the auction stood 

out as a landmark, her awakening to injustice in the world. She and her brothers had been sent 

out to play in the bush all day. On their return, they ‘saw the family furniture piled on carts 

driving along the road, and a red auctioneer’s flag over the gate’.46 Her mother’s grief stirred 

her to the realisation of ‘some dark mysterious trouble’ which she must prevent hurting her 

family.  

Soon after the auction, on 7 March 1895, the Prichards returned to Melbourne. Despite 

their money troubles, they travelled not in steerage but saloon class.47 

 

 

42 Daily Telegraph, 25 December 1894, 2. 
43 Clipper, 12 January 1895, 5. 
44 “The Inky Way”, The Bulletin, 17 April 1919, 26. 
45 Launceston Examiner, 2 February 1895, 8. 
46 Why I Am a Communist, 3–4. 
47 Daily Telegraph, 8 March 1895, 2.  
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Compared to the plots fiction demands, lives are too repetitive. In writing about her life in the 

form of a children’s novel, Katharine shaped the events of early 1895 into the decisive crisis of 

her childhood. In life, this crisis in the Prichard family was one of many, the circularity 

suggested by the ‘memory of a storm’ right at the start of Wild Oats as the family arrive in 

Launceston. Katharine lived her childhood with the memory of storms. Tom’s difficulty finding 

work when he moved back to Australia from Fiji in 1887 was one; the loss of his job at the Sun 

in 1892 was another. This time, in 1895, Katharine understood some of what was happening to 

her family and the knowledge was bitter. In her memory, leaving Launceston became an exile 

from paradise, cast out from a care-free existence playing in the bush and forced back to 

suburban Melbourne with a new sense of responsibility. 
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4. Enthusiasms and Ambitions: Melbourne, 1895 to 
1903 

 

   

When the Prichards returned to Melbourne in 1895, Tom couldn’t find a job and Edith kept the 

family going. She ‘was always sewing then… smocking lovely little dresses for other children, 

or painting illuminated addresses which she sold to be presented to distinguished citizens’.1 

After the house on top of the hill in Launceston, the Prichards were living at 397 North 

Road, Caulfield, ‘a dark, ugly building of brown bricks’ without a garden.2 It was lent to them 

by Katharine’s uncle, Slingsby Davies, who lived next door at “Withersdane”. Despite 

Slingsby’s apparent generosity, Katharine calls him ‘tight-fisted’; living next door to wealthier 

relatives seems to have been painful. She was named after Slingsby’s late first wife, Katherine 

Susan, and he keeps coming up in Child of the Hurricane as if she was still trying to settle a 

score with him.3 

 About a year after their return to Melbourne, Tom found a job as editor of the Australian 

Mining Standard.4 ‘Suddenly it was as if the dark and dreary days of winter had been chased 

away by the sunshine of spring. The house was filled with gladness. Father went off to catch 

an early morning train; Mother no longer sewed all day… They did not tell me what had 

happened, but I guess that work and money had banished their troubles.’5 

The Prichards moved two doors’ down, back to 401 North Road, the house they’d lived 

in before moving to Launceston.6 This was ‘a painted weatherboard house with a garden and 

lawn at the back, and open land covered with gorse, briars and bracken stretching before it’. 

Tom called it ‘Korovuna’, of course. Even though Tom was to die in its back-shed later, 

Katharine remembered it as ‘a place of happiness and peace for a long time’.7  

 Despite interludes in Levuka and Launceston, North Road was the centre of Katharine’s 

childhood and youth. Sparsely populated, it was dominated by her relatives—“Clareville”, her 

maternal grandparents’ house where she had lived from 1887 to 1888; “Withersdane”, home of 

 

 

1 Hurricane, 40. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid., 41. 
4 Mercury, 25 April 1896, 2. 
5 Hurricane, 43. 
6 Sands and Macdougall Melbourne Directory 1900, microfiche, Library Council of Victoria, 205. 
7 Hurricane, 43. 
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the Davies; and, more humbly, her own family’s movable “Korovuna”. At one end of the road 

was the Brighton General Cemetery, where Katharine’s parents were both to be buried; at the 

other end was the Ormond railway station. The 1896 Municipal Directory describes the 

Caulfield area as ‘pleasant and healthy’ and ‘so increased in importance that it has become one 

of the leading suburbs’ with a population of 8000.8 In the depression of the 1890s, it was full 

of middle-class families like the Prichards struggling in genteel poverty.9 

 

 

The arts were important in the Prichard house. ‘During our bright times father’s and mother’s 

interests were chiefly literary and artistic. They talked to us about music, painting, and poetry. 

Mother played on the little Broadwood piano… She and father sang together: he often read to 

us in the evening, usually Australian poetry.’10 They took the four children to the National 

Gallery ‘to see almost every new picture when it was bought’.11 

 Tom and Edith sent Alan and Nigel to state schools but Katharine was kept home for a 

time because her mother needed her help and ‘the aunts were horrified at the idea of my going 

to a state school’.12 Eventually, ‘Father and Mother compromised with the aunts by letting me 

go to a state school in another district where Mother had heard there was a good teacher’.13 It 

was Armadale State School and the teacher was James Moloney; years later she was to 

remember him as having ‘a kind of personal magic, as well as having a method of inspiring 

confidence’.14 

Katharine was at Armadale from 1895 to 1897. She didn’t complain about the 

conditions at the school, but while she was there, the Argus reported that forty-five students 

were crowded into a classroom meant for ten.15 The headmaster wrote to the Education 

Department that ‘there is a considerable amount of sand and dust in the school ground, which 

is continually shifting during the summer—almost blinding the children, and which during the 

winter forms a soft mud about one or two inches deep, always spoiling the play-ground after a 

 

 

8 Victorian Municipal Directory, 372–73. 
9 Solomon, Caulfield, 23. 
10 Why I Am a Communist, 4. 
11 Hurricane, 67. 
12 Ibid., 41. 
13 Ibid., 51. 
14 “Some Experiences”, undated manuscript, KSPP, MS6201/10/22. 
15 Clerehan, Scully, and White, Armadale Primary School, 7. 
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slight fall of rain’.16 In September 1896, two classrooms at Armadale State School were 

destroyed in a fire and the fifth and sixth classes, Katharine among them, began attending 

classes at Toorak State School, still taught by Armadale teachers.17 

With no public secondary schools, public school students wanting to continue their 

education competed for merit-based government scholarships to private schools. After the 

exam, Katharine was devastated to be disqualified for a government scholarship to South 

Melbourne College because she had just turned fourteen. However, a few days later, ‘a short 

fat man arrived on a bicycle who said he was a J. B. O’Hara, headmaster of South Melbourne 

College… He had been so pleased by my papers that he had come to offer me a half-

scholarship.’18 

 

 

According to Katharine, she had her first story published in a Melbourne newspaper at age 

eleven; it awaits rediscovery.19 At present, her earliest extant published story is from age fifteen, 

“That Brown Boy”. Winning the Sun’s quarterly children’s prize for stories, “That Brown Boy” 

is a lively, melodramatic tale which shows Katharine’s early potential. It’s the story of Nicholas 

Brown, a mischievous orphan who drowns defending some younger boys against a bully. She 

had to share the prize of ten shillings with another girl because of ‘carelessness in writing, 

grammar, and orthography’.20 Entering—and often winning—competitions would be an 

important part of Katharine’s literary career in the decades which followed, even once she was 

established as a writer. 

 This writing success meant much to Katharine. Despite her parents’ appreciation of the 

arts, she felt they discouraged her literary ambition. ‘Mother and Father were too absorbed in 

each other, and in their struggle to provide food and clothing for us all, to be interested in my 

scribbling.’ She showed her grandmother a story called “A Soldier’s Love”, only to later 

overhear her reading it out loud to her aunts in ‘gales of laughter’. Then her family laughed 

again at her dramatic adaptation of William Tell, elaborately staged at home with her brothers 
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and cousins.21  

 Although her parents were indifferent about her writing, South Melbourne College 

encouraged it; the principal, J. B. O’Hara, was an established poet.  

He was very pleased with a contribution to the school magazine which the 

professor of English in a German university praised. One of our teachers had married 

this professor, and she wrote to say her husband thought the girl who wrote that sketch 

‘would become a famous writer some day’. 

How excited I was! To have my writing thought so well of was surprising. I 

decided forthwith to become ‘a famous writer’, and began consciously to study the 

work of great writers in order to learn something of how stories should be made, and 

why some were more powerful than others.22 

Her French teacher, Irma Dreyfus, ‘introduced her to French writers including De Maupassant, 

Anatole France and Victor Hugo’.23 Her mother encouraged her to read the great writers of the 

Victorian-era like Alfred Tennyson and Charles Dickens as well as less enduring romances. 

‘Idealistic and romantic for the most part, Mother’s choice of books was. But I never tried to 

write about mythical knights and ladies, or indulged in fairytale fantasies.’24 To deny the 

romantic and the mythical in her own work is to be far too literal; her first two novels, The 

Pioneers (1915) and Windlestraws (1916), are romances full of contemporary knights, damsels, 

and villains. Elements of romance persisted throughout her career; her imaginative world was 

shaped by her early immersion in the genre.25  

 Reading Miles Franklin’s My Brilliant Career (1901) was another part of her literary 

formation. In Katharine’s first letter to Franklin in 1930 she remembered, ‘It made a very vivid 

engraving on my mind, at about the time I had just left school, & I am sure it matured my mind 

in the direction of reality and truth at that moment as nothing else did’.26 In a radio broadcast 

paying tribute to Franklin in 1944, Katharine remembered, ‘What a sensation it created! Most 

of the well-known writers at that time were old, and here was a girl writing with vigour and 

realism which amazed everybody.’27 

 

 

The first day of 1901 marked both the federation of Australia and the beginning of the twentieth 
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century. Melbourne was the temporary capital of the new nation. Federal attorney-general 

Alfred Deakin, a friend of Edith’s when they were young, sent a message to the Century Night 

held in the Melbourne Town Hall saying, ‘May the new year of the new century usher in a new 

nation whose history shall be an illustrious record of progress.’28 Katharine had arrived in 

Australia at the time of the centenary of colonisation; she was now on the cusp of adulthood at 

Federation. This period of heightened awareness of Australian identity fed into an event 

significant to her personal mythology: the Prichard family reunion.  

 The reunion brought together fifty of the descendants of Tom’s parents on 12 November 

1902, the fiftieth anniversary of their arrival in Melbourne. While the other side of Katharine’s 

family, the Frasers, had largely stayed in Melbourne, the Prichards had scattered across the 

Australasian colonies. All ten of the children were still alive, and they and their offspring came 

from around Victoria, New South Wales, Tasmania, and New Zealand to gather at the house of 

Katharine’s stern aunt, Agnes Church, in the Melbourne suburb of Canterbury. Ahead of the 

reunion, Tom sent a story about it to the Argus headlined “Pioneers’ Reunion”.29 

Katharine prefaced her account of the reunion by saying that her grandfather 

intentionally ‘forgot the past’ when he came to Australia, cutting off the ‘myths and legends of 

family history which had captivated him as a young man’ so that the next generations might 

truly start a ‘new life’ and ‘make their own way in the colonies’. Katharine’s grandparents were 

free settlers but her first novel, The Pioneers (1915), is marked by a concern with Australia as 

a new start for descendants of convicts, the past forgotten. In the epilogue, Dan, the grandson 

of the pioneers—the same generation as Katharine—is told by his mother, ‘They may talk about 

your birthstain by and by, Dan… but that will not trouble you, because it was not this country 

that made the stain. This country has been the redeemer and blotted out all those old stains.’30 

The inter-generational saga of The Pioneers owes something to the mood of this reunion 

when Katharine was eighteen. An original family of twelve had grown to eighty-three. The first 

generation brought up in Australia were now ‘stout and grey-haired’ elders ‘disporting 

together’. Her own generation were bright and young with a new century ahead of them in a 

new nation.  

‘I seem to be the only rebel among them,’ wrote Katharine. ‘What would he say to me, 
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I wonder, that grandfather whose name will live on [in] the books I have written, and who made 

his bold venture into the unknown? Would he understand that I am seeking to find as he did, a 

new and good life, though not only for the members of my own family, but for the families of 

mankind?’31  

   

 

In 1902, sixteen year-old Hilda Bull ‘with glorious red hair’ moved next-door.  

Hilda and I had met at the Armadale State School, and were soon talking to each 

other over the garden fence. Before long we had broken a gap in the grey palings near 

a clump of lilac bushes, and could call to each other as soon as we got up in the 

morning. Living side by side, we shared our hopes and dreams in a friendship that 

grew stronger with the years.32 

Such was their deep friendship that Hilda wrote years later of the ‘telepathic sympathy’ between 

them and the ‘curious effect of your power of evoking memories and dreams and the whole 

atmosphere and fragrance of our long association’.33 In the published version of Child of the 

Hurricane, Katharine wrote, ‘there was never anyone with whom I could share my most 

intimate thoughts as I could with Hilda; and she, with me, I know, felt the same deep sense of 

security and understanding’.34 The typescript contains a passage she deleted:  

Such intimate friendship between women is suspect these days. But there was 

never anything Lesbian in Hilda’s and my association.  

We were both too much in love with men always later to need any other sexual 

interest. We could discuss the adventures of our minds in our love affairs as well as 

all the happenings of our lives, with complete freedom. That was what made our 

friendship the rare and lovely thing it was.35 

It is an intriguing denial. ‘Always’ adjusted to ‘later’. The love of men precluding same-sex 

attraction. What’s more, it seems an unnecessary protestation—what prompted it in the first 

place?  

Unlike Katharine, Hilda was her (wealthy) father’s favourite, and he nurtured her 

aspirations.36 She was attending Presbyterian Ladies’ College, Melbourne’s most prestigious 

girls’ school, and introduced Katharine to two of her PLC friends, Nettie Higgins and Christian 

Jollie Smith: 

We sat on the lawn between Hilda’s room and mine, comparing notes about our 

enthusiasms and ambitions. We were each of us working for the matriculation 
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examinations… I don’t think we ever discussed the things that are supposed to 

interest girls—boys and dresses. We were interested mostly in ourselves, our future, 

and the first step towards it: those exams.37 

The four of them were near contemporaries, but the other three matriculated the year after 

Katharine in 1903 and went on to study for exhibitions in 1904. All four young women were 

to go on to live remarkable lives—Katharine as a writer and Nettie as a critic who both shaped 

the development of a distinctively Australian literature; Hilda as a patron of Australian drama 

and a medical doctor; and Christian as a labour lawyer. All four also came to hold left-wing 

political convictions, with Katharine and Christian both foundation members of the Communist 

Party of Australia in 1920.38 

  Unlike any of Katharine’s other close friends, Nettie kept many of her letters and 

diaries. The invaluable biographical insights into Katharine they provide also have the 

distorting effect of giving Nettie a bigger part in Katharine’s known life than her closest friend, 

Hilda.  

  

 

Baptised as an infant, it came time for Katharine to be confirmed into the Church of England. 

Despite Katharine’s short-lived desire to become a missionary, her resistance to Christianity 

began early. She remembered attending a ‘small, wooden Anglican church standing in the midst 

of bare paddocks’ in Caulfield when she was eight and being outraged by the story from 

Genesis in which Jacob deceives his father Abraham to receive the birthright that was rightfully 

his brother’s. She was with Uncle Arthur, her mother’s only brother, and told him she didn’t 

like God for allowing this injustice to happen. It is far from the most troubling story in the Old 

Testament, but with two younger brothers it touched a nerve. Katharine suspected Uncle Arthur 

shared her opinion.39 ‘The years of Bible reading, church-going, family prayers and religious 

instruction, which filled my youth, never removed my secret doubt as to the goodness of God, 

and the omnipotence that was claimed for Him.’40 

According to Katharine, ‘four clergymen in turn had undertaken to prepare me for 

confirmation; but I asked questions which they did not answer to my satisfaction’.41 Tom tried 
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his own arguments on her and she finally decided to not only be confirmed but to try harder to 

believe. It wasn’t the arguments he used which changed her mind but rather his sadness at her 

apostasy. At her confirmation, the beauty of the ceremony in the cathedral impressed her: 

Very devout for a while, I prayed earnestly every night and went to church with 

Father and Mother on Sundays, giving God, as I thought, every chance to prove to 

me that He wasn’t a myth like Santa Claus, Jack Frost, or the black dog on my back—

those inventions which had beguiled my childhood.42 

The surprise of Katharine’s religious ‘testimony’ is that despite her emphasising, in retrospect, 

her many doubts, for a period of her youth she was a believer:  

My imagination had been caught up by the inexplicable in religious ecstasy. I used 

to go out into the paddocks, gaze up into the sky and away in to the distance, 

enraptured by the gorse in bloom, its musky fragrance, the beauty of everything; and 

feel that I was communing with God.43 

This sense of enchantment in nature stayed with her, even when she didn’t believe in God any 

longer, and many of her novels have moments of it, notably Working Bullocks (1926) when 

Deb is among the trees and ‘swung to them in a fury of worship and admiration. The invocation, 

passion and lamentation of the trees swayed her’.44 

In 1907, Katharine watched Tom’s mental health worsen as he prayed fanatically each 

day, and she prayed too, promising herself she would believe in God if Tom got better. ‘When 

Father died, I was finished with religious superstitions.’45 

 

 

Katharine’s years at South Melbourne College from 1898 to 1902 were happy ones. She was 

stimulated intellectually and creatively and formed friendships she remembered fondly. She 

described the principal, John Bernard O’Hara, as a ‘a man of joyous and buoyant personality 

who taught by a sort of magnetism which brought the best out of his pupils’.46 O’Hara was a 

highly regarded educator.  

Under O’Hara’s leadership the college was co-educational, its curriculum academic 

and its ethos competitive. Its students prided themselves on being an educational elite. 

Girls and boys were encouraged in similar ambitions and competed on equal terms…  

Though traditional in his methods, he was an outstanding teacher. Affectionately 

nicknamed ‘Teddy’, the short, stout and lively O’Hara inspired his students and 

tempered his discipline with humour.47 
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However, his interest in bright girls was not all innocent; seven years after Katharine graduated, 

a student fell pregnant to him.48 

In 1902, Katharine’s last year of school, she worked hard, haunted by the fear she might 

fail her exams. ‘I used to be out at dawn walking round the garden, with a book in my hands, 

and sit huddled up in a blanket on winter nights because there was no fire in my room’.49   

A highlight of the year was the annual school ball at the South Melbourne Town Hall 

on Saturday 16 August. A local newspaper reported a long list of ‘pretty and varied’ dresses, 

including ‘Miss K. Prichard—white silk and violets’.50 She wrote about the dance for the 

school magazine: 

The quick hours are flying. A whirl of dainty frills, visions of light feet in pretty 

slippers, a subdued rustle and swish with the music, glimpses of flushed faces, waving 

hair, parted lips, graceful bows and curtseys, breathless laughter, and sighs. Clang! 

clang! and it is over. Twelve o’clock, and as the hour sounds, reluctantly a few last 

revellers catch up satin skirts, with vistas of white frills, and clatter down the damp 

steps.51 

Her friend, Maggie, was escorted by her father, the commissioner of police, Thomas 

O’Callaghan, ‘a portly red-faced, old man, very pompous’. O’Callaghan asked Katharine to 

dance, and O’Hara ‘chuckled hilariously afterwards, accusing me of having “captivated the 

commissioner of police”’.52 This was just months after Katharine had charmed her grumpy 

Uncle Albert at the family reunion; in a rather naïve choice of phrases, that had been her ‘first 

attempt at flirtation’ as she ‘coaxed him to dance’ and ‘made love’ to him. At times, Katharine’s 

autobiography reads as a series of anecdotes about men she had, in one way or the other, 

beguiled.  

The school’s prize ceremony was held on 20 December, a couple of weeks after 

Katharine’s nineteenth birthday. ‘That Speech Day was such an undreamt-of conclusion to the 

nights and days when I had slogged laboriously.’53 She won the group prize for English, history, 

and geography as well as individual subject prizes for German and Physiology. Curiously, in 

English she was equal seventh in a class of thirty-two; it was her strength in history and 

geography which won her the group prize.54 In algebra, she was equal bottom; O’Hara ‘told 
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Father that if I managed to pass in algebra in the matriculation examinations, I should return to 

school the following year and study for a university exhibition in the post-matriculation class. 

It was understood I was to do this.’55 It was one of the great disappointments of her life that 

she didn’t return and was never to attain a degree.  

‘Mother was suffering from sciatica when I should have returned to school. She lay in 

bed for six months, and I had to stay at home, do everything for her and look after the 

housework. There was no possibility of winning an exhibition after that.’56 It wasn’t simply a 

financial decision; the Prichards were in a better financial position than ever before. In 

September 1902, Edith’s brother, Arthur Fraser—the same uncle Katharine had shared her 

doubts about God with—was thrown from his horse in a race and died from his injuries; he had 

no heirs and left Tom his estate of £366, three years of a basic wage.57 

As Katharine grew older, she became increasingly aware that her father’s expectations 

of her were different because she was a girl. In Wild Oats, this is shown in Han’s younger 

brother being given an axe to cut firewood. ‘Being a boy, Han thought, must be more important 

than being a girl if it meant having an axe all to yourself to cut wood.’58 When Katharine was 

in her early twenties and her brother Alan lay in hospital near death from acute appendicitis, 

she told Tom she wished it was her. Distractedly, he told her he wished that too. ‘For the first 

time’, she wrote, ‘I realised that I was not the most important member of the family.’59 Yet if it 

was the first time, then it was a realisation which had been growing for years.  

Tom wanted her to be like Edith—a genteel housewife, a painter of water-colour copies, 

educated but not too educated. While her mother gave her books of poetry by Keats and 

Wordsworth as gifts for Christmas or birthdays, ‘Father liked to give me pretty feminine things, 

a sunshade or a bottle of perfume, a pair of ear-rings, or a gauzy hand-painted fan.’60 

As Katharine gave up her dreams of university to run the household, Tom ‘was 

delighted to see me becoming more of a home-girl’. Edith’s illness had played into his hands. 

Yet in misunderstanding his daughter, in trying to shape her to be something she didn’t want to 

be, Tom provoked Katharine into proving him wrong and carving out a career—first as a 

governess then as a journalist and finally as a writer. ‘Nothing’, she wrote, ‘was further from 
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my thoughts than being the domestic angel into which he hoped I would be transformed.’61 
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5. Governess: Yarram, Victoria, 1904 
 

 

The highlight of Katharine’s desultory year of housekeeping was her first adult success as a 

writer, winning a love story competition run by New Idea journal with a tale called “Bush Fires” 

despite ‘knowing nothing about either love or bushfires’.1 In it, she created a character with her 

own name described as ‘an Australian woman, browned with the wind and sun, inured to the 

open-air life of freedom and danger. The countryside loved her for her fearlessness, the physical 

strength of her beautiful body, the sweet charity of her woman’s eyes.’2 ‘Kath’rin’’ rides 

recklessly into a bushfire to save her estranged lover; she is reconciled to him, only for both of 

them to be killed in the fire. Like much of Katharine’s early work, she sets romance against a 

quintessentially Australian backdrop.  

In Katharine’s memory, her decision to become a governess was connected to her 

literary ambitions. She decided, ‘I must know more about bushfires, love, and the country 

beyond our ranges’ and announced to her family her intention to work as a governess to a 

family in the country.3 It was a chance to escape.  

Governessing was one of the few respectable careers open to young women at the turn 

of the twentieth century. The status of the governess was ambiguous—not really one of the 

servants, if there were any, and not quite part of the family.4 ‘Generally women who were 

employed as governesses came from impoverished middle-class parents—a sufficient amount 

of income to provide a reasonable education, but not enough to prevent their daughters needing 

to work away from home.’5 Perhaps this implication of middle-class poverty was why Tom and 

Katharine’s aunts objected to her plan. However, Edith had worked as a governess for a time 

before she was married; now recovered from sciatica, she ‘quietly and practically sided’ with 

Katharine against the objections.6 

And so at the beginning of 1904, at twenty years old, Katharine set out to live away 

from her family for the first time as a governess in the isolated town of Yarram, 220km south-
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east of Melbourne in South Gippsland. With a population of about four hundred, it had recently 

become the largest of several nearby towns settled in the 1840s and 1850s.7 She was to teach 

the two children of the local doctor, William Muir, and his wife, Lizzy—thirteen-year-old 

Marjorie and nine-year-old Charles.8 ‘It was an adventure into life, away from books.’9 

 The eight-page chapter in Child of the Hurricane on Katharine’s year in Yarram 

mentions four different men beguiled by her. Dr Muir is not among them, yet she had a close 

relationship with him. On weekends she went with him ‘on some of his long journeys to see 

patients in the mountains and along the coast’.10 It seems incredible that there was no scandal 

in the town about the forty-one-year-old doctor taking his twenty-year-old governess with him 

on long trips, unchaperoned. He had ‘intellectual interests beyond his surgery’ and so they 

discussed literature and ideas; at home in the evenings he read Robert Burns to her ‘in the broad 

Scottish tongue’, giving her a new appreciation for the poet.11 

There must have been some tension with Lizzy, even if Katharine couldn’t remember 

it in retrospect. It comes through in Katharine’s description of her as a ‘pretty woman, in her 

thirties, plump and amiable. Her favourite occupation seemed to be sitting on a sofa, sucking 

her thumb and plucking fleas from her little dog’s pelt. She played aristocratic roles in 

productions of the Yarram Dramatic Society as if to the manner born.’ When Katharine arrived, 

Lizzy initially expected her to ‘help with all manner of household tasks. I explained that I had 

been engaged to teach, and wasn’t prepared to darn socks or do the ironing, after school hours. 

That being understood, we got on very well.’ With typical ambivalence, Katharine added ‘as a 

favour… I often did help with domestic doings’.12 If Lizzy had felt threatened by her forthright, 

slim governess, she gave no hint in the reference she wrote her: ‘We have great pleasure in 

recommending Miss Prichard as governess. She lived with me for one year in that capacity & 

gave every satisfaction. I consider her an excellent teacher, the progress my children made 

under her tuition was marvellous, & it is with great regret we parted with Miss Prichard.’13  

 Of the four males beguiled by Katharine that year, three had little effect on her. There 
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was her pupil, nine-year-old Charles, the first to ever propose marriage to her after she bathed 

him. There was also, confusingly, Charley, who owned a chestnut colt Katharine had fallen in 

love with; she was more interested by horses than men at twenty. He told her, ‘You can have 

him, if you’ll take his owner, too.’ Then there was the ‘Red Herring’, a ‘square-faced’ man 

who, she claims, set up the Yarram Bachelors’ Ball in order to have the chance to dance with 

her. It was her ‘first grown-ups’ ball’. Her mother made her a dress while an old friend of the 

family sent white and green orchids. She felt like Cinderella that night; the Red Herring was 

Prince Charming. She liked him enough to feign interest in football and applaud ‘vigorously’ 

when he kicked a goal, but he left town soon after the ball. 

The fourth ‘brought me closer to the dark realities of life, and left a psychological 

impression which was never obliterated’.14 She was learning German that year and ‘when a 

German doctor, temporarily living in the town, visited the Muirs… he offered to help me with 

my studies’. She called him ‘Dr Paul’ in Child of the Hurricane and described him as ‘elderly’. 

His real name was far more unlikely—Otto Gmelin—and he was only forty-three years old. 

Gmelin ‘came twice a week and we read Goethe’s Faust together’.  

Sometimes he talked brilliantly about famous places in Europe, or distinguished 

writers and artists with whom he was acquainted. Sometimes, strangely overcast and 

morose, he scarcely spoke at all… These German lessons were a pleasant break in 

the quiet nights I usually spent in my room. Quite guileless, I looked forward to Dr 

Paul’s visits.15 

Lizzy heard rumours about Gmelin and warned Katharine about him—he was a married man  

and a cocaine addict; he was too fond of Katharine, and she must not ‘encourage’ him but put 

an end to his visits. 

 Gmelin lived a troubled life, a doctor always in desperate circumstances. After 

graduating in medicine from the German city of Leipzig, he came to Victoria in 1891, probably 

already addicted to cocaine ‘with the result that his nerves had been completely shattered’.16 

On 7 June 1893 he was sentenced to two months in prison for larceny. In a time before mug-

shots, the police gazette recorded his appearance in detail: ‘height: five feet six and a half 

inches; complexion: sallow; brown hair; eyes: hazel. Scar top of head and back of neck, right 

and left arms covered with injection marks. First conviction.’17  

 By 1899 Gmelin had recovered his fortunes enough to marry, in an elaborate wedding, 
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eighteen-year-old Edith Clarke, the daughter of a justice of the peace and niece of the minister 

for customs.18 By this time, Gmelin had a practice in the hills-suburb of Lilydale and he was 

also the public health officer for the council. Gmelin’s wife, Edith, testified in their divorce 

case that Gmelin became close to a Miss Blyth, who would come to their house until all hours. 

On 18 May 1904, Gmelin was drinking heavily and Edith went into Melbourne to try to find a 

doctor to fill in for him. When she returned, Gmelin announced he was leaving her, and 

departed at midnight with Miss Blyth and all his surgical instruments.19 The next month, 

Gmelin began advertising his practice in the local Yarram newspaper. By the time he reached 

Yarram, he’d lost Miss Blyth.  

 After Lizzy’s warning, Katharine initially tried avoiding him, allowing Lizzy to tell him 

she did not wish to continue the German lessons. However, he was so persistent that eventually 

Dr Muir told Katharine to talk to Gmelin herself. ‘It was an appalling interview. I was cruel 

and uncompromising in my youthful ignorance; astounded to hear this elderly man talk in such 

a distraught way about his love for me and beg me to go to Europe with him. “You’re old, over 

sixty,” I said. “How could I ever think of such a thing?”’20 According to Katharine, Gmelin left 

town the next day; his final advertisement in the Gippsland Standard appeared on 26 October. 

In late November, Katharine was horrified to read in the newspaper that Gmelin was in hospital 

after collapsing at the Russell Street police station in Melbourne; in his pocket was ‘a 

hypodermic syringe and a phial of atropine’, a poison extracted from deadly nightshade and 

sometimes used with morphine to commit suicide.21 Katharine blamed herself and spent 

anxious days wondering if he would live. He did, but for the first time—setting aside her nurse, 

N’gardo—the shadow of suicide had come over her life. 

 

 

With Lizzy’s encouragement, Katharine became involved in the Yarram Dramatic Society’s 

production of Arthur Pinero’s play Sweet Lavender (1888), a sentimental comedy which was 

one of the most popular plays of the time. Katharine played the eponymous Lavender, a young 

woman who must overcome obstacles to marry a law student. The locals started calling her 

‘Lavender’, a nickname which stuck for years afterwards as Katharine cultivated an association 
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with the plant. The one-off performance of the play was held on the night of the annual show, 

Wednesday 23 November, a public holiday in the shire.22  

On the wet and muddy show day, Katharine competed in the ladies’ trot; a local resident 

remembered ‘the boys and young men bawling out, “Go it, Lavey.” “Ten to one on Sweet 

Lavender.”’23 The competitors were only allowed to trot, not gallop, but Katharine pressed her 

foot ‘gently’ into her horse and he took off; she crossed the line first but was disqualified.24  

 The Mechanics’ Hall was ‘filled to its utmost capacity’ for the play at eight o’clock that 

night. The newspaper recorded, ‘The central figure of the play was Sweet Lavender, a 

fascinating young lady of undoubted charms, nicely acted by Miss Prichard.’25 The annual 

dance afterwards ran from 11pm to 4am.26 

The long show day was the climax of that year and a farewell to the town. The way she 

remembered it, she ‘planned to stay only a year in one place’ as she was determined ‘to learn 

more about Australia, our country and people’ but the character reference from Lizzy dated 

December 1904 shows it was actually the Muirs who let her go as they were planning to return 

to England.27 

 

   

The Yarram locals found Katharine an interesting topic of conversation; Anne Home, then a 

child, remembered:  

 I overheard the following conversation over the teacups one afternoon when the 

local gossip was being passed round, the new and only governess in the town being 

the highlight. 

 Mrs A: ‘Have you seen Dr M’s new governess?’ 

 Mrs B: ‘No, but I hear she is quite a blue stocking, one of those literary girls, the 

sort that has holes in her stockings and lives with her nose in a book. They say that 

she has come down here for copy.’28 

 

Perhaps it was clear even at that point that Katharine was intent on turning her time in South 

Gippsland into ‘copy’, although it’s also possible the knowledge of Katharine’s later literary 

success influenced Home’s reminiscence in 1946.  

 In 1968, looking back on her career, Katharine wrote, ‘In reaction to [Henry] Lawson’s 

 

 

22 Gippsland Standard, 23 November 1904, 2 [microfilm]. 
23 Argus, 5 February 1946, 10. 
24 Hurricane, 75. 
25 Gippsland Standard, 25 November 1904, 2 [microfilm]. 
26 Gippsland Standard, 23 November 1904, 2 [microfilm]. 
27 Hurricane, 78; Teacher registrations, PROV, reg no 5711. 
28 Argus, 5 February 1946, 10. 
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descriptions of the dreary and drought-stricken districts of New South Wales, I wanted to write 

of the beauty of forests and river meadows in South Gippsland’.29 The region was to inspire 

two major works. The first was a 10,000 word short story, “Diana of the Inlet” (1912). Drawing 

on her memories of the landscape from an Easter holiday with the Muirs at nearby Port Albert, 

Katharine evoked the power and beauty of ‘Nature’ in mythical and religious terms—‘There is 

a mysterious spell in the lonely stillness and beauty of the forest hills. The air, with its mingled 

musky aroma of trees, its wild, heavy fragrance of flowers, is narcotic.’30 The anonymous 

narrator visits the promontory and seeks out a hermit who lives in the bush, the survivor of a 

shipwreck whose ordeal caused him to embrace nature and decide that cities are ‘plague 

spots—filthy and reeking of men’s vices’.31  

The second work inspired by South Gippsland was to be her breakthrough success—

her first published novel, The Pioneers (1915). The novel begins with a Scottish couple, Donald 

and Mary Cameron, overcoming the hardships of the land to establish a farm in South 

Gippsland in the 1840s. Jumping forward to the next generation, it describes the development 

of the district and the rebellion of their only son, Davey, as he falls in love with Deirdre, an 

escaped convict’s daughter, and strives to make his own way in the new country, free of the 

restraints of the old country.  

Katharine obscured the geographical and historical setting of The Pioneers by renaming 

the places; the last page of a notebook for the novel reveals her key: ‘Tarra = Wirrie; Tarraville 

= Wirrieford; Port Albert = Port Southern; Sale = Rane; Yarram = Ayrmuir’.32 When the novel 

won a competition in 1915, her uncle’s newspaper reported, ‘Miss Prichard knows well the 

country of which she writes. Her material was gathered in talks with old people about the early 

days and the early settlers in the country. Some were survivors of the pioneering days. It is to 

a certain extent folk history.’33 The pioneers of South Gippsland were dying off in 1904. In 

June, Katharine might have read in the local newspaper:  

One by one are the pioneers of the district entering the portal which is called Death, 

whose names will be indelibly inscribed on the roll of local celebrities as those who 

have benefited the district at large, though not in every case have met with Dame 

Fortune’s golden smile… They depart hence honoured in memory by those who, 

following in the pioneer’s footsteps, have no regrets at having chosen South 

 

 

29 “Some Perceptions,” 236. 
30 “Diana of the Inlet,” 271. 
31 Ibid., 257. 
32 KSPP, MS6201/10/1. 
33 Examiner, March 30, 1915, 4. 
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Gippsland as a field in which to labour, if not to ultimately reach the goal of 

mankind—wealth and comfort, and freedom from care.34 

Like the editor of the Gippsland Standard, Katharine was to reflect on the meaning of 

pioneering and the legacy to the future generations. The major source of conflict between 

Donald Cameron and his son Davey is the wealthy father’s meanness about money; if the next 

generation is not allowed to live comfortably, what is the point of all that striving? In the 

penultimate chapter, Davey’s mother Mary declares, ‘Oh God, we broke the earth, we sowed 

the seed. Let theirs be the harvest—the joy of life and the fullness thereof.’35 

 The colonial South Gippsland of The Pioneers is lawless and a little sinister. The area 

is filled with escaped convicts who have made their way by sea from Van Diemen’s Land. In 

real life, Katharine claimed to have spoken to a surviving one while in Yarram.36 The authorities 

in the novel have no interest in checking the power of Thad McNab, the villainous owner of 

the pub who murders and blackmails at will. One of the escaped convicts, the Schoolmaster, 

reveals to Mary that he was an Irish political prisoner; he proves to be a sacrificial hero. 

Convicts, Katharine was arguing, were often the victims of a cruel system. Today, that seems 

an easy political point to make, even if it was more challenging a century ago. Katharine was, 

of course, less aware of aspects of colonial settlement which stand out today: dispossession of 

Aboriginal people and the degradation of the environment. At this stage of her political 

awareness, she was oblivious to the first and only hinted at the second. 

The Scottish explorer and pastoralist Angus McMillan was long honoured as someone 

who ‘pioneered Gippsland and spent the rest of his life contributing to its welfare’; until at least 

the 1960s, his portrait hung in the Shire of Alberton chambers in Yarram and the adjacent 

federal parliamentary seat was named after him in 1948.37 Yet in 2018, the seat was renamed; 

today he is notorious for his role in the 1843 Warrigal Creek massacre in which many 

Aboriginal people were murdered thirty kilometres north of the future site of Yarram.38 

Katharine may have had no knowledge of the massacre; ‘a wall of silence fell across the 

incident’.39 Aboriginal people only have a shadowy presence in The Pioneers, their existence 

mentioned in passing at several points, but without any awareness that the settlement of the 

 

 

34 Gippsland Standard, 22 June 1904, 2 [microfilm]. 
35 The Pioneers, 1915, 316. 
36 KSP to Len Fox, ca. 1953, KSPP, MS6201/10/8. 
37 Webster, “McMillan.” 
38 Glowrey, “McMillan.” 
39 Adams, From These Beginnings, 26–27. 
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area involved their displacement and murder. The Aboriginal minor character, Teddy, is spoken 

to but never speaks; he often becomes ‘the black boy’. Three decades later, when Katharine 

wrote another novel of pioneers—this time of the Western Australian goldfields—The Roaring 

Nineties (1946), she began with a short, violent story of the abduction of an Aboriginal woman 

by prospectors before gold has even been discovered; the novel is haunted by the presence of 

displaced and mistreated Aboriginal people. 

With Katharine’s rapturous appreciation of nature, and particularly trees, she may have 

experienced the denuded farmland around Yarram as a wound on the land. At the midpoint of 

the novel, Deirdre, the protagonist, contemplates a dead tree with its ‘hacked zone that the axe 

of a settler had made when he ring-barked it years ago… It might have been an avenging spirit 

of the wilderness, it stood with an air of such tragic desolation by the wayside.’40 The tree 

finally falls in a climactic chapter, killing Donald Cameron as he rides past it; Deirdre wonders 

‘if he had ring-barked the tree… and in turn it had killed him’.41  

As Katharine wrote The Pioneers in a cramped, cold London flat in the winter of 1914, 

she ‘returned to the lovely countryside about the Tarwin River, with Wilson’s Promontory 

outlined against the sky’.42 The memory of South Gippsland was a quintessentially Australian 

space where she could play out her romance tale, interweaving it with her patriotic hope for a 

new, better nation as her generation, the grandchildren of the pioneers, took over. In the 

epilogue to the novel, Deirdre and Davey’s son Dan remembers his grandmother Mary telling 

him, ‘You will be a pioneer too, Dan… a pioneer of paths that will make the world a better, 

happier place for everybody to live in.’43 

Yarram left a stronger impression on Katharine than she left on it. She was only there a 

year; there is no trace of her or The Pioneers in the town or the displays at the historical society, 

although the general history of the shire mentions her in passing.44 It was a long year in her 

memory, though, and, like Launceston, she revisited it in fiction and autobiography, in this case 

a time and place of adult freedom and sexual naivety before tragedy struck. 

 

  

 

 

40 The Pioneers, 1915, 188–89. 
41 Ibid., 274. 
42 “Some Perceptions,” 237. 
43 The Pioneers, 1915, 320. 
44 Adams, From These Beginnings, 162. 
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6. Outback: Tarella Station, NSW, 1905 
 

 

At the time she turned twenty-one, Katharine found herself back home for six months, without 

work and probably clashing with her family after a year of relative freedom. While she was 

away Tom had sent her a poem called “Now that Kattie isn’t Here”, twelve stanzas of doggerel 

which give a picture of what it was like to live with Katharine. She is an ‘audacious peace 

disturber’ and without her ‘my den is uninvaded’; in her absence, the family’s ‘grip on 

O’Mimosa’ and other popular songs ‘is relaxing very sadly’. She apparently not only moves 

all Tom’s ‘papers, books and pens’ but now that she’s gone even his ‘hammer, planes & ruler’ 

Can be found in half a jiffy 

Which is just a little queer  

If she ‘never, never touched them’. 

After nine stanzas cataloguing her foibles, he spent three praising her, noting the ‘little vacant 

room’ 

Once pervaded by her presence  

Now all solitude and gloom  

and looking forward to the day ‘When none can say that Kattie isn’t here’.1 

Katharine’s friend Hilda had been at Presbyterian Ladies’ College with Hazel Quin, a 

boarder whose parents needed a governess for their younger children on their sheep station, 

Tarella, in north-western New South Wales.2 Perhaps it was through this connection that 

Katharine was offered the job, starting in May 1905 when the Quin family returned to the 

station after spending the hotter half of the year at their house in Melbourne.  

Tom sent Katharine on her way with another poem and a Bible. The poem, “Magna Est 

Veritas” (‘great is truth’), exhorts Katharine to ‘do thou the right’ and never lie, so that the 

truth’s presence might ‘guard thy life from stain’ with its ‘vestal purity’.3 Even if the topic is 

ostensibly the matter of truth-telling, it suggests a plea that Katharine retain her virginity.  

Tarella is located so far west in New South Wales that the nearest capital city is 

Adelaide, and Katharine’s journey with the Quin family began with a train ride there. After 

Adelaide ‘came the slow train trundling to Broken Hill’, the end of the line, and they then had 

 

 

1 KSPP, MS6201/1/5. “O’Mimosa” may refer to the songs of the character Mimosa San in the popular Hall, 

Greenbank, and Jones musical comedy The Geisha, Story of a Tea House (1896). 
2 Depasquale and Crabb, Tarella Quin, 40. 
3 KSPP, MS6201/1/6. 
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a five hundred kilometre, two-day Cobb and Co coach ride into the outback.4 

While at Tarella Station, Katharine began writing a six-part serial called “A City Girl 

in Central Australia”, published in New Idea the next year. The serial takes the form of letters 

from ‘Kit’ to her mother from a station called ‘Willara’, the name a combination of Tarella and 

the nearby town of Wilcannia. It’s a strange work, having a deliberate basis in real events and 

people while consciously exaggerating many elements, culminating in high melodrama in the 

final instalment. ‘While descriptions of the country and station life were vivid and realistic, I 

had strung them on a thread of fiction; silly, sentimental fiction at that.’5 At some stage, 

Katharine pasted the pieces together in a scrapbook with the hope of having them published as 

a book, giving it her own title—“Letters from the Back O’ Beyond”. A handwritten note states 

that this ‘screed is dedicated with an armful of olive-branches to those whom it has the 

misfortune to offend’.6 

 The first letter begins: 

Dear Mother,  

This whim of mine to go governessing in the wilds of NSW is a bitter pill to you, 

I know. I’m going to write a sugar coating—such long letters—and tell you about 

everything! I’m wilful, dear! but do love wild things, and can’t help it. I wish I could 

stay at home quietly, and be the eldest daughter, as you want. I’d be tabby, and purr 

to please you, dearest; but the restless spirit, Ma-Mie, will always be seeking ‘beyond 

the sunset and the baths of all the western stars’. It grieves you, I know, that I can’t 

make puddings and pies and patches. Father is breaking his heart over it.  

  To begin with, I’m happier alone, and spreading my wings. They’re young and 

strong, dear, and I’m not going to be eaten by blacks or married by a squatter.7 

In “City Girl”, the coach drive from Broken Hill to the station is perilous. Only the 

rough but honourable coach-driver, Billy Northwest, can save Kit from a drunk, ‘evil-smelling 

Irish brute’ travelling next to her. After the ‘brute’ hassles Kit, Billy drags him out of the coach 

and kicks and punches him to ensure his good behaviour for the rest of the trip. In Child of the 

Hurricane, Katharine confessed, ‘As a matter of fact… the driver was a sober respectable 

middle-aged man, not in the least likely to tie himself in knots outside a female passenger’s 

door. But my romantic imagination required a reckless and dashing cavalier like the hero of 

Owen Wister’s The Virginian, a novel popular at the time.’8 A letter writer to the Barrier Miner 

newspaper rebuked her for the exaggerations in her first instalment: 

 

 

4 Hurricane, 79. 
5 Ibid. 
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8 Hurricane, 79. 
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We can forgive her once on the score of her youth and her extreme ignorance, for 

surely youth and ignorance must be the cause of her writing such a contorted 

description of the outback country. She looks upon a trip into the heart of our back 

country as an adventure; she looks upon all who dwell here as specimens to be 

commented upon by her uncertain pen. She saw only in her travels the flippant side 

of life that appealed to her vanity—not the worth in those who in this land fight on 

bravely with the droughts and the duststorms and floods.9 

The letter concluded, ‘Let us hope that “Kit’s” contribution to the next New Idea will smack of 

a little common-sense and be tainted with just a hint of truth’; the letter writer would have 

grown steadily angrier as they read on month by month and Kit’s adventures became more and 

more outlandish. Yet ultimately, Katharine took the advice to heart. Throughout her career she 

would return again and again to the people of the ‘back-blocks’ of Australia, but never again 

as a city girl encountering them as ‘specimens’. Avoiding the first person and writing from the 

inside of communities, The Pioneers (1915) and Black Opal (1921) were the first of many 

novels in her oeuvre to valorise rural Australians. 

 

 

Edward and Edith Quin had taken over the 685,000 acres of Tarella in 1872, expanding the 

flocks to 120,000 sheep and building a new homestead in 1879. The station ‘was like a feudal 

domain… with the homestead the centre of a village; the huts of stockmen and stationhands, a 

store, smithy, stockyards, and innumerable sheds’.10 In between her duties as governess 

teaching her three students, Katharine witnessed horses broken in, cattle branded and the 

intense shearing season. In the past there had been industrial disputes between Edward Quin 

and the shearers. During the 1891 shearers’ strike, Quin maintained control, paying the workers 

the rates set by the pastoralists.11 Then, in 1902, after a strike, he eventually conceded to the 

shearers’ demand that he pay the union wage.12 When the shearers strike in the fictionalised 

“City Girl”, the Boss sacks them all. Katharine’s political awareness was low at this point and 

her alter ego, Kit, is just an observer, not taking a side.  

On weekends, Katharine went on expeditions to the outlying parts of the property and 

beyond. She visited the White Cliffs opal field and described it in “City Girl”; the experience 

planted the seed for her third novel Black Opal (1921). Another time she ‘happened’ on the hut 

 

 

9 Barrier Miner, 9 June 1906, 5. 
10 Hurricane, 80. 
11 Barrier Miner, 18 July 1891, 2.  
12 Barrier Miner, 16 July 1902, 2; Wagga Wagga Advertiser, 9 August 1902, 4. 
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of a boundary rider, employed by the station to maintain the fences: 

It had earthen floors. A rough wooden bed covered with a coloured blanket, two 

clumsy chairs, and a heavy, hand-made table on which stood some large tin mugs 

that shone like silver, were all its furniture. But a narrow shelf ran round the white 

washed walls, and on it were a score of books.13  

The well-read boundary-rider became a symbol for Katharine of the importance of self-

education and the sophistication of many Australians of the outback; after writing about him in 

this 1913 article, she would create the character of Michael Brady in Black Opal, the saintly 

opal-miner with shelves of books in his hut.  

Katharine spent much time absorbing the landscape and describing it in her ‘big black 

exercise book’, another relic lost in the bonfires of papers at the end of her life.14 Those six 

months were the longest she would ever spend in the outback, and she stored up her experiences 

to draw on over the rest of her literary career, eventually revisiting station life directly in 

Coonardoo (1929).15 

Kit writes to her mother: 

You remember how I used to make long, solitary rambles in the south. I loved to 

be alone with Nature, the green earth, the clouds, and the hills, let the sap of their life 

run through my senses, teaching infinite things of beauty and peace… 

The Nature of the north is different. She, as it were, withdraws from familiar 

contact, wraps herself in mystery and vague forbiddingness. You look to her with 

awe and fascination, but fear. She is stern, barren, and desolate.16 

The land would become less ‘barren and desolate’ for Katharine over the years she spent 

chronicling it.  

 

 

In “City Girl”, Kit describes her students as being ‘as rough and ignorant as young savages’; 

they yell at her, ‘Hate governesses! Hate being bossed! Hate everything!’17 Katharine later 

confessed her students were actually ‘sedate little girls of from twelve to sixteen, an elder sister 

for English and French, and the grown-up daughter of the house for drawing and painting’.18 

The whole serial seems influenced by Miles Franklin’s My Brilliant Career and especially this 

scene, which channels Sybil’s time as a governess to the uncouth M’Swat family in the middle 

 

 

13 “The Australian Reader,” 857. 
14 Hurricane, 80. 
15 Katharine built on her experience of station life at Tarella with a research trip in 1926 to Turee Station in WA’s 

north-west, the direct model for the station in Coonardoo.  
16 “City Girl III,” 48. 
17 “City Girl II,” 1182. 
18 Hurricane, 81. 
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of nowhere, teaching ‘dirty children, out of dirty books, lessons for which they had great 

disinclination’. Even with genteel students, Katharine was finding the teaching hard.  

Knowing only one way of doing anything, I put a great deal of nervous energy into 

teaching. At the end of the afternoon, it was often a very tired young person, with an 

aching head, who flopped on her bed to rest before dinner. This was always rather an 

ordeal, with the family ranged on either side of a long table, and usually several 

guests, on their way to one of the isolated stations or distant townships.19 

Katharine was introverted. She could handle social interactions well enough, but they took their 

toll and when she didn’t have enough solitude to recover, she suffered terrible headaches.  

In a revealing anecdote, Katharine recalled being ‘astounded’ by the ‘pretensions’ of 

Edward Quin: 

‘It must be interesting for you, Miss Prichard,’ he said at dinner one evening from 

one end of the long table, ‘to have come into a literary family.’  

With my background, Father’s life-long work as a journalist, and daily 

discussions at home on books, poetry and art, it seemed absurd to consider this a 

literary family. 

But I remembered that a married daughter had once had a book published, and 

that another daughter was writing fairy-tales.  

‘Very,’ I contrived to say meekly.20 

 

There was actually only one literary daughter in the Quin family, Tarella, named after the 

station and known as Ella by the family. Twenty-eight years old and not yet married in 1905, 

she was probably the ‘grown-up daughter of the house’ whom Katharine taught drawing and 

painting. When Katharine arrived at the station, Tarella was the more established writer and 

she would go on to a more successful career than Katharine acknowledged, even though she 

had fallen into obscurity by the time Katharine was writing Child of the Hurricane. In 1904 a 

number of Tarella’s stories appeared in different newspapers under the pseudonym of ‘James 

Adare’, a name taken from her grandfather, James Adare Quin.21 Some are sketches of station 

life; others are stories about fairies in Australian settings. Tarella would go on to publish two 

adult novels about station life and several books of children’s stories between 1907 and 1934. 

Two antiquarian booksellers wrote a pamphlet about her in 1981 and their appraisal of Tarella’s 

adult novels suggests similarities to Katharine’s early novels: 

We find in the novels of Tarella Quin a blending of the romantic novel with the novel 

of realism, and without wishing to make undue claims for them, consider them worthy 

 

 

19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid., 84; Edward may also have been referring to his acquaintance with Charles Dickens’ son, Edward 

Dickens, who lived nearby. Lazarus, A Tale of Two Brothers, 101–2. 
21 “Tarella Quin”, Austlit, accessed 18 July 2016, http://austlit.edu.au. 
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of examination by those interested in the way in which people lived and interacted 

during a unique period in Australian outback history.22 

Nothing is known of the conversations Katharine and Tarella had, living for months under the 

same roof in 1905, two aspiring women writers in their twenties with an interest in depicting 

the outback. It’s a curious omission in Child of the Hurricane; what Katharine did write leaves 

the impression she felt a competitive jealousy.  

 

 

There was mutual attraction between Katharine and Tarella’s brother, Alfred Quin, the twenty-

nine-year-old younger son of the family:   

He had a pointed red beard and eyes the colour of whisky. It was the beard which 

captured my imagination; but he also looked my ideal of an Australian stockman: tall, 

slender, reserved and sensitive; walking with the graceful slouch of a man more 

accustomed to riding than walking… When accidentally one day the red beard 

brushed my bare arm, it sent a quivering all through me. Such a thing had never 

happened before.23 

 

While Katharine would admire male poets and thinkers for their minds, she was often attracted 

to conventionally masculine men like Alfred. 

 Alfred was one of several people at Tarella to answer Katharine’s two-question survey 

in her commonplace book: ‘What is life?’ and ‘What is love?’. He was no romantic—‘Life is 

short’; love is ‘only a Poet’s Theme’.24 The second answer would have stung Katharine; she 

was looking for a declaration of interest. Then, to celebrate the coming of the rains, ‘folk from 

a hundred miles away were invited to a ball at the station’.25 Perhaps the ball would bring things 

to a head. In “City Girl”, it happens in mid-August:  

I resolved to depart the austere path of my youth… I swore to the moon and all 

the mute, gaunt mulga, to be young and merry. 

There is a ball coming, and a week of festivities, in which this interesting 

determination is to make its debut.26 

The ball was held after a ‘sumptuous dinner’, Katharine wearing ‘a frock of filmy cirrus and 

cumuli sewed with threads of starlight’ as she danced with ‘a tall gangling bloke with a walrus 

moustache before Red Beard came to me for a waltz. We sat in silence in the moonlight 

afterwards, beside an orange-tree in flower. It was the best part of the evening for me.’27 

 

 

22 Depasquale and Crabb, Tarella Quin, 9. 
23 Hurricane, 82–83. 
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With the guests staying on for two nights, the next day was a tennis tournament, 

followed by a fancy-dress dance in the evening. Katharine stood out that night, dressed as a 

Spanish dancer with a tight bodice and an artificial rose in her hair. To the applause of the 

guests, she ‘whirled into the Spanish dance of which Father had disapproved, long ago, when 

I was a schoolgirl’.28 Afterwards, Alfred fought another man who ‘boasted in the men’s hut that 

“he had seen Miss Prichard’s drawers”’ as she twirled about.29 Yet even this was no proper 

declaration; she only heard about it from his sister.  

Katharine fictionalised this ball and the dance not just in “City Girl” but also in Black 

Opal. In both of these works, the fickle young man chooses another woman only to realise his 

mistake and declare his love for the female protagonist before dying.  

 Events were far less decisive in real life. Edward warned Katharine, ‘No use your 

making eyes at my son, Miss Thinga-me-Bob. He’s engaged to the daughter of an old friend.’30 

Denying she made eyes at anybody, Katharine ‘would scarcely look at Red Beard after that’. 

The weather was heating up, the Quins were returning to Melbourne and Katharine was to go 

with them. Alfred’s ‘charm had diminished when he shaved off his beard. He looked like quite 

an ordinary young man then; but I was still aware of the mysterious attraction between us.’ He 

came in to see her a few days before she was leaving, working up the courage to ask her if she 

had been told he was engaged to someone else. When she said she had, he told her it wasn’t 

true. Katharine ‘feigned indifference and went on correcting exercise books. No doubt if Red 

Beard had said something in the manner of a traditional lover, I would have responded. But he 

didn’t. I thought he was afraid of displeasing his father. My pride was hurt.’31

 

 

28 Ibid., 85. 
29 Throssell, Wild Weeds, 15. 
30 Hurricane, 83. 
31 Ibid., 85–86. 



7. Heavy Rocks, Icy Winds: Melbourne and New 
Zealand, 1906 to 1907 
 

 

In 1906, Katharine started teaching at Christ Church Grammar School in South Yarra. A low-

fee Anglican school, an advertisement that year promised ‘the usual subjects… by competent 

teachers. Special attention to backward and delicate boys. Religious instruction a prominent 

feature.’1 Katharine would have had to keep her doubts about Christianity quiet.  

She struggled to control a class of thirty boys in three grades. The classes were all in 

one big hall, a ‘babel of teachers and boys talking against each other’. When a hook in her 

‘flame-coloured blouse’ came undone one of the boys offered to help her; instead, he 

‘unfastened all the hooks’. Giving French lessons to the senior boys, one of them asked how to 

say, ‘I’d like to kiss you.’ ‘Exhausted at the end of every day’, she resigned and took up private 

tutoring, leaving her ‘time to write in the afternoons, and to attend night lectures at the 

university’. 2 

 These lectures ‘were the fulfilment of a long frustrated desire’; they broadened her 

understanding of literature and gave her a taste of university.3 Yet they were also a further 

frustration of her desire; unlike Hilda, Nettie, and Christian, she wasn’t working toward a 

degree. She remained defensive and a little bitter about some of those who did. ‘I found that 

one of my cousins, who had got her degree, knew very little French, and less of international 

literature.’4 

 It was through the lectures that she first met essayist and academic, Walter Murdoch, 

then in his early thirties.5  

Most of his students, studying for a degree, didn’t absorb the literary value of his 

lectures as I did... To me they were manna, and I rushed to read articles in the 

Saturday Argus by Elzevir, which Hilda and Nettie told me were written by Walter 

 

 

1 Prahran Chronicle, 14 April 1906, 2. 
2 Hurricane, 96–97. Katharine identified the school only as ‘Christchurch Grammar’, but Cyril Cook’s earlier 

thesis named it as ‘St Kilda Christ Church Grammar’. It was probably the South Yarra school begun in 1898 and 

still running today, but there was another short-lived school of the same name in nearby Hawthorn at this time 

and a girls’ school called ‘Christ Church College’ at St Kilda. In June 1906, Katharine was one of many private 

tutors to register as a teacher under new regulations. She did not list her experience teaching at Christ Church, so 

it’s possible her position did not start until the second half of 1906 or even 1907. Cook, “Critical Study”, 26; 

Holden, Crossing Divides, 19–44, 174–76.  
3 Hurricane, 97. 
4 Ibid., 69. 
5 La Nauze, Walter Murdoch, 27, 43. 
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Murdoch. They called him ‘the Murdoch buddy’ with the superiority of day students. 

As I was only a night student, he was too exalted a personage for me to speak of so 

familiarly—though by astute dawdling after a lecture I did contrive sometimes to 

catch the same tram to the city; and in his easy, quizzical way Mr Murdoch talked to 

me some more about literature and the intriguing derivations of words.6 

It was the beginning of a quiet friendship that would last the rest of their lives. Later, they 

would both move to Western Australia and although they only saw each other irregularly, he 

wrote to her in 1954, ‘What you mean to me, and have meant for nearly half a century, you will 

never guess.’7 In 1959, Katharine showed him a draft of Child of the Hurricane and he wrote 

back:  

I had no idea, at the time, that you regarded me as ‘an exalted personage’… I am glad 

to learn, in my old age, that my attempts at lecturing made a favourable impression 

on you. You never told me so at the time. You ought to have done so in the course of 

our too infrequent tram-rides together! I remember very well that from the first I 

thought of you as far above the common run of students; but I may have been, like 

you, uncommunicative because of shyness.8 

She was familiar enough with Murdoch to ask his opinion of her story, “Diana of the Inlet”; he 

told her, ‘Better burn this, and write it again.’9 

  

 

Besides Katharine’s night lectures, there were other influences on her literary development. 

She visited the public library and frequented bookshops, including the famous Cole’s Book 

Arcade, but it pained her she could only afford cheap paperback editions.10 She was also 

involved in both the Australian Literature Society and the Melbourne Literary Society, both 

now long defunct. In 1908 she gave her opinion on them both in a brief article: 

The Melbourne Literature Society is the haunt of students who want to get all that 

tradition and technique in the work of the by-gone masters can give them, to reinforce 

or formulate their ideals as to treatment and matter. The Australian Literature Society 

is the easy-going and maternal patron of Australian writers who spares the rod and 

feeds her progeny with sugar-plums. It is intensely patriotic and of great practical 

help to Australian writers. The Melbourne Literature Society is the more instructive 

school of classic literature.11 

 

 

 

 

6 Hurricane, 98. 
7 Walter Murdoch to KSP, 29 December 1954, KSPP, MS6201/10/5. 
8 Walter Murdoch to KSP, 11 March 1959, KSPP, MS6201/10/5. 
9 Hurricane, 98. 
10 Ibid., 68. 
11 “Australian Literary Tendencies,” 344. 
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In May 1906, the first episode of “A City Girl in Central Australia” appeared in New Idea. It 

was a major leap forward in her literary career, putting her name alongside established writers 

Miles Franklin and Mary Gilmore, whose serials had previously been published in the 

magazine. One newspaper called it ‘a capital, racy sketch’ while another wrote that the editor 

‘is to be congratulated on securing such an able writer as Miss Pritchard [sic] to follow Mrs 

Gilmore with descriptions of life in the inner parts of the continent’.12 Katharine had shown 

her father that her writing was to be taken seriously. He composed a poem in response, one of 

his last, in which he wrote that ‘our Kattie has taken wing’; it was ‘a touch of Quin-sy’—a 

swelling of the throat, punning on the name of the Tarella station owners—‘ending in a case of 

swollen head’.13 

 

 

In June 1906, Katharine attended a speech by a visiting Austrian academic named Rudolf 

Broda, a socialist in his mid-twenties. She described him as ‘a little man, with “much of a 

balcony” (big tummy), as the French say, and a round angelic countenance. It positively 

beamed with the beauty of a high and noble character.’14  

He would discuss literature, art and music with eager joy in the manifestations of 

human genius, but always come back to the need for political and economic 

organization to release the potentialities of men and women from the poverty and 

injustices they suffered under a system by which the wealth and power of a few 

dominated the lives of a majority of the people.15 

Rudolf’s message to the Peace Society on 20 June was an optimistic vision of humankind 

evolving toward solidarity. The process was beginning with the peaceful union of the ‘white 

races’: ‘France, England, Italy and America had pronounced for disarmament and international 

arbitration, for the consummation of which Germany was the greatest stumbling block. The 

idea might not be realised for years, but in the long run Germany must give way.’16 

A journalist wrote that Rudolf’s ‘keen desire’ on his visit to Australia ‘was to meet the 

liberated, the enfranchised woman—advanced and intelligent men, he said, he could meet in 

Europe, but the Australian woman, who enjoyed a freedom social and political unknown 

 

 

12 Maitland Daily Mercury, 7 May 1906, 4; Ovens and Murray Advertiser, 5 May 1906, 2. 
13 Throssell, Wild Weeds, 16. 
14 “Statement by Katherine [sic] Susannah Pritchard [sic]”, typescript, 12 October 1946, SLNSW, A2763. 
15 Hurricane, 100–101. 
16 Age, 21 June 1906, 8. 
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elsewhere…he wished to… converse with’.17 When Katharine spoke to him, she told him she 

was saving up to visit Europe; he asked her why she would want to see Europe when she lived 

‘in the most progressive country in the world. You are making history here. You will write a 

new page in the story of the world. Helping to do that is more important than anything you can 

do, or write, in the old world.’18 

 Meeting Rudolf was Katharine’s first exposure to left-wing politics, and even though 

she would later find his reformist approach inadequate, she was inspired. The third federal 

election was held six months later with Alfred Deakin’s Protectionist Party retaining 

government in alliance with Labor. Katharine voted for the first time. Although women in 

Victoria did not have the right to vote at a state level until 1908, they had gained the right to 

vote in federal elections in 1902.19 Defying the politics of her family and her class, Katharine 

voted for Labor without her father’s knowledge. ‘He was ill at the time and I could not tell 

him.’20  

 She was wise not to tell Tom; he’d just been released from an asylum and would 

undoubtedly have taken it badly. Katharine had difficulty coming to terms with her father’s 

politics even long after he was dead. In 1950 she apparently told Cyril Cook that ‘Tom Prichard 

was a liberal of the old school and a friend and admirer of Alfred Deakin’.21 Perhaps Cook 

misconstrued her or perhaps she grew more aware of her father’s politics in the years which 

followed as she read through his scrapbooks to research Child of the Hurricane; whichever was 

the case, she wrote in her autobiography that Tom’s politics were conservative, ‘[a]nti one-

man-one-vote, anti trade-unionism, anti even the liberalism of Deakin’.22 She had written 

another line, which she crossed out: ‘Strange it seems to me now, that so humane a man could 

have been so blind to the fundamental needs of humanity.’23 

Tom had such strong conservative political convictions that he published a manifesto 

in 1902, Australian Popular Delusions, a collection of his columns from the Australian Mining 

Standard. He called for an expansion of cheap indentured labour from Asia, such as could be 

found in the plantations of the West Indies. He railed against the minimum wage in Australia, 

 

 

17 Herald (Adelaide), 28 March 1908, 9. 
18 Hurricane, 101. 
19 “Women’s Right to Vote”, State Library of Victoria, accessed 16 May 2019, http://ergo.slv.vic.gov.au/explore-
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blaming it for the loss of investment in industry. Unions ‘have striven to put workmen into 

artificial families in which all share alike, the able with the incompetent, the lazy with the 

industrious’.24 He went on to condemn the welfare state, writing, ‘That the government which 

be made to give most lavishly is the best for people and, therefore, worthiest of their support, 

is a delusion which the spineless section of the community hugs very closely to its heart.’25  

Would Katharine have dared to stand publicly as a communist years later if her father 

were still alive? Probably, but it would have come at an even greater personal cost. 

 

 

Later in 1906, when Tom became so depressed he couldn’t work, Katharine helped him by 

writing his weekly column, “Our Melbourne Letter”, for Hobart’s Mercury newspaper.26 Even 

attempting to imitate him, her vivacious columns are more interesting than his. She personified 

Melbourne for an account of the spring regatta. ‘All day she smiled like a gracious hostess, and 

at night, decked in her gauds, filigree amulets, cinctures, ropes, and diadems of jewelled light, 

welcomed the revellers.’ With her interest in socialism awakened by Rudolf Broda, she reported 

on the arrest and trial of Tom Mann and seven other socialists over a demonstration, but far 

from offering support, she adopted her father’s line of thinking: ‘It is anticipated that this 

salutary lesson will have a chastening effect, and check the exuberance of the misguided 

enthusiasts.’27 The column was her first piece of journalism, a secret start to her eight-year 

career. Tom was ‘amazed’: ‘My little Kattie’, he said, ‘I had no idea you could write like that.’28  

 

 

The previous Christmas, Tom wrote a poem for Edith: 

My gentle counsellor; My dear dear wife. 

God give her joy and peace this Christmas tide;  

While life shall last God keep her at my side 

And after—grant that on the hither shore 

We meet again and part not evermore.29 

He began 1906 as busy as ever, chairman of the building committee for the Ormond Public 

 

 

24 Australian Popular Delusions, 11. 
25 Ibid., 15. 
26 Hurricane, 105. 
27 Mercury, 3 November 1906, 11. 
28 Hurricane, 105. 
29 Commonplace book, KSPP, MS6201/1/6. 
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Hall, officially opened in March, and sometimes leading the Sunday evening service at church, 

the last recorded date being 16 September.30 

In about October 1906, Katharine’s brother, Alan, nearly died from appendicitis. He 

was taken to hospital in an ambulance while the family waited at home. ‘What an appalling 

night that was… [fearing] that Alan might not live until morning. Father walked up and down 

the hall all night, frantic with anxiety.’ Alan lived but it ‘was a shock Father never recovered 

from’.31 

Tom couldn’t sleep. He grew obsessively worried about Alan and about his job. Unable 

to work, he stopped going into the office, which only increased his worry. Edith and Alan had 

him committed to Toorak House Asylum on 15 November. The doctors diagnosed him with 

delusions and melancholia. He was having trouble with dates and remembering anything from 

recent weeks. On 17 November, the doctor wrote, ‘Saw patient today but he seemed suspicious 

of me & wouldn’t converse’. A week later, he was discharged on probation, the doctor noting, 

‘I thought advisable recommend removal as he seemed well but greatly worried & vexed at 

detainment in an asylum’.32 

 The doctor advised a sea voyage and months of rest. Edith thought Tom should visit his 

brothers in New Zealand with Katharine accompanying him. Money was tight and Katharine 

paid for both their fares with her savings.33 They left on 12 December 1906, six days after the 

federal election, on the steamship Monowai for Christchurch via Hobart.34 Katharine and Tom 

spent Christmas 1906 in Christchurch and a few weeks later Katharine returned home, leaving 

him at his brother Alfred’s farm on the Canterbury plains: 

There were blue snow-capped mountains in the distance but the plains looked 

bare and dreary… Heavy rocks, scattered far and wide, seemed to hold down the soil 

which would otherwise have been blown away by icy winds.  

I hated to leave Father in such a place. He worked in old clothes, carting water 

and manure. It hurt to see him so humble and anxious to help out of doors. I felt that 

he should not be allowed to do such heavy work. But he insisted that this quiet, 

uneventful existence was what he needed for a while, and that physical toil would 

rest his mind.35 

Writing her autobiography, the memory of leaving him in that bleak landscape—the heavy 
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31 Hurricane, 103–4. 
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rocks and the icy winds—felt to her like a rehearsal for what came after.  

 

 

The daily life of the Prichard household continued, anxiously, through the first half of 1907. 

Alan, twenty-two years old, was working at the Australian Mining Standard and probably 

covering some of what Tom was meant to be doing. Nigel, now twenty, had left home to teach 

at Wangaratta Grammar, 230km north of Melbourne.36 Beatrice was fourteen and—despite 

being Anglican—attending a Catholic convent school.37 Immersed in music practice, she sang 

and played violin. Edith’s widowed sister, Lilly Williams, moved in with the family in March, 

the same month Tom returned from New Zealand. ‘When Father came home from New Zealand 

he had lost weight and looked so much older. There were silver threads in the silky black hair 

he was so proud of.’ It distressed him that he felt unable to return to the office, but working 

from home he did start writing for the Australian Mining Standard again.38  

He may have pretended that the manual labour and fresh New Zealand air had cured 

him, but it hadn’t. None of the family knew what to do for him. ‘Often during those last months, 

when he couldn’t sleep, he would ask me to sing to him. I sang for hours to soothe and comfort 

him.’ He took to praying obsessively:  

We all knelt down round him in the little drawing-room, and long and earnestly he 

pleaded with God to restore him to health, give him another chance to provide for his 

dear wife and children. So humble and eloquent those outpourings were. Open-eyed 

I watched him, as he crouched over a chair, believing he was communing with God. 

It was torture to see the agony of mind he was suffering, and Mother’s anguish as she 

wept quietly besides him.39 

Katharine bargained with God, promising to believe in his existence if Tom recovered, but ‘full 

of passionate resentment that Father and Mother should be suffering so cruelly; that their belief 

should require such humiliation. I felt that it was a farce, a tragic farce, to imagine there was a 

God who could hear their prayers and would avert the sorrow which threatened us.’40  

  

 

In Child of the Hurricane, Katharine left the cause of Tom’s death unsaid. ‘In the end it seemed 
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the struggle and frustration of many years had caught up with him.’41 

 On the morning of Thursday 27 June 1907, Tom was home with Edith, Katharine, 

Beatrice, and Aunt Lilly. It had been a bad night and having been kept up by his restlessness, 

Edith returned to bed about 10:30. He came in to apologise and told her she should rest. Lilly 

saw him about 11:15. ‘He was then on the lawn close to the door of his tool-house. I did not 

like to watch him too closely because he felt this keenly. I did not speak to him. He had some 

wood in his hand. He had been making a bookshelf.’42 

Lilly must have been worried about him; about half an hour later she ‘went to see how 

he was’. ‘I found the door of the tool-house locked. I looked through the window and I saw 

him hanging. I tried to open the door but failing that I ran to my sister [Edith] for help. We 

burst in the door. There is a beam cross to which he’d tied the rope... My sister cut the rope. He 

had not been dead long. He was quite warm.’43 

 Katharine and Beatrice must have come out by now. Between the four of them, they 

laid Tom’s body out on a board in the shed. Someone was sent to fetch the family doctor as the 

others waited with the body. When the doctor arrived, he told them death would have been 

instantaneous. Someone placed a handkerchief over Tom’s face.44  

‘Nothing was done’, Edith testified, ‘until the police came about 1:45pm.’ It had been 

two hours since they’d found the body by then. Were the police slow to come, or were the 

family slow to fetch them? Constable Creed said, ‘I went to the shed. I found the deceased 

lying on the board a handkerchief over his face. On removing the handkerchief I saw the marks 

of rope on his throat. He was quite dead. No marks of violence were visible… I was informed 

that the deceased was expert in making knots.’45  

  

 

The coronial inquest was held the next day, Friday 28 June, by the district coroner. Edith, Lilly, 

and Constable Creed gave their testimonies, leaving a fuller picture of this final, short day of 

Tom’s life than any other—his insomnia, his final, inconsequential words, the bookshelf he 

never finished making. Edith testified Tom had never threatened suicide but he had said ‘he 
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would be better away than burdening us. He said this several times during the course of the 

illness’. After hearing the evidence, the coroner ruled that Tom had ‘committed suicide while 

temporarily of an unsound mind’.46 

The funeral was the day after this, Saturday 29 June. The mourners gathered at 

Korovuna at 3:15pm and processed the short distance along North Road to the Brighton 

Cemetery. ‘The very large number of mourners present testified to the high esteem in which he 

was held. These included journalists, representatives of the mining industry and commerce, 

and many friends.’47 On his gravestone is a verse from Psalms: ‘He sent from above, He took 

me, He drew me out of many waters.’ 

 

 

46 Ibid. 
47 Brighton Southern Cross, 13 July 1907, 6. 



8. The Preux Chevalier: Sydney, 1907 
 

 

‘After Father’s death’, Katharine wrote, ‘for a long time I couldn’t sing at all. There was no 

song in my heart and my voice would not lift.’1 In a fictional echo, Sophie, the heroine of 

Katharine’s novel, Black Opal (1921), loses her singing voice, too; for her it’s tied up with the 

loss of sexual innocence: ‘I was so sick with the shock and shame of it all… I couldn’t sing 

any more. I wouldn’t. My voice died.’2 Earlier in Black Opal, mourning her mother transforms 

Sophie, causing Arthur Henty the wealthy station-heir to notice her:  

And he seemed to be seeing Sophie for the first time, too… He could not believe that 

this tall girl in the black dress was the queer, elfish-like girl he had seen running about 

the Ridge, bare-legged… not much more than a year ago. Her elfish gaiety had 

deserted her. It was the black dress [that] gave her face the warm pallor of ivory, he 

thought, made her look staider, and as if the sadness of all it symbolised had not left 

her.3 

Remembering the time she met the editor and poet E. J. Brady, Katharine wrote, ‘I must have 

looked very demure and governessy in my early twenties, wearing a full-skirted dress, all black, 

in mourning for my father. But Brady’s charm and his compliments about the story made me 

feel a genius of the first water.’4 Even if he was charming, Katharine wrote in her 

autobiography, ‘I used to think I was the only young woman of his acquaintance Brady never 

made love to’.5 

It was the Preux Chevalier who was moving on Katharine while she mourned; she said 

she was so naïve she had no idea what he wanted. ‘He was married, of course, and had a 

daughter my own age, which I thought was why he was so courteous to me.’6 His obsession 

with her escalated during Tom’s sickness and he was waiting for her when she disembarked 

from the Monowai in Sydney on 12 February 1907 on the way home from New Zealand.  

He took my suitcase, hailed a cab, and advised the Metropole, a quiet and respectable 

hotel near a small park in the centre of the city’s crowded streets. His own hotel was 

somewhere near. He said he had heard from the family I was arriving from New 

Zealand that day, and thought he might be of some assistance, as he was on a business 

visit and knew Sydney quite well… ‘I’ll be your preux chevalier and show you 

Sydney,’ he said.7  

 

 

1 Hurricane, 107. 
2 Black Opal, 1921, 244. 
3 Ibid., 76. 
4 Quoted in Webb, “Brady,” 23. 
5 Hurricane, 220. 
6 Ibid., 93. 
7 Ibid. 
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The ostensible business the Preux Chevalier had in Sydney left him much time to spend with 

Katharine. ‘Every night he took me to dinner and the theatre, or to a concert, or for a trip on 

the harbour. Every day we wandered about the city; or made excursions which revealed the 

dazzling beauty of its surroundings.’ She was ‘enchanted’ by the city ‘and flattered by the way 

this man discussed all manner of subjects with me’. 

We must have looked an odd pair, going about together. He, a man of the world, 

elegant and assured, accustomed to authority; and I in my home-made summer dress 

and floppy hat with a blue ribbon, or ingénue white chiffon evening dress at least 

three years old. I was not interested in clothes at that time, but conscious of being a 

little dowdy and gauche in the company of this Preux Chevalier.8 

For someone who was uninterested in clothes, she had a vivid memory of what she wore. Rather 

than an ‘odd’ pair, they appeared all-too-familiar to a woman sitting beside them on a park-

bench who told Katharine not to trust him. The woman said, ‘All men are gay deceivers.’9 

Later, as they walked along the harbour’s edge near Mrs Macquarie’s Chair, the Preux 

Chevalier asked Katharine if she thought he was a ‘gay deceiver’. She told him she didn’t; she 

wouldn’t be deceived if he was. ‘“Don’t wonder too much,” he replied dryly. “There are all 

sorts of rapprochements between a man and woman beyond reason or argument.”’10 

 The Preux Chevalier was not only obsessive but patient. ‘He did nothing to arouse my 

dormant senses. He never kissed me, or even pressed my hand suggestively. What he did was 

to capture my imagination by our companionship in the carefree atmosphere of Sydney, and 

create an intellectual bond between us.’11 When she arrived back in Melbourne, Katharine said 

nothing to her mother about him. ‘People wouldn’t understand,’ he warned her. ‘There would 

be no end of malicious gossip.’12 

 They met often and in secret after their return to Melbourne.  

There were walks through the tea-tree at Black Rock, occasionally dinner at the 

seaside restaurant afterwards. But always our talk was of books, my studies and 

literary work. The intellectual companionship was stimulating with no hint of 

anything disturbing, except that these accidental, and not so accidental, meetings 

should not be mentioned. The Preux Chevalier was more interesting to talk to than 

any of the young men who were my friends. I was flattered, and thrilled too, at the 

thought of being his chere amie.13  

Katharine’s phrase ‘anything disturbing’ could mean ‘anything sexual’, yet sex didn’t seem to 

 

 

8 Ibid., 94. 
9 Defined as ‘a deceitful rake’ by the Oxford English Dictionary, ‘gay deceiver’ was a common phrase in 
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particularly disturb her, as coyly as she presented her youthful self. Missing from the published 

account of the Sydney incident in Child of the Hurricane is a sentence in the typescript 

suggesting she meant something else: ‘Gradually the vines of a possessive passion began to 

twine about me, but I was not aware of that at the time.’14 She was to be entangled with the 

Preux Chevalier for the next decade.  

 

 

One critic finds the name Preux Chevalier ‘ludicrous’; another writes that ‘her title for him 

itself tells much’.15 Although Katharine claimed she ‘never indulged in fairytale fantasies’, the 

‘gallant knight’ seems central to her ideal of romance at this time. In “A City Girl in Central 

Australia” she refers to Bill Northwest as her ‘cavalier’ several times, a related term she also 

applies to the Preux Chevalier. ‘Preux Chevalier’ was a term borrowed from the romance serials 

appearing in Australian newspapers at this time. In 1905’s “Fair Lilias”, as an example, a hero 

‘assisted her down the narrow, difficult path with the tenderness, devotion, and courage of a 

preux chevalier’.16 Despite his stated intentions, Katharine’s Preux Chevalier proved to bear 

more resemblance to the stock villains of the same serials. In M.E. Braddon’s “Dead Love Has 

Chains”, serialised in 1906 and first published as a novel in 1907, the heroine is in love with a 

‘preux chevalier… radiant in the glory of enchanting youth’, but is thrown into turmoil when 

she receives a letter from a villainous former lover. She ‘remembered the tyranny of his love 

in the days when she had loved him. She was at the age when a girl adores a tyrant. His 

determined pursuit of her had been the charm that worked to such fatal issues. To be pursued, 

to be worshipped! It was the schoolgirl’s dream of bliss.’17 

 

 

In 1962, as Katharine was negotiating the publication of Child of the Hurricane, Beatrice Davis 

at Angus and Robertson asked if Katharine could reveal his name. ‘It would hurt too many 

people’, Katharine wrote back, ‘so I could never do it.’18  

He was probably Lieutenant-Colonel William Thomas Reay. Mentioned under his own 

 

 

14 Child of the Hurricane typescript, KSPP, MS6201/8/8, 5. 
15 McCallum, “Child of the Hurricane,” 20; Hay, “Betrayed Romantics,” 100. 
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17 Evening Journal, 16 June 1906, 2. 
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name several times in Child of the Hurricane, Reay was a newspaper editor, politician, and 

military officer with the Victorian Mounted Rifles who would become Katharine’s boss at the 

Herald in 1909 and 1910 before moving to London at the same time as her. ‘A chirpy, sparrow-

like man is Reay—active, eager, energetic, and a regular tiger to work, he never has any leisure. 

As soon as his daily paper is out of his head and off his hands, he is hard at the work of some 

one or other of the numerous organisations to which he belongs.’19 A man of many causes and 

boundless energy, he was a progressive, successful version of Tom Prichard and he came into 

Katharine’s life just as she was losing him.  

 Reay was born in Balmain, Sydney on 10 November 1858. Katharine calls the Preux 

Chevalier a ‘friend of the family’; like Katharine’s mother, Edith, Reay grew up in 

Williamstown in Melbourne. He was four years younger than Edith and twenty-five years older 

than Katharine. At thirteen, he took a job on a ship and worked as a sailor for two years. Later, 

he was the bookkeeper for the Yarraville Sugar Company for nine years, saving enough money 

to buy the Coleraine Albion newspaper in country Victoria in 1883.20 It was the year his first 

child was born, a daughter, to his wife, Lucinda; it was also the year Katharine was born. One 

hint that their marriage might have been troubled came in a 1911 trial of a burglar who had 

stolen jewels from the family; one of their daughters testified that ‘she slept in the same room 

as her mother. Her father, who had met with an accident, slept in another room.’21 

 Reay had five daughters, his two sons dying in infancy.22 Katharine was friends with at 

least one of them, Nan, a nurse, who left contributions in Katharine’s commonplace book.23 

Another of the daughters, Beatrice, married Lionel Bull, the brother of Katharine’s best friend, 

Hilda.24 In 1962, when Katharine wrote that it would hurt too many people to name the Preux 

Chevalier, four of Reay’s daughters were still alive.  

Katharine’s ‘gaily irreligious and iconoclastic’ Preux Chevalier influenced her to reject 

her father’s political conservatism.  

He opened my mind to political questions, international problems of peace and war, 

the rights of women, with a broad humanitarian outlook on everything, and an ardent 
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belief in Australia, its progress and future as a powerful, independent nation. Politics, 

history and poetry, he dipped into them all, with witty observations and amusing 

anecdotes of politicians and writers he had known.25  

This description of the Preux Chevalier matches Reay. He was a member of the Victorian 

parliament from 1900 to 1902; ‘describing himself as a radical, he often voted with Labor’.26 

He was active in the National Anti-Sweating League, a Victorian organisation of middle-class 

social reformers which had agitated for the passing of the Factory Act in 1896 and then 

continued as a watchdog and tribunal ensuring fair working hours and minimum wages in 

factories.27 Matching Katharine’s description of the Preux Chevalier’s ‘ardent belief in 

Australia’, Reay was president of the Hawthorn branch of the Australian Natives Association 

in Victoria before becoming one of the founders of the London branch in 1915.28 With 

membership restricted to Australian-born whites, it had pushed for Federation, and now in the 

1900s ‘supported the White Australia Policy, advocated a strong Australian defence force, 

promoted the celebration of Australia Day as a national holiday… and defended wider powers 

for the Commonwealth Government’.29 

Katharine carefully avoided mentioning the Preux Chevalier’s occupation, but Ric 

Throssell reveals he was ‘an influential figure in the Australian press’.30 Reay was a newspaper 

editor for many decades; after editing the Coleraine Albion he later edited the Hamilton 

Spectator and then the Herald, Melbourne’s major evening newspaper.31  

 Ric Throssell describes the Preux Chevalier’s ‘possessive jealousy’; in a draft of Wild 

Weeds and Wind Flowers, he adds, ‘that he imposed upon her, following her across the world’.32 

The deleted part explains the strange fact that the Preux Chevalier turned up wherever 

Katharine was from 1907 to 1915. Reay’s movements are the most telling circumstantial 

evidence he was the Preux Chevalier.  

 On 11 February 1907, the day before Katharine arrived in Sydney and was met by the 

Preux Chevalier, Reay travelled on the Wyandra from Melbourne to Sydney.33  

 

 

25 Hurricane, 94. 
26 Langmore, “Reay.” 
27 John Lack, ‘National Anti-Sweating League’, The Encyclopedia of Melbourne Online, 2008, 

www.emelbourne.net.au/biogs/EM01042b.htm. 
28 Langmore, “Reay.” 
29 Elizabeth Willis, “Australian Natives Association”, The Encyclopedia of Melbourne Online, 2008, 

www.emelbourne.net.au/biogs/EM00126b.htm. 
30 Throssell, My Father’s Son, 62. 
31 Langmore, “Reay.” 
32 Wild Weeds and Windflowers draft, RTP, MS8071/4/104, 10. 
33 NSW Unassisted Immigrant Passenger Lists, 1826-1922 [database online], ancestry.com.au. 
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In October 1908, the Preux Chevalier appeared in Paris to meet Katharine. That same 

month, Reay took a ‘sojourn’ to France, without his wife, ‘for his health’.34 When Katharine 

returned to Melbourne two months after Reay, he employed her at the Herald.  

Several months after resigning from the Herald, Katharine unexpectedly travelled to 

New York in November 1910, where Reay was based for several months on another trip without 

his wife. The passenger list is difficult to decipher, but she appears to have been on the same 

ship as him leaving New York for Britain on 28 December 1910.35 Katharine stayed on in 

London while Reay returned to Melbourne. He was expected to resume his post as editor of 

the Herald, but instead he created the post of manager of the newspaper’s London office and 

moved there.36 Reay stayed on in London all the time Katharine was there and beyond, 

eventually dying there in 1929.37 

 

 

Katharine emphasised the Preux Chevalier’s charm in Child of the Hurricane, only mentioning 

incidentally that he had threatened to kill himself on the day she married anyone else. Her son 

is less protective of him, revealing that Katharine ‘warned my daughter, Karen, of the price she 

paid in years of possessive jealousy; of his demented threats to shoot himself when she 

attempted to leave him; of her regret for independence bartered to a man capable of the 

cowardice and deceit of playing upon her fear of suicide, knowing that she could not face the 

thought of becoming the cause of his self-destruction’.38 

Reay’s public persona is of a successful and relentless do-gooder. Beyond all that 

activity, hints of his weaknesses sometimes show through. In 1901, a gossip column described 

him as ‘one of the most garrulous men in Victoria State Assembly’:  

He likes talking on all things, and one day, when he had held himself in, the Argus 

described him as ‘suffering from suppression of speech’. This is one of the severest 

pains Reay can endure, but he very readily gets rid of it. Reay would be a real good 

man if he condensed more and did not drown his ideas in verbiage.39  

Another gossip column in the suburban Melbourne newspaper, the Coburg Leader, reported in 

January 1906: ‘They say that Mr. W. T. Reay, editor of the Herald, left for a holiday trip to 

 

 

34 Williamstown Chronicle, 31 October 1908, 3. 
35 UK, Incoming Passenger Lists, 1878-1960 [database online], www.ancestry.com.au. 
36 Table Talk, 18 May 1911, 5; Table Talk, 23 November 1911, 6. 
37 Herald, 12 November 1929, 7. 
38 Throssell, Wild Weeds, 21. 
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Europe in the French mail steamer Nera on Thursday. That since his promotion to be chief his 

duties have proved so arduous as to bring about nervous prostration, which renders a change 

of air and scene absolutely necessary.’40 It was on his return he began pursuing Katharine, 

symptom of—or cure for—his middle-aged malaise. 

 

 

There are few echoes of Katharine’s relationship with Reay in her work. The most significant 

is in “The New Pygmalion”, one of her only surviving unpublished stories, written in the first 

year of her relationship with Reay. In late 1907, E. J. Brady accepted it for publication in the 

Native Companion, but the journal folded before it appeared.41 The Greek myth of Pygmalion 

tells of a sculptor who falls in love with his statue of a woman; the goddess Venus brings the 

statue to life. The myth was appropriated by many writers in the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries; Katharine’s version predated the most famous one, George Bernard Shaw’s play, 

Pygmalion (1913).42 

 In Katharine’s story, Jean-Marie is a Frenchman who owns a beauty-parlour by the sea. 

He is in love with his mannequin, Mimi. ‘It was her beauty—her imperishable beauty—he 

adored, he told her… Madame his wife did not understand. She was not beautiful.’ Jean-Marie 

treats his wife ‘with formal chivalry, a ceremonious respect. Was she not his partner for life? 

But she was not an artist, Madame. She had not the soul of an artist.’  

Madame also has a second rival for her husband’s affection. ‘The only ears besides 

Mimi’s into which he could pour his trouble were the little ears, like tinted sea shells, of Lise, 

the orphan child.’ Jean-Marie had promised Lise’s father on his death-bed that he would take 

care of her. ‘Perhaps he realised possibilities of beauty in the unformed grace of the slender 

little figure, despite its red, workworn hands and clumsy dirty clothes.’ 

After Madame destroys Mimi the mannequin in a fit of jealousy, Jean-Marie suffers 

‘exhaustion followed on nervous prostration’. Lise ‘would do anything in the world to make 

him merry and garrulous again’. She tells Jean-Marie she has a secret; he assumes she has a 

lover and says he will rejoice if the man is worthy of her. Instead, Lise ‘outlined her lips with 

scarlet, brushed her eyebrows with a tiny blackened brush, smoothed a delicate cream over her 

 

 

40 Coburg Leader, 6 January 1906, 4 
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face and powdered it. She took the jewel from Mimi’s hair and put it in her own. Then she 

bared her bosom and folded Mimi’s scarf over it.’ When she appears to Jean-Marie, he declares, 

‘It is Mimi… Mimi come to life, thou divine one.’43  

In the story, Katharine showed a young woman naively enthralled by her Pygmalion, 

oblivious to his faults. Katharine seems to have had no sympathy for Madame, wife of the 

faithless Jean-Marie, not even giving her a name. Nor did she censure Jean-Marie for abusing 

his parental role in sexualising Lise. Lise herself shows no hesitation in embracing Jean-Marie; 

a poor, love-starved orphan, all she wants is to restore him to his ‘garrulous’ self. 

 

 

43 KSPP, MS6201/1/4. 



9. Intention to Become: Melbourne, 1907 to 1908 
 

 

By December 1907, the Prichard family had moved out of the house where Tom had died to 94 

Caroline Street, South Yarra, just a few kilometres from the Melbourne city centre.1 Alfred 

Deakin, then prime minister, lived nearby and not only knew Katharine’s mother but also two 

of Katharine’s admirers, Reay and Walter Murdoch.2 Katharine ‘walked into town with him 

sometimes… he, tall and stooping… already worn and disillusioned; I, full of idealistic 

illusions, and my intention to become “a famous writer” as soon as possible.’3 They talked of 

the writers they loved, especially George Meredith, whom Deakin had visited while in Britain 

earlier in 1907.4 ‘I did most of the talking’, Katharine wrote, ‘and Mr Deakin listened to my 

blithe chatter with a grave smile. So sensitive and sympathetic, that I knew when he was sharing 

my enthusiasm.’5 Deakin wrote her a general letter of introduction to take to London in 1908 

as well as one addressed to George Meredith.6 

Many years later, Katharine wrote a didactic play about Deakin for a 1951 jubilee of 

Federation competition. By that time she was a rigid communist but the play shows she still 

greatly admired the liberal politician for his role in achieving Federation and shaping the new 

nation. Exaggerating her family connection to Deakin, the characters based on her parents, Tom 

and Edith Pollard, return from Fiji to witness key moments in Deakin’s life and become his 

close friends and confidantes. Instead of dying in 1907, Tom outlives Deakin, saying in the 

epilogue after Deakin’s death in 1919, ‘You have gone beyond the Veil, Deakin. And we, old 

friends, grieve for you as we knew you—the soul of honour, poet, philosopher, and ardent lover 

of your country.’7  

 

 

The influence of Deakin and Reay is apparent in “Defence of Australia”, a long and passionate 
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5 Prichard, “Deakin and Evatt,” 15. 
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7 “Deakin”, KSPP, MS6201/6/6, 76; Throssell, Wild Weeds, endnote 117. ‘Pollard’ was Tom Prichard’s mother’s 

maiden name. The play was not shortlisted in the competition and has never been produced. 
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opinion piece by Katharine published in the Herald in May 1908, marking the first known use 

of the initialism ‘KSP’, after her father had used ‘THP’ as a byline. Concern over Australia’s 

defence had been growing since Japan’s victory in its war with Russia in 1905. The influential 

Military Defence League brought together leaders from different sectors of society to agitate 

for compulsory military training for all young men. As a nationalist, Reay was a strong 

advocate for the policy and had written a series of articles on the Swiss military training system, 

published as a pamphlet in August 1907. Deakin had come around to the idea gradually, finally 

committing his government to it in December 1907. Conflict in the unstable parliaments over 

details of the legislation meant it was not passed for some time. The scheme eventually began 

in 1911 under the Labor government, with compulsory training for boys and men from ages 

twelve to twenty-six.8 

 As Deakin looked to grow popular support for the scheme in 1908, Katharine’s article 

called on women to play their part by shunning any man who evaded training. ‘Women will 

have nothing to do with him, for he is either a weakling who is unfit for, or a poor-spirited 

wretch who has evaded the discharge of a sacred and patriotic duty.’ Katharine explicitly 

evoked the fear of an ‘Asiatic invasion’, writing with racism typical of the time but disturbing 

today, ‘It is difficult for us to realise that the small yellow man, whose slant eyes squint at a 

woman in the street, as she passes by him, hopes, in his secret brain, some day to be possessor 

and lord of our country. We must prepare against his hope, and fortify ourselves against the 

chance and the fear of what the future may bring.’ Among answers to common objections, 

Katharine wrote that although ‘compulsory training sounds like a curtailing of public liberty 

… it is just the means whereby we may establish, emphasize and maintain our independence, 

safeguard our freedom, and snap our fingers at the suggestion of invasion.’9 

 Given Katharine’s interest in the socialism of Rudolf Broda, her strong support for the 

scheme might seem surprising. However, parts of the left were in favour of the policy—the 

federal conference of the Labor Party pledged its support in July 1908 while Reay’s pamphlet 

noted that the Swiss socialists upheld the training system in their country.10 Katharine’s support 

for an Australian scheme in 1908—something she does not mention in her autobiography—is 

the background to her dilemma over conscription during the first referendum on the issue in 

 

 

8 Grey, A Military History of Australia, 77; La Nauze, Deakin, 533; Brett, Deakin, 359–60. 
9 Weekly Times, 23 May 1908, 8. 
10 Swiss Army, 34. 
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1916.  

 

 

In December 1907, Rudolf Broda published the first issue of an ambitious journal called The 

International: A Review of the World’s Progress. Published simultaneously in French, German, 

and English, he wrote that it ‘will aim at being a mirror of the entire panorama of human 

evolution in all its many aspects’.11 

In that first issue, alongside a piece on wage boards by Reay and “The Women’s 

Movement in Australia” by Vida Goldstein, Katharine contributed a short manifesto on 

Australian literature. It reads in its entirety: 

When we remember that this country was known to the civilised world as the Terra 

Australis Incognita, we must be prepared to find its literature criticised as for the most 

part imitative. Of our earlier literary effects this is undoubtedly true, but so 

strenuously national is the spirit of today, so lively and vigorous the sense of our 

growing strength in intellectual and artistic life, that Australian literature is 

abandoning this ‘imitativeness’, these swaddling-clothes of its infancy, and adopting 

the toga virilis of originality. It has reached the adolescent stage—it is astir with great 

things; growing daily in power and freedom. Bushrangers, drought, and dead sheep 

have too long been the entire tale of our existence. With our national feeling is 

growing a sane and vigorous treatment of the problems which affect our social and 

political life, an idealisive [sic] veil of poetry and romance is being woven to cover 

the crudities of our evolution. The genesis of nationhood lies in its literature, and with 

the notion of elevating and glorifying the patriotic instincts Australian writers are 

dragging the minds of Australian people at the chariot wheels of their imaginations. 

Yet the muse of Australia is elusive—[Henry] Kendall caught ‘A glimpse of her face 

and her glittering hair / And a hand with the harp of Australia’. But no-one has 

completely expressed the characteristic of our country, life and people. We await 

transfiguration at the hands of a great writer.12 

 

Katharine’s aspirations and opinions were not unique. They reflected the hope of the Australian 

Literature Society she was a part of with Nettie Higgins, the ideas of Walter Murdoch and 

writers like Bernard O’Dowd, as well as the vigorous nationalism espoused by Reay and the 

Australian Natives’ Association. Yet her statement is remarkably prescient. Eight years before 

the publication of her first novel, she anticipated the goal she was to pursue throughout her 

long literary career: the attempt to express the ‘characteristic of our country, life and people’. 

It is the thread which runs through her diverse oeuvre. In a poignant echo of this opening 

statement, she was to write in a kind of last testament in 1968, one year before she died: ‘My 

work has been unpretentious: of the soil... telling of the way men and women live and work in 

 

 

11 The International 1, no. 1 (December 1907): 3.  
12 “Australian Literature,” 87. 
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the forests, back country and cities of Australia’.13 

In the 1907 statement, the development of an Australian literature was coinciding with 

Katharine’s own literary development. She ascribed to the nation the very things she was 

striving for—to throw off ‘imitativeness’; to grow ‘daily in power and freedom’. She was ‘astir 

with great things’. She wrote the piece with confidence and verve. Perhaps she dared to hope 

she would be the ‘great writer’ the nation awaited.  

 

 

In 1908, Katharine wrote the first draft of The Wild Oats of Han.14 Ric Throssell imagines it as 

a ‘turn from the pain-filled present… to the memories of childhood in Launceston with her 

beloved young brothers, Alan and Nigel’.15 Yet Wild Oats evokes not just a carefree idyll but 

also its shattering as Han becomes aware of death and the struggles of life. Katharine left the 

manuscript in draft form for years; it still hadn’t been typed by 1913.16 For some reason she 

wasn’t ready to try to publish it yet. Perhaps, as Jack Beasley speculates, she realised that ‘the 

hapless father character she had created might have been regarded as an insensitive portrait of 

her own father, so soon after his death’.17 Or perhaps the draft still fell short of her hopes for 

the work. Ric Throssell notes that the version eventually published in 1928 ‘bears none of the 

hallmarks of Katharine’s earliest stories’, but instead shows the lyricism, sensitivity and 

perception of her best novels written in the 1920s; he believes she rewrote it extensively in that 

period.18 

 Throssell is probably right, but Katharine’s most accomplished story of this period, 

“The Kid”, shows what she was already capable of, as well as having some resemblances to 

Wild Oats. Published by the Bulletin in January 1907, “The Kid” is a gothic bush story. The 

Kid of the title is a twelve-year-old girl, ‘an elfish little figure, with wide, staring eyes, and 

ragged locks hanging knotted and loose over her face’ growing up on the land with a bad-

tempered father and unloving stepmother. When the Kid’s beloved baby half-brother dies, she 

runs away with his body, determined to stop God taking him away to sell for his skin like her 

father does with dead cattle. She seeks the advice of Ben the axeman—a prototype of Sam, the 
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wise old shingle splitter in Wild Oats. He attempts to explain death to the Kid, but she won’t 

accept it and runs into the bush with the body. A few days later, her body is found with the 

baby’s under a white gum ‘like a column of stainless marble’.19 In “The Kid”, the theme and 

setting come together convincingly and Katharine gives death an emotional impact lacking in 

the melodrama of her other stories of the period. The Bulletin was at the centre of Australian 

literary culture and being published in it built on the success of her appearances in New Idea. 

The grimness of the story—such a shift from the playfulness of “A City Girl in Central 

Australia”—befitted the bleak period in the Prichard household, published as it was while Tom 

was still alive but gripped by depression. 

 

  

Turning twenty-four at the end of 1907, there was a great sense of possibility for Katharine 

even in the midst of grief. She hadn’t narrowed her choices by marrying. Her writing career 

was budding, her beloved but restrictive father was dead, and her well-travelled ‘friend’, Reay, 

was encouraging her to see the world. When a cheap fare was advertised for London, she 

decided to go.20 

For young Australian women at the beginning of the twentieth century ‘just embarking 

for London’, writes Angela Woollacott, ‘was often construed as a sign of success and 

ambition’.21 Returning ‘home’ to the centre of the British empire to seek fame and success was 

a ‘recognised cultural ritual in Australia’.22 Katharine explained the trip in a couple of ways. It 

was a literary and ancestral pilgrimage: ‘I had hoped for years that some day I would see the 

historic places, and haunts of the great English writers.’ It was also a chance to prove herself: 

‘I thought an Australian writer would never be appreciated in her country until she proved that 

her writing could win some recognition in England.’23 

Yet her focus was not on fiction as it had been until now but journalism. She had 

freelance work guaranteed with New Idea on the strength of the popularity of the “City Girl” 

serial and with the Herald thanks to her relationship with Reay. ‘A Franco-British Exhibition 

was to be held in London that year. The Herald agreed to accept some articles about it, and the 
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New Idea editor, my good friend William Somerset Shum, suggested interviews I might do for 

him. In a whirl of excitement I booked a passage.’24 Katharine had turned her back on teaching 

and remade herself into a journalist. She was confident enough to list it as her occupation on 

the passenger list.25 

  

 

 

24 Ibid., 111–12. 
25 UK, Incoming Passenger Lists, 1878-1960 [database online], www.ancestry.com.au. 



10. Abroad: London and Paris, 1908 to 1909 
 

 

Katharine left Melbourne for London at noon on Wednesday 20 May 1908. ‘The Runic to my 

enthusiastic imagination was a splendid ship. Crammed with passengers though she was, there 

were long decks to parade on in the mornings and evenings.’1 

She shared a cabin with red-haired Robbie—real name Ethel Robson—from Sydney.2 

Robbie was to be a close friend during Katharine’s two stints in London. During the long 

journey to London, Robbie educated Katharine, telling her ‘more about’—and here the 

manuscript shows Katharine had trouble choosing the right phrase—‘the wicked ways of men 

than I had any idea of’, or on the second attempt, the ‘mysterious dangers of sex relationships’, 

or thirdly, ‘sexual intercourse about which I had never heard’.3 In the manuscript, Katharine 

eventually settled on the more anodyne ‘affairs’, but then deleted the sentence altogether from 

the published version of Child of the Hurricane. In fact, Robbie confided in Katharine that she 

had gonorrhoea, having been infected at the age of sixteen by a friend of her father’s.4  

 Katharine’s other new friend on the six-week voyage was Harry Newton, ‘a typically 

good-looking, athletic, young Australian, straight and reliable’. With ‘a voice of remarkable 

range and bell-like purity… he was going to London, hoping to make a career as a concert 

singer’. Sitting together on the deck at night, he took her hand. She withdrew it. ‘We decided’, 

Katharine wrote, though she surely meant that she decided, ‘there was to be no flirting or falling 

in love. We both had our careers to think of.’5  

 The voyage was good for Katharine; she was soothed by ‘the dazzling blue of sea and 

sky’ and ‘the warm starry nights, free from strain and worry. The tragedy of Father’s death 

lifted from me.’6 

 

 

The Runic reached London on 2 July 1908.  

Gazing at the low-lying, green-filmed coast of England through a misty drizzle at 

dawn, and realizing all the tumultuous miles of sea between me and Australia, I felt 
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homesick and afraid of what the future might hold. It seemed that I had left childhood 

and youth far behind; and must struggle now as an independent and adult person for 

the fruition of those hopes which had haunted me for so long.7 

 London was even busier than normal, with over a million visitors for the Franco-British 

Exhibition and the Olympics. The 1908 Summer Olympics in London were held for much 

longer than contemporary games, running from 27 April—before Katharine arrived—right 

through to 31 October. The exhibition was held alongside it, ‘a celebration of British and 

French industry, business, culture, and empire’.8 Sport had never interested Katharine and she 

didn’t attend any Olympic events, but she wrote about the exhibition in a series of articles for 

the Herald dispatched in her first month in London. She called it ‘the city of temples, adorned 

with every beautiful and fantastic device of highly-wrought artistic imagination and 

enthusiasm, the stately courts of modernism, the vivid and varied beauty of the scene, its 

sumptuous elegance, magnificence and cosmopolitan inhabitants’.9 

In an article for the Herald and Weekly Times, Katharine gave the contrasting 

impressions of London from two newly-arrived Australians. Sydney’s Bobbie is a version of 

Robbie, while Melbourne’s Agusta is a version of Katharine. Yet their different impressions of 

London also reflect Katharine’s own ambivalence. Agusta ‘raves’ about London’s ‘tragedy and 

poetry. She loves its smoky, antique buildings, and winding narrow streets… At any time, you 

feel, the ancients may come to claim their own.’ Bobbie complains at length about the city, 

comparing it unfavourably to Australia; there are ‘no bathrooms’; pushy sales-assistants are 

paid by commission; all women are addressed ‘madame’; and the traffic is terrible. ‘[T]o me it 

is just a great commercial centre—the world’s core; and yet not half as fine a place to spend 

one’s life in as any of the wide-streeted, open-air cities camped beneath the blue of Australian 

skies.’10  

 The poverty struck Katharine. ‘The starved moan of the great degraded, hopeless, 

wretched poor of London is borne on the wind.’11 She spent a night among the poor on the 

Embankment, visiting a soup kitchen and a homeless shelter in the slums with a stench of 

‘unwashed bodies, damp clothing, and physical decay’.12 ‘I could never forget the impression 
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made on me by that night’s experiences. The horror of such poverty in the great and wealthy 

city remained with me. The problem of how such poverty and suffering could be prevented, 

haunted my mind.’13 With hindsight, this experience became a great moment of clarity about 

what was wrong with the world. She would come to understand the next decade of her life as 

a quest to find a solution.  

 

 

A man tried to rape Katharine in her first weeks in London. ‘I took a room in a street behind 

the Russell Hotel. It was a rather shabby house, and my room up three flights of stairs’. On a 

Saturday, she returned from the theatre with Harry. ‘A clock had just struck twelve when we 

said goodnight on the door-step and Harry went off to his own lodgings. I tried to open the door 

before me, but the key wouldn’t fit.’ A young man offered to help her; he put the key in his 

pocket and told her he was coming in with her. ‘Horrified by the look on his face and his pale 

shark’s eyes’ she appealed to him, but ‘he laughed, and made his intentions quite clear’. If she 

called out for the police, he would accuse her of soliciting. She told him her husband was 

waiting upstairs. He handed her the key back on the condition she meet him at the corner on 

Monday night.14  

‘I rushed upstairs and threw myself on the bed… But before I undressed, a door on the 

other side of the room slowly opened.’ The man had managed to get into the house and follow 

her up the stairs; he called out that he was coming in. There was a chair against the door and 

she pushed her trunk against it as well. She told him that if he came in, she’d jump from the 

window. Even after he seemed to have gone, she stayed sitting by the window all night. When 

she saw daylight, she ran downstairs and out of the house to find Harry. ‘He came tumbling 

downstairs in his pyjamas.’ His landlady told Katharine she could rent a room at her house, and 

even though it was more than Katharine could afford, she agreed.15 

The threat of rape hangs over many of the women in Katharine’s novels. In the finale 

of Pioneers (1915), Deidre accidently kills her villainous newlywed husband when he comes 

at her demanding his ‘rights’; she is set to kill herself when Mrs Cameron reveals to her that 

‘something like what has happened to you happened to me, long ago’.16 In Black Opal (1921, 
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1946), Sophie’s great shame has different causes in the two editions, shifting from seduction 

to rape. In the first edition, she ‘loses her head’ with Adler at a ‘drunken orgy’; in the second 

edition, she is ‘sick with the shock and shame of being mauled by Adler’.17 The pattern of 

sexual violence continues in Katharine’s later novels, too, a trope which can’t simply be traced 

to this incident in London, but which can be read in light of it.  

 

 

On 2 August 1908, four weeks after arriving in England, Katharine made a pilgrimage to visit 

eighty-year-old George Meredith. Meredith was then ranked by many as one of the great 

Victorian novelists; in the decades that followed, he suffered a ‘rapid and sustained decline of 

his posthumous reputation’ such that he is now a forgotten novelist.18 

Katharine had caught Walter Murdoch’s enthusiasm for Meredith; she ‘loved’ his novels 

and poems for ‘their exuberant vitality, intellectual brilliance, the exquisite quality of irony that 

informed them’.19 Meredith claimed to be unloved and unread, yet in the last years of his life, 

‘stricken down with paralysis, an unwilling Grand Old Man, [he] was haunted by journalists 

and admirers who hoped to write an essay on a Day with the Great’.20 He refused many but 

thanks to the letter of introduction from Deakin, he opened his door to Katharine.  

Widowed and ailing in the last year of his life, he lived in Flint Cottage at Box Hill, 

forty kilometres south of London.  

What happened in that moment, as I stood in the doorway, I’ve never been able to 

understand. A curious communication passed between us as Meredith’s eyes reached 

me. I was aware of a magnetic personality, desolation and tragedy. The realization 

was so swift and devastating that I forgot to be shy and self-conscious. We seemed 

not to be strangers.21 

Over afternoon tea, Katharine and Meredith talked about his writing and then about hers. She 

told him she was afraid her work ‘was too restrained and anxious, that I corrected and revised 

too much’. Ambiguously, he told her to ‘throw it off’ and ‘get rid of what there is in you’. He 

talked with the ‘same brilliant, ironical exuberance’ with which he wrote yet he was also full 

of bitterness and despair. He had a writing chalet among the trees behind his house; it’s possible 

this planted the idea for Katharine’s own writing chalet, built twenty years later at her home in 

 

 

17 Black Opal, 1921, 244; Black Opal, 1946, 157. 
18 Hack, “Meredith, George.” 
19 Hurricane, 126. 
20 Lindsay, George Meredith, 8. 
21 Hurricane, 128. 
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Western Australia.22  

After she left, she sat down under a hawthorn bush and wept. ‘I felt that I should not be 

young and Meredith old: that I should not have gone from the sunshine into that darkened room 

and stood in the doorway in my light summer dress… He was waiting for death and I somehow 

had broken in on him, like his Daughter of Hades.’23 The generation who had made the 

nineteenth century were dying and the contrast with her own youth was painful. She had felt it 

at the Prichard family reunion and when meeting the last of the pioneers in Yarram. She had 

felt it walking with a ‘worn and disillusioned’ Deakin ‘when English trees along the road were 

yellow and shedding their leaves’.24 She would feel it again in November in Paris interviewing 

the famous singing teacher, Mathilde Marchesi.25 But she felt it most intensely now at the end 

of her afternoon with George Meredith. 

Even if Meredith had been forgotten by many, Katharine would still talk of her 

‘passionate admiration’ for him in an interview late in her life.26 However, the influence on her 

work is not obvious. The ornate, convoluted prose of Katharine’s “Diana of the Inlet” (1912), 

written around this time, may owe something to him, but she moved away from it, adopting a 

more straightforward style by the time her novels began to be published.  

 

 

Katharine took a trip to Paris in October or November, a plan she’d worked out with the Preux 

Chevalier, who’d told her he’d show her the city one day. ‘There he was, at my hotel, one 

morning soon after I arrived. He… came from Italy to have those few days in Paris with me.’27 

What Reay was doing in Italy is unknown; he’d landed in Marseilles on the Dumbea in early 

October and was reported to be ‘sojourning in the south of France for his health’.28 Perhaps the 

trip and the tryst were timed to celebrate his fiftieth birthday on 10 November.  

 Katharine described her time with the Preux Chevalier in Paris with the ambivalence of 

all her depictions of him. They walked along the banks of the Seine, visited the Louvre, and 

dined at ‘out-of-the-way restaurants’; at night, they visited the opera and the Moulin Rouge. 

 

 

22 Ibid., 129. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Ibid., 125. 
25 Ibid., 145-148. 
26 Ellis Blain interview with KSP, ca. 1968, Katharine Susannah Prichard [Audio] Collection, NLA, MS2660/3.  
27 Hurricane, 143. 
28 Williamstown Chronicle, 31 October 1908, 3. 
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She insisted he ‘made my first visit to Paris a fabulous experience’, but his obsessive streak 

shows through and she recounted two incidents where she ‘incurred his displeasure’. He was 

unhappy when she didn’t properly appreciate the ‘famous soup’ of the Café Royal. Then, on an 

afternoon when he was busy, she visited the cemetery of Père Lachaise to see the tombs of 

French writers. She wandered the cemetery alone on the foggy afternoon and found herself 

completely lost. ‘The Preux Chevalier was furious that I had made this excursion without 

telling him where I was going.’29 

 She wrote that the Preux Chevalier ‘was a fascinating companion, though I could not 

be in love with him’ but she does not say their relationship was still chaste.30 In the draft of 

Child of the Hurricane she wrote that she wouldn’t let boys kiss her in her high school years, 

‘taking mother’s advice about keeping everything for the man I would someday love and want 

to marry’.31 She crossed it out; perhaps because it was not the way things had worked out by 

the time she married at the age of thirty-five. ‘I was “late” in maturity!’ Katharine wrote to a 

friend in 1964. ‘Ideas really interested me more than sex—though later I “worshipped with the 

Egyptians”.’32 Katharine seems to have invented that latter Old Testament-sounding phrase in 

a 1928 story, “The Cow”, in which the female protagonist says, ‘I worship with the Egyptians… 

adore life, the life-giver, fecundity, creation.’ 33 

Reading between the lines of her autobiography, Reay was probably her first lover. In 

a foreign city without anyone to notice them, they had more opportunity for sex than they’d 

had back in Melbourne. In 1914, still involved with Reay, she published a sensual poem in The 

English Review called “Lips of My Love”. 

Adventurous lips 

That o’er me rove, 

So swelling soft 

And smelling like the rose 

Lips of my love! My love! 

 

Lips of the bee 

That cling 

And fall from clinging, Yearning, 

Drunk with bliss! 

 

Dear lips 

That to me prove  

 

 

29 Hurricane, 143–45. 
30 Ibid., 145. 
31 KSPP, MS6201/8/8. 
32 KSP to Catherine Duncan, 31 May 1964, KSPP, MS6201/10/24. 
33 “The Cow,” 118. 
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My body 

But a chalice, white, 

For thy delight, 

My love, my love 

 

Oh, I am faint 

When thy lips hang on mine 

And there is ecstasy 

In their mute questing, 

Easting, westing. 

 

So, 

They are gentle 

As the brooding dove, 

Fierce as twin birds of prey, 

Lips of my love! My love! 

If the poem had a basis in her life, by this time she was ‘worshipping with the Egyptians’. It 

depicts a woman positive about sex and pleasure but in the context of the uneven power balance 

between Katharine and Reay, there’s something disturbing about the narrator offering up her 

body as ‘But a chalice, white / For thy delight’.  

 

 

If anyone deserved to be known as Katharine’s ‘gallant knight’ it was actually Harry. They 

spent much of their free time together in London, and Katharine seems wilfully blind to the 

signs he was in love with her. They danced together on Hampstead Heath; they went boating 

on the Thames; she took him with her when she went to stay with her mother’s wealthy cousin 

in Huntingtonshire, one hundred kilometres north of London.34 

 The romantic tension between them culminated at the notorious Covent Garden 

costume ball. They went with Robbie, the two women ‘looking very demure in… pale mauve 

and pink evening dresses, wearing black masks’, while Harry was ‘handsome and impressive 

in his concert-platform dress suit’.35 The ball didn’t start until after half-past eleven; ‘we had 

never seen such love-making, kissing, and passionate episodes in public. Before long there 

were girls with torn skirts, and couples embracing in every alcove. But the floor and band were 

glorious. Harry and I danced happily together.’36 Somewhere near dawn, thirsty and adrenaline-

filled, Harry kissed her ‘for the first, and last, time’ in a hansom cab on the way back to their 

boarding-house.  

 

 

34 Hurricane, 119–20. 
35 Ibid., 121. 
36 Ibid., 121–22. 
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This I imagined was due to the hectic atmosphere of the ball. We had been good 

friends; and, conscious of a guilty feeling about those kisses in the cab, reminded 

ourselves next morning that there must be ‘no more of that sort of thing’. Harry was 

so staunch and reliable, so trustworthy as a friend and escort wherever I wished to 

go, that I did not want to complicate our camaraderie by sweethearting. He was quite 

pleased, too, to be free of any serious entanglement.37 

It’s unlikely he was pleased at all. Katharine may have been thinking of her career, but just as 

importantly, she was involved with Reay. Harry seems to have made his move too late.  

There’s an echo of Katharine and Harry’s ‘platonic’ partnership in her London novel, 

Windlestraws (1916). In it, Gene and Peter are two outsiders to the city who join forces to try 

to make it in London. They pretend to be a Russian noble couple to fool a theatre producer into 

staging their show. Despite their attraction to each other, they maintain—for most of the 

novel—a chaste distance, sleeping in separate beds of the same hotel room, just as Katharine 

had come to live in the same boarding house as Harry.  

 Windlestraws being a romance, it ends with Peter forsaking the rich woman he had 

loved for all his youth and marrying Gene. In real life, Harry may have had his suspicions that 

there was another man, but he probably didn’t know for sure what was happening. Eventually, 

he left London to work as a singer in Switzerland. He had minor success, but not enough, and 

he returned to Australia, abandoning his dream of being a professional singer.38 ‘We did not 

meet again for years. Then we were both married and could laugh over the hopes and fears of 

those days in the “Old Smoke”.’39 

 

 

While in Paris, Rudolf Broda, the socialist editor of The International, organised a reception 

for ‘the esteemed young collaborator from Australia’. She met ‘two medical students who were 

political exiles from Tsarist Russia’. Bloody Sunday, a massacre of petitioners in January 1905, 

had unleashed strikes and protests; in the government crackdown which followed, many 

radicals were exiled.  

[They] told me of the struggle going on in their country to overthrow the 

Tsarism… It seemed impossible that such a thing could ever happen. The power of 

the Russian autocracy stood in my mind like a massive wall… oppressive and 

impregnable, against which men and women had dashed themselves in futile 

protests… 

 

 

37 Ibid., 122. 
38 Coburg Leader, 19 April 1912, 1. 
39 Hurricane, 150. 
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Quite ignorant of the people’s growing resistance to such acts of ruthless cruelty, 

and the strength of the revolutionary movement, I pitied my first Russian friends, and 

wondered how they could attach themselves to such a vague, hopeless dream. 

With hindsight, the encounter became more significant after the Russian revolutions of 1917. 

‘I never forgot them and, when their dream came true, began to study the ideas responsible for 

the success of the revolution in Russia.’40 

 

 

Returning to London, her birthday came not at the beginning of summer but winter, ‘cooped 

up… for dreary months of fog and cold weather’.41 She shared the date with the essayist 

Thomas Carlyle, whom she admired, and so on 4 December 1908, she ‘took a bus to Chelsea, 

put a bunch of violets on his statue, and sat communing with him for a while, remembering the 

struggles of his youth, and a spirit which refused to be defeated’.42  

Her next step was undecided. The commission to write for the Herald was over, 

although she did continue to interview celebrities for New Idea. ‘It was time to try an innings 

on the English press, but manuscripts were returned with discouraging regularity.’ She was 

homesick and struggling financially when Reay sent an offer of a staff job with the Herald back 

in Melbourne. The prospect of a regular salary was ‘heavenly’.43 

She stayed in England long enough for spring, and spent time with her mother’s cousin 

in Huntingdonshire. In the tranquil gardens surrounding the Georgian mansion, she wrote a 

poem which begins: ‘My life will never be long enough to realise the beauty of the world’.44 

She was twenty-five and returning to Australia as a journalist of some standing, carrying the 

allure of having interviewed a number of British and French celebrities, including one of the 

most famous women in the world at the time, the actor Sarah Bernhardt. Her intense year away 

had confirmed her status as a single woman, focused on her career. She knew more about men 

and sex and she’d chosen a kind of freedom—an affair with a married man, Reay—over the 

limitations that marriage to a man like Harry would have involved.

 

 

40 Ibid., 142. 
41 Ibid., 152. 
42 Ibid., 150. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid., 151. 



11. Pomona: Melbourne and New York 1909 to 1910 
 

 

Arriving back in Melbourne on 16 April 1909, Katharine started work on “Woman’s World” at 

the Herald straight away.1 It wasn’t simply a column—it was a whole section occupying two 

broadsheet pages, and printed each week both in the Herald and its rural counterpart, the Weekly 

Times. The headline promised ‘Topics of the Week—Feminine Affairs Reviewed—The 

Fashions of the Moment’; Katharine delivered these and more. Each edition contained a 

lengthy, illustrated column on fashion; a report on a significant speech or meeting, often with 

a political or social angle to it; news relating to women; and sometimes an opinion piece. Later, 

her friend Nettie would emphasise the busyness and triviality of the job, missing its political 

element: ‘For years she was a very busy journalist running the woman’s department of a big 

Melbourne paper; “running”—yes, that was the necessary form of movement, chasing parties 

and verifying the exact initials of the two Mrs Smiths at the Wombat Club!’2 A couple of months 

into the role, Katharine adopted the pseudonym ‘Pomona’, the name of a lesser-known Roman 

goddess of fruit. The annual salary was reportedly in the order of £320, a good wage at the 

time.3 It was the only time Katharine would ever have a well-paying job, giving her more 

spending money and security than she would have again in her life.  

 If Katharine’s appointment was an act of nepotism, Reay compensated by being a stern 

boss.  

Work on the Herald at first almost destroyed any confidence I might have had in 

myself as a writer… Sometimes I was reduced almost to tears when paragraphs were 

blue-pencilled out of recognition. In despair I told the editor and general manager, 

Colonel W. T. Reay, that I was afraid I could never do the job satisfactorily. He was 

a drastic critic, and wielded that blue pencil mercilessly; but kind and helpful too, 

taught me to condense, and to avoid literary airs and graces in simple statements.4 

Even here, Katharine’s ambivalence about Reay comes through strongly. His ‘drastic’ criticism 

was destroying her confidence, yet he was ‘kind and helpful too’. Apparently in thrall to 

Katharine sexually and emotionally, it’s possible Reay revelled in the power he held over her 

at work. 

 

 

1 Mount Alexander Mail, 17 April 1909, 2. 
2 “KSP: Novelist and Enthusiast”, Australian Women’s Mirror 27 July 1926, 11. 
3 Burchill, “KSP: Romance, Romanticism and Politics,” 42. 
4 Hurricane, 159. 
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After her initial contract expired, Reay sent a letter offering a new contract. He wrote, 

‘Allow me to take the present opportunity to express our high appreciation of your always fine 

work—marked, as it has ever been, by a high ability, strict care and punctuality, and a splendid 

enthusiasm.’5 It is the only letter from him she kept.  

Back at the time he intercepted her in Sydney in 1907, she commented that she ‘was 

not interested in clothes at that time’ and felt ‘a little dowdy’ in his company; she remembered 

feeling it in Paris, too, though that time she bought some glamorous clothes in response. He 

may have been encouraging her to become more interested in fashion with the “Woman’s 

World” job in mind. In a short time, she learnt how to write about fashion and at least sound 

like someone with a wide knowledge and deep interest in it. Week by week, she reported on 

the latest trends in dresses, coats, hats and accessories, sometimes reflecting feminist advances 

as women moved into new workplaces and dress becomes less Victorian. Her fashion news 

also reflected Edwardian technology and fads. She covered clothes for ice-skating one week—

an important topic as the Glaciarium ice rink had opened in South Melbourne in 1906.6 Another 

week she wrote of ‘modes for motorists’, opining, ‘there is still a wide bridge between the 

motorist and beauty. Those dreadful goggles… and… those painful stiff leather coats, which 

no effort of tailor or designer can make otherwise than hideous.’7 

Katharine usually maintained a mask of journalistic objectivity but in one column there 

is a striking glimpse of her disdain for men of her own age:  

At every dance one hears the same cry, ‘Where are the men?’ Certainly there is no 

lack of creatures masculine, but these are aggressively young, unbearded manlets, 

who consider they are conferring an honour by asking for one’s programme, whilst 

the boredom that twenty minutes of their society entails is little worse than the 

ignominy of sitting out a dance by yourself, and pretending that you are frightfully 

tired, or that your shoe pinches.8 

 

 

Victorian women were finally granted the right to vote in state elections in 1908.9 With this 

battle won, the campaigner Vida Goldstein refocused on standing for federal parliament.10 

 

 

5 28 March 1910, KSPP, MS6201/10/1. 
6 Weekly Times, 29 May 1909, 9; Jo Hook, “Skating”,  Encyclopedia of Melbourne, 2008, 
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7 Weekly Times, 4 September 1909, 9. 
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9 “Women’s Right to Vote”, State Library of Victoria, accessed 16 May 2019, http://ergo.slv.vic.gov.au/explore-

history/fight-rights/womens-rights/womens-right-vote. 
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Katharine’s political emphasis in “Woman’s World”—and particularly the attention given to 

Goldstein—met resistance from Reay, even though he supported women’s suffrage.  

He said I was giving too much attention on my page to Miss Goldstein and the 

right of women to be members of parliament. 

‘A journalist can’t afford to have political convictions,’ he said. ‘The opinions he 

or she expresses must be those of the paper.’11 

The clash takes on new meaning, knowing Reay was her lover and had helped shape her 

political convictions.  

 In Katharine’s political coverage, she avoided being too partisan by reporting activities 

of both the Labor-leaning Women’s Political Association led by Vida Goldstein and the 

conservative Australian Women’s National League. She saved her opinion on the AWNL for 

Rudolf Broda’s The International, with an article on women’s suffrage published in June 1909 

when she was a few months into the “Woman’s World” job. Women in Australia learned their 

politics not from men in their lives, Katharine argued, but from women’s political 

organisations:  

Though a model working women’s political club and an example of the way in which 

women can concentrate and organise, the Australian Women’s National League has 

a stultifying effect on the political intelligence of the women of Australia… There 

their ideas become entangled with the wholly false doctrines that are preached against 

the Australian Labour Party, which is described as Socialist... Wild and lurid tales of 

‘free marriage’, ‘the State mother’, ‘no law’, and ‘no religion’ are disseminated. And 

many women, ignorant, misinformed, or fly-brained… fall into the political spider-

web—which is at the same time something of a honey-pot—and, blindly, are led to 

oppose all liberal and progressive measures.12 

   

 

In June 1909, the socialist poet Mary Gilmore was in Melbourne for a fortnight for the 

inaugural women’s convention of the Political Labour Council. She noticed Katharine and her 

best friend Hilda at the Botanic Gardens:  

I looked up and saw two beautiful girls, dressed in lovely, fashionable and 

perfectly fitting frocks, with flower-covered, be-ribboned hats; gloves and parasols 

just as they ought to be. How I looked at them and, because of something about them, 

how I longed to speak to and be one with them! There was intellect in their speech 

and grace in their appearance… 

One girl was dark and slender, with finely-drawn features, the second girl was as 

fair as the first was dark. The one was Katharine Susannah Prichard, the other Hilda 

Bull. 

I stood in my shabby out-of-date frock and hat, in an intensity of longing to speak 

to them… At last, unable to resist longer, I stepped across to them. They turned to 

 

 

11 Hurricane, 164. 
12 “Working of Womanhood Suffrage in Australia,” 146–47. 
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me, and I doubt if they even saw my unfashionable dress, they were so eager to meet 

someone who had been in South America. 

I was at once invited to lunch with them at the near-by kiosk… and how we 

talked!13 

Gilmore was in her nineties by the time she wrote this anecdote in 1958; she recounted a shorter 

version of it in a letter in 1938. At that time, Gilmore was living in a flat opposite Hilda’s 

husband, Louis Esson, who knew of the same incident from his wife’s perspective. ‘[He] said 

how excited the girls were, as I was the first real writer they had met!!! It seems unbelievable. 

But I can still feel the choke of blood in my heart as I tried to bring up courage to speak to 

them. I was so shabby and poor; they were so fresh, fashionable, and up-to-date.’14 

 One of the things Katharine and Gilmore could have spoken about in the Botanic 

Gardens was their similar roles as editors of women’s pages. Despite differences in context—

Gilmore’s newspaper was the Worker—their pages were both concerned with ‘issues such as 

women and voting, the suffragette movement, women’s associations, Lady Dudley’s bush 

nursing scheme, social welfare movements, and people such as Vida Goldstein and Muriel 

Matters’.15 In her first column, Gilmore wrote that it was essential women have a knowledge 

of politics and ‘the main thing in order to awaken knowledge is to awaken interest. And if 

cookery recipes, health notes, flannel stitching, etc, will unlock the door of interest, by all 

means let us have them.’16 Of the two women, Gilmore proved to find a more sustainable 

approach to the job, continuing her column until 1931 while Katharine was to last little more 

than a year. 

 ‘Mary Gilmore! No woman’s name is sweeter in the ears of work-a-day women,’ 

Katharine wrote in a gushing piece in February 1910.17 The two corresponded occasionally for 

the next fifty years, including a letter from 1953 in which the then eighty-seven-year-old told 

Katharine she was looking pale and advised her on what she should eat.18 In a tribute to Gilmore 

for her ninetieth birthday, Katharine wrote, ‘The glory of Mary Gilmore lies not only in the 

exquisite lyrical quality of her poems, but in the passion and vigour of her evangel for 

Humanity.’19  

 

 

13 “Recollection,” 31. 
14 Gilmore, Letters, 146. 
15 Burchill, “KSP: Romance, Romanticism and Politics,” 44. 
16 Worker, 2 January 1908, 15. 
17 Weekly Times, 26 February 1910, 10. 
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On Friday 28 May 1909, Katharine and Nettie Higgins were at the annual meeting of the 

Literature Society of Melbourne when the president, Bernard O’Dowd, delivered a lecture 

called “The Poet Militant” that became legendary. In Katharine’s account, ‘that night, blazing 

away at his thesis, O’Dowd was a lean, wild figure, unconscious of anything but what he had 

to say, and saying it with all the passion there was in him. He swept everybody before him.’20 

O’Dowd claimed that ‘contemporary poetry is saying nothing in a multitude of beautiful words, 

phrases and forms… The misdirected energies of too many modern verse-writers are being 

wasted in making crazy quilts out of pretty words; while a hungry and thirsty world, deprived 

of so many of its traditional nurses, is languishing for the help the poets can give it.’21 The 

alternative was the poet as ‘an Answerer’ of the ‘real questions’ of the age. In a passage later 

quoted by Katharine he declared: 

It is a heresy of the modern stylist that… such matters as politics, religion, science, 

sex and social reform are not usually considered fit subjects for poetic treatment. Is 

it any wonder that poetry is not read nowadays when subjects that are the staple of 

the interesting mental life of practically everybody are ignored by so many of the 

most technically accomplished poets?22 

In a tribute to him after his death in 1953 Katharine wrote, ‘He made such an impression on 

those of us who were beginning to think seriously that, upon leaving the meeting, we were 

almost too exalted and exhilarated to speak. I felt that my eyes had been opened to what I could 

do, as a writer to help relieve the woes of the world.’23 The didactic play Katharine wrote 

around this time, The Burglar, may have been influenced by O’Dowd’s speech. Although it was 

followed by two romance novels, from Black Opal (1921) onwards her novels increasingly 

resembled what he called for—only in prose—such that her goldfields trilogy (1946-1950) is 

focused on politics and social reform; is frank in its treatment of sex; and also shows the 

‘simplicity of form’ O’Dowd imagined.24 

 

  

At the Herald Katharine became friends with William Moore, the art and drama critic. From 

 

 

20 Hurricane, 98. 
21 O’Dowd, Poetry Militant, 15. 
22 “A Stormy Petrel of Australian Poetry”,  KSPP, MS6201/7/6. 
23 “Tributes to the Memory of Bernard O’Dowd,” 419. 
24 O’Dowd, Poetry Militant, 20. 
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1909 to 1912 he organised four annual Australian drama nights in which ‘a group of 

enthusiastic amateurs would present a miscellany of one-acters in a hired hall’.25 The nights 

had an egalitarian ethos, with no division between classes of seats and an injunction, ‘Citizens 

in evening dress not admitted.’ Although ‘with the passing of years this little enterprise has 

taken on something of a rosy halo’, these nights ‘gave a fillip to Australian dramatic writing, 

much needed at a time when the silent cinema was beginning to gobble up available audiences 

for entertainment’.26  

Katharine was travelling back from London at the time of the first drama night in March 

1909, but for the second on Wednesday 5 October 1910, her play The Burglar was one of three 

produced. The Burglar was presented first, followed by The Woman-Tamer, written by a friend 

of Moore’s, Louis Esson. The third play, The Tea-Room Girl, was by Moore. At the first 

rehearsal for The Burglar, Moore complained that the play wouldn’t work and so Katharine 

took over production, organising everything from casting to set production. 27 The head printer 

at the Herald set the play and printed copies for her, but during production she made changes 

to it. Later, Lothian offered to publish the play and she revised it further before deciding to 

decline the offer as ‘I felt it unfair to Louis Esson and Bill Moore to have my play singled out 

for publication’.28 The result is that the manuscript among her papers is a work-in-progress, the 

first version cut up and added to both before and after staging.  

On 8 February 1910, a burglar broke into Reay’s house in a wealthy suburb of 

Melbourne and stole ₤30 worth of jewellery.29 Perhaps the incident inspired the scenario for 

Katharine’s play. In The Burglar, Bill breaks into a bedroom only to be disturbed by the 

occupant, a young woman named Sally, who declares that she’s a socialist and has always 

promised herself she would, on request, give her belongings to anyone who had less than her. 

Sally is a governess, engaged to a diamond merchant. ‘You see, I always have to explain the 

things I do. The people here can never understand what I do, or why I do it. They think my 

theories are all perversity and sheer red-headedness.’ Bill the burglar is curious enough to stop 

and listen to Sally’s opinions on the world. She gives a soliloquy reflecting Katharine’s 

frustrations with the world she was reporting on as a journalist: 

 

 

25 Rees, Making of Australian Drama, 115; Fitzpatrick, Pioneer Players, 83. 
26 Rees, Making of Australian Drama, 114, 115. 
27 KSP, interview by Campbell Howard, 1961, transcript, CHC. 
28 KSP to Campbell Howard, 20 July 1959, CHC. 
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Do you know there is nothing more unrespectable than so-called respectable society? 

It is a caucus of people who never think, and are stupid and cruel to those who do, 

who wear their beliefs like their skin, and cannot understand that what we believed 

yesterday we cannot today… Away with all stupid conventionalities, peradventures, 

and expediencies! I want to live in love with all the world, to kiss the children in the 

streets, to talk with whom I please, wander and play, sharing my purse with all who 

chance my way… 

 The play ends with a twist—Bill scrambles away, having sworn off burglary, and Sally 

reveals her fiancée entrusted her with diamonds for safekeeping which she has been hiding in 

her nightgown. ‘She drops her head on the table over the diamonds, weeping passionately.’ The 

diamonds she has protected represent a failure to live up to her own socialist ideals, the 

inevitable compromise a middle-class life involves.30  

Katharine said in a 1961 interview that she originally intended it to be three-act play, 

‘working out the theory of life experience when Sally… says “I want to live in love with the 

whole world” … it was not finished because there seemed no possibility of the play ever being 

made use of in Australia—then.’31  

 The brief reviews for The Burglar were mixed. The Age reported that ‘the matter was 

cleverly constructed, and the sentiments uttered excellent in their way’.32 The harshest was 

published in the Worker, the New South Wales newspaper Mary Gilmore wrote for. The 

correspondent found Katharine’s play the weakest of the three, ‘too unnatural; the burglar 

horribly loquacious and given to excessive moralising. Fairly well acted.’33 Bernard O’Dowd 

was there that night and would have at least approved of her attempt to depict political issues.34  

  

 

Katharine’s collaboration with Louis Esson on that drama night was the beginning of a long 

friendship. Louis was born in 1878 and his biographer, Peter Fitzpatrick, writes that he was ‘an 

attractive and most unusual man, who bore the marks of enough romantic suffering to leave 

him touchingly vulnerable. He was witty and erudite, a gifted and admired writer with a clear 

and confident sense of purpose in his life.’35 On a visit to Europe in 1905, he had met the great 

Irish poet W. B. Yeats and been inspired to work toward the creation of a distinctly Australian 

 

 

30 The Burglar, typescript, KSPP, MS6201/6/1. 
31 KSP, interview by Campbell Howard, 1961, transcript, CHC, quoted in Smith, “Girl Meets Tractor”,  68. The 

page of the transcript on which this quotation appears could not be located in 2017. 
32 Age, 6 October 1910, 10. 
33 Worker, 20 October 1910, 21. 
34 Weekly Times, 15 October 1910, 42. 
35 Fitzpatrick, Pioneer Players, 113. 
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theatre. He wrote a number of significant plays in the 1910s and 1920s before lapsing into 

literary silence, living the rest of his life in a cloud of depression. ‘The ennui was persistent, 

and often there seemed to be no cause in particular.’36 He was a foundation member of the 

Victorian Socialist Party in 1906, but in the years which followed he was to become less 

political as Katharine became more so.37 

In the lead up to the drama night Louis had split for the final time from his first wife, 

Madeleine.38 His biographer dates his first meeting with his future wife, Hilda Bull, to 1912, 

but Hilda herself wrote that they first met after Katharine sent her a note during the planning 

of the 1910 drama night: ‘Bill Moore and Louis Esson are coming out to-night. Do come and 

help me with them darling!’39 Katharine remembered Hilda was ‘looking very beautiful’ on 

that ‘very wild, wet, wintry night’.40 Hilda and Louis were to marry in December 1913 while 

Katharine was back in London. 

Katharine’s friendship with Louis was independent of Hilda, and she kept up with him 

even when he had separated, amicably, from Hilda. She valued his opinion of her work, sending 

him her work while still in manuscript and dedicating her first book of short stories, Kiss on 

the Lips and Other Stories (1932) to him. Paying tribute to him after his death in 1943, 

Katharine mentioned his ‘gentle anonymity’ and described him as ‘generous in personal 

relationships: a man whose mind, vivid and intransigent where standards of art and literature 

were concerned, illumined every conversation’.41 

 

 

‘Clio’, the pseudonymous author of the woman’s page in Hobart’s Mercury, later wrote that 

Katharine’s journalism ‘career was a short and by no means merry one and she never actually 

“found herself” till she went to London’.42 In one of their meetings, Mary Gilmore told 

Katharine she was ‘burning the candle at both ends’ and  

throwing too much energy into the business of earning a living while there was so 

much to learn: so many experiences to glean apart from it. 

 

 

36 Ibid., 324. 
37 Walker, “Esson.” 
38 Fitzpatrick, Pioneer Players, 76–80. 
39 Ibid., 109–10; Esson, “Introduction,” xiv. 
40 KSP, interview by Campbell Howard, 1961, transcript, CHC. 
41 “Louis Esson”,  typescript of radio broadcast, 1943, KSPP, MS6201/7/6. 
42 Mercury, 4 March 1916, 10. 
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‘My dear,’ she said, in her vigorous, unforgettable way, ‘you’re drawing on the 

Bank of Youth. Some day there’ll be an overdraft.’43  

Gilmore’s words were prophetic. After accepting Reay’s offer of a new twelve-month contract 

with the Herald and Weekly Times in March 1910, Katharine suddenly resigned in the middle 

of 1910, some time after Reay left on a trip to London in May as part of a Victorian delegation 

promoting immigration.44 

In Child of the Hurricane, Katharine wrote of her job, ‘I began to realize it was sapping 

my energy for creative writing. The experience had been invaluable as discipline and training 

for exact and condensed expression, but I became restless and dissatisfied because there was 

no time for the sort of writing I longed to do.’ Incredibly, she claimed management offered her 

six months’ paid leave if she would stay on. ‘But I thought it was now or never for my literary 

future, and found the strength of mind to refuse.’  

A profile of Katharine appearing in the Bookman in 1915 adds another factor, saying 

she ‘resigned in consequence of ill health’.45 In a 1926 profile of Katharine, Nettie wrote, 

‘Katharine Susannah Prichard is an indomitable writer. She has written from girlhood and 

against odds that made the way of a serious writing woman difficult. What were the odds? Ill-

health sometimes, more than her share or anyone else’s. Overwork often, almost enough to 

make her say that real writing must be put aside permanently.’46 The nature of her sickness in 

1910 is unknown, but it could have been the migraine headaches she suffered throughout her 

life during times of stress.47 

 

 

After resigning, Katharine spent some months in 1910 trying to eke out a living as a freelancer 

in Melbourne, but wasn’t making enough money. In October, just after The Burglar was 

performed at the Australian Drama Night, she took a ‘brief holiday’ in Sydney.48 She met an 

American journalist there, possibly Thomas Andrews, who was visiting from Milwaukee that 

month to cover a boxing match.49 He told her ‘of the wonderful opportunities and high prices 

paid for short-stories in the USA. With a swag of them, and some introductions from him, I 

 

 

43 Hurricane, 159–60. 
44 Ibid., 167. 
45 “News and Notes”, Bookman, May 1915, 33. 
46 “KSP: Novelist and Enthusiast”,  Australian Women’s Mirror, 27 July 1926, 11. 
47 Headlam, “My Aunt—KSP,” 47–48. 
48 Hurricane, 167. 
49 Sun (Sydney), 11 October 1910, 2. 
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sailed off across the Pacific, intending to make only a fleeting visit and return home in a few 

months, if not with a fortune, at least some sales and prospects of publication.’50 

 If the American journalist was one reason for Katharine’s impulsive trip to the USA, 

Reay was probably another. Having been in Britain and Italy in the middle of 1910, he travelled 

on to New York, arriving there on 10 September.51 Perhaps he invited or pressured her to join 

him there, talking up the prospect of another secret sojourn in a foreign city. 

  Katharine left Sydney on board the Zealandia on 24 October.52 The ship stopped at 

Suva in Fiji for a day; Katharine had only ever lived in Levuka, on a different island, but ‘a 

breath from the land was strangely familiar: the warm dry air, smells of seaweed, copra, native 

matting and guavas. In a dream, I walked down the long wharf and into the town as if my brain 

had retained some impression of them.’ Entering a derelict building, a man named Griffiths 

appeared, the son of the original proprietor of the Fiji Times. She told him who she was and he 

claimed she was standing in the precise spot her father’s chair used to be when it was the 

newspaper office. Perhaps she was, although Tom was only based in Suva for nine months in 

1887. Griffiths invited her back to his bungalow and she met some old friends of her father’s, 

hearing tales about him and the early days of colonisation.53  

 On 17 November, the Zealandia docked at Vancouver where Katharine spent one night 

before beginning a long train journey across North America to New York on the east coast.54 

She broke the train journey for a few days in Chicago, where she was inspired to hear a speech 

by Booker Washington, the African-American leader. Finally, she arrived in New York where 

Reay was presumably waiting for her.55  

 Katharine’s most evocative description of the city comes through the eyes of Sophie in 

the novel Black Opal (1921): ‘A fairy city it had seemed to her with its sky-flung lights, 

thronged thoroughfares, and jangling bells. She saw a square of tall, flat-faced buildings before 

a park of leafless trees; shimmering streets on a wet night, near the New Theatre and the Little 

Opera House.’56 But for Katharine, warned not to go walking alone as there was a murder every 

night, it was also a dangerous and unwelcoming place. It was freezing outside and overheated 
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53 Hurricane, 168. 
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inside; the people were indifferent to her and she knew no-one. ‘Mustering my failing courage, 

I presented a letter of introduction to the editor of a leading magazine. He was courteous in an 

off-hand, rather bored way, but promised to read two or three manuscripts I left with him.’ 

When he’d read them, he told her they were too Australian; he was only interested in American 

stories.  

Discouraged and depressed, I could not bring myself to try another publisher of 

short-stories. When I saw a reflection of myself in shop windows I looked 

insignificant and dowdy; felt alien and antipathetic to this great city: its magnificence, 

brash vulgarity, extremes of wealth and poverty. How naïve and stupid I had been to 

embark on this American journey, I realized, and assured myself that I would never 

be able to make any impact on a country and people so different from my own. 

Panic-stricken at the thought of being stranded in New York, I returned to the 

hotel. My funds were low, scarcely sufficient to take me back to Australia. England 

was nearer, a fare would cost less. Next morning I looked up the shipping news, and 

almost ran to the Cunard offices to book a second-class passage on the first liner 

leaving for Liverpool.57 

Reay left New York on 28 December 1910 with a more positive impression of the USA, 

having ‘learned to admire the wonderful organised power of the great Republic, which he 

describes as the greatest present force in the world’.58 He was on board the Lusitania, a Cunard 

ship, sailing for Liverpool. Also on the passenger list is a woman journalist, single, travelling 

second class and with an indecipherable name that looks like ‘Katt Parr’, but could, just 

possibly, be ‘Kath Prichard’.59 The fact Katharine doesn’t appear on any other passenger lists 

for Cunard ships from New York to Liverpool makes it seem quite likely it was her. After time 

together in New York and—more furtively—on board the Lusitania, they had a month in 

Britain before Reay left for Melbourne on 3 February 1911.60 

 

 

In Black Opal, Sophie also flees mysteriously to Sydney and then the USA. The stationmaster 

reports that ‘a girl in a black frock had taken a second-class ticket for Sydney’ and she was 

crying; she told him she was going away to study singing.61 She sails on the Zealandia—the 

same ship as Katharine. Sophie eventually writes back home saying ‘when she had made a 
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name for herself as a singer, she would come home to the Ridge to see them’.62 Sophie’s 

fictional sojourn in America is much longer than Katharine’s, becoming the site of the sexual 

and political awakenings of Katharine’s twenties. After finding success as a singer, Sophie is 

either seduced (1921 version) or raped (1946 version) by a playboy named Adler during a party 

on a yacht. Feeling ashamed, she decides that what happened was ‘just the natural 

consequences of all the easy, luxurious living I’d seen’.63 Following her ‘awakening’, she goes 

to live in a slum settlement in Chicago and works in a clothing factory as a kind of penance. 

Like Katharine, she hears Booker Washington speak there. Sophie’s sojourn of several years in 

the USA is only told within the novel in a few retrospective descriptions. There are no 

biographical specifics that can be unpicked from them but they suggest the mythical 

significance Katharine ascribed to her own visit to the USA.  

 

 

Katharine was in London again. Having left Melbourne in September 1910 for what she had 

told her family and friends would be a ‘brief holiday’ in Sydney, she was not to return for five 

years. ‘I was ready for a second assault on London, with more humility as to the chances of 

literary success than I had had on my first visit, but determined to earn my living somehow.’64 

  

 

 

62 Ibid., 145. 
63 Ibid., 244. 
64 Hurricane, 176. 



12. Freewoman: London, 1911 to 1913 
 

 

When Katharine returned to London in 1911, the city ‘was full of interest: the suffrage 

movement in full swing’.1 In an interview for her eightieth birthday, she said that she had 

‘always resented the separation of women’s interests from those of men’.2 It was a conviction 

that developed during this second stint in London when she was most involved in feminist 

circles.  

The first sighting of her is in a list of names of Australian suffragettes who marched in 

the Women’s Coronation Procession in June 1911, five days ahead of George V’s coronation. 

Forty-thousand women marched through the city that day demanding the right to vote, the 

largest of the British suffragette marches.3 The marchers left from the Embankment at 5:30pm, 

five abreast, the column stretching nine kilometres as they moved toward a mass meeting at 

Albert Hall.4 The banner held up by the Australian contingent depicted Australia as a daughter 

saying to Britannia, ‘Trust the women Mother as I have done’.5 

 Katharine had joined the Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU), led by 

Emmeline Pankhurst and her daughters, but she wasn’t an active member.6 The organisation 

was riven by internal conflict. Even for men in Britain the vote was limited by a property 

qualification, requiring them to own or lease property of a certain value; the WSPU under the 

Pankhursts had been pushing for the women’s vote on the same terms. A wealthy donor couple, 

Emmeline and Frederick Petherick-Lawrence, wanted the group to campaign for the vote for 

all adults and opposed the use of violence.7 ‘Whether you were a Peth or a Pank became the 

burning question’, Katharine wrote, declaring, ‘I was a Peth’. It was a refusal to separate the 

interests of working-class men from those of women. In October 1912 the Pankhursts expelled 

the Petherick-Lawrences from the WSPU.8 

 

 

1 Hurricane, 178. 
2 Williams, “KSP (Interview),” 26. 
3 Van Wingerden, Women’s Suffrage, 127. 
4 Elizabeth Crawford, “Suffrage Stories: Marjorie Hamilton: An Unknown Suffrage Artist”,  Woman and Her 

Sphere (blog), 6 August 2013, https://womanandhersphere.com. 
5 Weekly Times, 29 July 1911, 13; Dora Meeson, The Women’s Suffrage Banner, 1908, Parliament House Art 

Collection, Department of Parliamentary Services, Canberra. 
6 Hurricane, 178. 
7 Smith, Women’s Suffrage, 38. 
8 Van Wingerden, Women’s Suffrage, 144. 
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In April 1912, Katharine adopted a moderate tone in an article on women’s suffrage for 

a British newspaper. She assured readers that despite women voting in Australia ‘the stars have 

not fallen from the southern skies’ and the effect had been ‘evolutionary rather than 

revolutionary’.9  

At one point while staying with her mother’s cousin in Huntingdonshire, Katharine 

debated the topic of the influence of women on history at the conservative Primrose League. 

Her opponent ‘talked chiefly of the disastrous effect women had had on national affairs, as the 

mistresses of kings… and blaming women for wrecking the careers of men like Nelson and 

Parnell’. As the mistress of an influential man, Katharine may have taken the claim personally. 

‘I… had never spoken in public, knew nothing about rhetoric, pause, stance, or the art of 

swaying an audience. But when I stood on the platform in a shabby hall, quivering with 

nervousness, the audience blurring before my eyes, I was so indignant at some of the things the 

first speaker had said that I forgot everything except the need to defend womanhood suffrage.’10 

 Katharine was passionate about women’s suffrage, even if she didn’t dedicate her life 

to it like her fellow Australians Muriel Matters, who was based in London, and Vida 

Goldstein.11 She was still searching for the cause she would commit everything to, something 

which could make sense of the world and its problems.  

  

 

Housing was a problem, just as it had been her first time in London. She wrote that she ‘found 

a room in an old house at World’s End… [but] I could not get accustomed to the noise, nor to 

the stench of a poverty-stricken area: damp, decaying houses, urinous walls, accumulated filth 

in drains and rubbish bins on the pavement’.12 She couldn’t sleep or eat. Despite her ideals, she 

was too sensitive to endure life in a slum. Her old friend Robbie rescued her and helped her 

find a basement flat in a complex called Chelsea Gardens at the more genteel end of Chelsea. 

‘For several months, I lived and worked quite happily there beneath the pavement, with nothing 

but the feet of passers-by to see from my windows.’ She was glad, though, to escape the 

‘dungeon’ and be offered an upstairs flat. ‘I soared to it, up six flights of stairs, with all my 

goods and chattels. How I loved that flat: there wasn’t a roof in sight from its front windows… 

 

 

9 “Australia’s Lesson”,  Daily Herald, 17 April 1912, newspaper clipping, KSPP, MS6201/7/1. 
10 Hurricane, 185. 
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It was a heavenly spot, within walking distance of Fleet Street, so quiet and restful, yet part of 

the great whirling life of London.’13 Katharine was in the right place. Chelsea had a 

‘comfortable, Bohemian atmosphere’; a newspaper reported ‘quite a little colony of Australians 

have congregated in this artistic centre’.14 

It was even harder than she expected to make a living as a freelance journalist. 

‘Manuscripts kept on returning with “editor regrets” slips, day after day, week after week.’15 

The clippings she saved from her London journalism do not include any dated 1911. Her article, 

“Australia’s Lesson: On Woman’s Suffrage” appeared in the third-ever issue of London’s 

labour-movement newspaper, Daily Herald, on 17 April 1912. She probably wrote for the Daily 

Herald out of ideological sympathy; it didn’t pay much. ‘Money was so tight in the early days 

that at one point the paper came out in pages of different sizes and shapes after some discarded 

paper supplies had been found.’16 The newspaper’s ‘voice was that of the militant activist’.17  

 Katharine was eventually desperate enough to apply for staff positions, a step backward. 

Freelancing gave her the flexibility to write creatively; a staff position like the one she’d held 

in Melbourne would leave her drained of time and energy. As it turned out, she wasn’t able to 

find one anyway, meaning she was stuck with her original plan to try to make a living as a 

freelancer.  

There were many other Australian journalists in similar situations in London. A London 

correspondent to Sydney’s Truth declared that year, ‘Never in the history of civilisation has the 

world witnessed such a deplorable spectacle of degradation and power prostituted to base ends 

as that exhibited by the London press of today.’ The correspondent blamed the press-baron 

Alfred Harmsworth, Lord Northcliffe, father of tabloids, who had bought many of the city’s 

newspapers and sensationalised them.  

Into this stinking pit of corruption Australian and New Zealand pressmen, journalists, 

writers (self-styled), and scribblers of all sorts drop under the astounding delusion 

that London ‘wants’ their sort, and that they can easily gather a fortune by their pens 

in a few years… Instead of gathering a fortune… it takes him all his time wandering 

round and round the pit snatching up a scanty living of tit-bits and scrag-ends, over 

which he and his fellow Australians quarrel as fiercely as any vagrant curs fighting 

over a bit of rotten meat…18 
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 The correspondent mentioned that ‘the latest arrival, whose descent caused quite a small 

stir in the Fleet Street pit, is Melbourne Herald’s own drapery “Major” [sic] Reay, who has 

opened an office in Fleet Street for that shocking example of Australian journalism, and may 

be able to throw out a few scraps on his own account for the battlers’. Reay doesn’t seem to 

have thrown out scraps to Katharine; she had no attributed articles in the Herald for this period. 

However, he may have opened doors for her at some London newspapers and some connection 

is evident in the fact she used the Herald office’s Fleet Street address on at least one 

manuscript—a play—from this time.19 All she recorded was that ‘when the Preux Chevalier 

arrived from Australia, there was a round of theatres and dinners in luxurious hotels’.20 

 

 

Reay had resigned as editor of the Herald and Weekly Times while in Melbourne in March 

1911. He came straight back to establish a London office for the newspaper, ‘endeavouring to 

make it a sort of journalistic centre where may be gathered for the benefit of Herald readers all 

that is to be said of the intrigues of the European courts, etc’.21 His career and his country meant 

much to him, but he was willing to take a demotion and leave Australia permanently in order 

to be with Katharine. A newspaper reported that his wife and five daughters were ‘to join him 

in London, where affairs have decided he shall settle’.22 By January 1912, they had arrived and 

the family had taken a house on Grosvenor Road, a kilometre or two from Chelsea Gardens 

where Katharine was living.23 

Was Katharine trying to escape, as Ric Throssell suggests, only for him to ‘impose’ on 

her his ‘possessive jealousy… following her across the world’?24 Perhaps, although her trip to 

the United States to see him in 1910 suggests reciprocity.  

   

 

Sometimes Katharine didn’t have enough money to eat properly. During the winter, she would 

swallow a tablespoon of olive oil each day to prevent herself from getting too thin. ‘At first it 
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made me feel rather sick, but after a while I got quite to like it.’25 Thomas Carlyle had lived on 

porridge when a struggling writer; she decided she would try it too. She became ill, and a doctor 

prescribed a proper diet and a stay in the country. 

She went to live for two or three months with her mother’s cousin, James Fraser, and 

his wife, Cissy, in their mansion, the Elms, in Houghton, Huntingdonshire. ‘Although they 

disapproved of my independence, unconventional ways and radical views, they always treated 

me like a prodigal child and welcomed me with warm affection.’26 The Frasers had no children 

and James ‘offered to make me his heir if I would regard writing more or less as a hobby, and 

give up my independent way of thinking and living. I wasn’t even tempted.’27 She seems to 

have been at least a little tempted, eating well, writing in a room set aside for her as ‘Kattie’s 

study’, with cherry brandy served at eleven in the morning. ‘I could have had a dolce far niente 

[“sweetly idle”] existence in this stately old mansion, and in the garden and woods surrounding, 

if only I had been content not to worry about my conflict with London. The storm and stress of 

thousands in the struggle to earn a living in the great city was always with me. Its turmoil 

seemed far from Huntingdonshire.’28 

She came to see the tranquillity as an illusion. Agricultural workers were badly paid and 

couldn’t afford meat: ‘the contrasts between wealth and poverty were as disturbing here as in 

the slums of London’. She recalled a hunger march of unemployed workers—on their way 

from the northern industrial cities to petition the House of Commons—knocking on the door 

only to be turned away empty-handed by James.29 

 

 

The most unlikely literary association of Katharine’s career was with the occultist and 

mountaineer Aleister Crowley, notorious for his practice of ‘sex magick’ and other arcane 

activities and called the ‘Great Beast’ by his devoutly Christian mother.30 During Katharine’s 

first trip to London, she had submitted her story “Diana of the Inlet” to the editor of the Idler. 

It was too long for him to use, but he liked it and sent it on to Crowley to consider for his 
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‘exotic bi-annual’ Equinox.31 Crowley wrote to Katharine in Australia in August 1909, saying 

that in spite of its length he would like to publish it: ‘I’m exceedingly taken with its beauty, 

alike of theme and setting’.32 As it turned out, “Diana of the Inlet” did not appear until issue 

seven, in March 1912, alongside such pieces as an “Account of the Revelation made in Egypt… 

at the Equinox of the Gods”. 

Katharine hadn’t received payment for her story and she decided to visit Crowley at his 

office. Reay tried to stop her ‘because he considered the magazine “neurotic, tommy-rotic and 

abominotic”’. The floor of his office was painted with signs of the zodiac; hanging on the wall 

were bats’ wings and a stuffed crocodile. Crowley still didn’t pay her, offering instead a deluxe 

edition of the Equinox, a volume of his poems, and an invitation to attend his ‘mass’. Katharine 

wanted nothing to do with the ceremony, but Robbie, a theosophist drawn to the occult, begged 

her and they went along.  

The ‘mass of the phoenix’ was held in a circular room ‘decked with gaudy and demonic 

paintings’. After Crowley and an acolyte appeared in the garments of Egyptian priests and cut 

themselves, dropping blood on the altar, ‘a small dark head with a red cap rose from the brazier. 

It grew bigger and bigger, drifted up in a gust of smoke from the brazier and disappeared 

through the roof’. Katharine assumed it was an optical illusion, but afterwards she learned 

Robbie had seen nothing. Robbie told one of the disciples what Katharine had seen, and 

Crowley sent a messenger begging her to return; she had been chosen by the god to 

communicate with them.  

But I had made up my mind to have nothing more to do with Crowley and his 

practices, sensing an atmosphere about them of an unhealthy sexuality and decadent 

hysteria.  

‘Tell Mr Crowley,’ I said to his messenger, ‘that I have been interested to learn 

what incense and suggestion can do to the imagination, but I’m a materialist. I don’t 

believe in the supernatural in any shape or form. I must be guided by reason and logic 

in what I believe.’33 

While some in her progressive circle were drawn to the burgeoning new religious movements 

of the early twentieth century—occultism, theosophy, Christian Science—Katharine insisted 

she was closed to the possibility of the supernatural and not even personal experience would 

persuade her.  
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Katharine was in the midst of intellectual ferment in these years. She was drawn to politics, but 

in her account in Why I am a Communist (1956)—contra her words to Crowley—she was also 

considering religious and supernatural systems of belief:  

I discovered the Fabian Society… Guild Socialism, Syndicalism and the Anarchism 

of Kropotkin. My philosophical reading led me from Christianity to Rationalism, 

from Plato, Socrates and Epictetus to Buddhism, Theosophy and Christian Science. 

For ten years I studied these theories, taking each one in turn, discussing them with 

all manner of people, but committed to none, never a member of any organisation; 

still not satisfied that I had found the answer to the questions my mind was asking—

still not convinced that any of them offered logical solutions to the problem of how 

the poverty and injustices suffered by so many innocent people could be prevented.34 

It is apt that Katharine had a number of articles published in the Daily Herald, as its outlook 

on the world was similar to hers. It was radical and committed to reforms in the direction of 

socialism, as well as strongly pro-suffragette. But rather than become the mouthpiece of a 

particular party or organisation, it maintained political independence out of the conviction ‘that 

contemporary unrest demanded a forum-style newspaper to debate the various issues raised’.35 

In this period before the shock of the Great War and the Russian Revolution, there was much 

‘cross-fertilisation of ideas and interconnection of personnel in debate and action’ within 

radical circles.36 

 In November 1911 the first issue of the feminist journal The Freewoman appeared. The 

editor, Dora Marsden, had left the Women’s Social and Political Union as she had become 

‘virulently opposed to a feminism which concentrated solely on the vote’.37 The Freewoman 

featured articles on various women’s issues but frequently—and controversially—on sex.  

 Katharine had a letter published in the journal on 2 May 1912 while the world was still 

in shock about the Titanic disaster of a couple of weeks earlier. She felt, rather selflessly, that 

the push for women’s equality called for a new chivalry from women: ‘a man with 

responsibilities upon him, the responsibilities of providing for a wife and brood of little ones, 

has more right to a seat in a lifeboat, if seats are few, than any childless woman, be she maiden, 

widow, or wife’.38 

 On a Wednesday night a week later, the Freewoman Discussion Circle held its first 
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meeting to continue the conversations begun in the journal.39 The venue was a meeting room 

at the Eustace Miles Restaurant, named for its vegetarian reformer owner and popular with 

suffragettes.40 Katharine joined the group and ‘heard there that “marriage is a bargain in which 

a woman sells out all sexual rights in herself”’.41 Yet if she felt comparatively free in her 

arrangement with Reay, she was shutting her eyes to how controlling he was. Late in life, she 

wrote to her granddaughter, ‘A love affair that’s restricting inhibits you when you’re young 

[and] is worse than marriage, really. There’s no end of unhappiness, quarrels and 

misunderstandings when jealousy not love is the motive of demands on your every action and 

thought.’42 

 In the journal and the discussion circle, Dora Marsden and those drawn to her were 

moving past the prevailing feminist concern with protecting women from unwanted sex and 

‘beginning to claim the right to be sexual’.43 Katharine’s poem “Lips of My Love” goes some 

way to claiming this right, revelling in sexual desire and pleasure, even though it casts the man 

as active and the woman as passive. Published in 1914, it was possibly written in 1912 or 1913 

while she was a part of the discussion circle and may owe some of its sexual frankness to her 

immersion in this milieu. 

 In September 1912 Katharine wrote to Dora Marsden, saying that her ‘sympathies are 

very much with The Freewoman’. She would like to submit more writing to the journal, but a 

sketch accepted for publication months ago had still not appeared. Katharine had come by the 

office several times only to find it closed.44 The reason soon became apparent—due to lack of 

finances, Marsden published the final issue of The Freewoman a couple of weeks later.45 The 

discussion circle continued meeting but Katharine stopped going. ‘After I became interested 

in… Guild Socialism, I thought talk at the Circle too feminist and anarchistic.’46 Looking back 

to the medieval system of guilds of tradesmen, guild socialism wanted to see industries 

reorganised into worker-controlled groups.47 Although Katharine was already attracted to 
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radicalism, she remained uncommitted and, when war broke out, her response was to be 

conventionally patriotic.  

 

 

The office of the British Australasian newspaper was ‘something of a meeting place for 

Australians in London—writers, artists, actors and so forth’.48 C. H. Chomley was the editor; 

his daughter, Isla, met Katharine for the first time at the office and could still picture her, years 

later. 

A reserved, poised young woman, dressed very simply in pale grey with a soft white 

fichu round the shoulders, fastened under a single velvety dahlia bloom of a very 

deep red. All this set off very effectively her rather romantic sort of beauty, the fine 

dark eyes, the pure lines of her oval face and classic features, and the soft dark hair 

simply drawn back. Photographs of her of about this time and earlier bear out my 

recollection of a very striking and attractive girl. She is one of those people, slender 

and straight, who seem deceptively tall. In fact, she is only five feet four.
49

 

 

Katharine was generous and well-liked among the Australian expatriate circle. ‘Many a 

struggling Australian girl in London’, one newspaper was to report when Katharine became 

famous, ‘has had the kindly heart and comforting sympathy of “Kathie” (as her friends call 

her) to cheer her in the dismal loneliness of the big city.’50  

 It wasn’t just fellow Australians she had a heart for; one profile was to describe her as 

‘a philanthropist, a humanitarian, a reader of strange men, and a helper of lame dogs of every 

nationality over every possible kind of domestic stile. In a swathing of brownness, demure-

eyed and tender, she seeks out the little, unwashed city children, and finds in them an excuse 

for her shrinking bank balance.’51 In December 1913, she convinced the editor of the Star to 

launch an ‘Empty Stocking’ appeal, calling for readers to donate toys for Christmas to the 

children living in slums who were making their own toys from ‘old bones’ and ‘scraps of 

broken china’.52 ‘On Christmas Eve Miss Prichard was thrilled to see a large fleet of red cars, 

piled up with toys, drive out from the Star buildings to distribute toys to needy children.’53  

The appeal was lauded as a success but later Katharine was to declare it ‘had once and 

for ever demonstrated to her the futility of charitable efforts’ because it ‘had not touched the 
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outer fringe of the sordid and terrible misery of the slums’.54 In the years that followed, she 

grew in her conviction that the system had to change, yet politics never completely replaced 

charity for her; throughout her life she retained an impulse to help people in need.  

   

 

Katharine’s most significant friendship in this period was with a fellow Australian writer, 

Helena Sumner Locke, always known as Sumner. Sumner arrived in London in May 1912, but 

they’d already met in 1907 at the Native Companion office. Sumner had been sub-editor to E.J. 

Brady, ‘an elfish-looking little girl then, very slight and sprightly, with big, beautiful eyes’.55  

 Sumner was energetic and dedicated to writing. ‘She usually wrote about 4000 words 

a day, and was ready for a jaunt, or party, or expedition of some sort in the late afternoon. She 

could write anyhow and anywhere.’ They were ‘comrades-in-arms’, two talented women who 

were determined that they would be the ones to make the ‘long-long climb’ to the top of the 

literary ladder.56 At this point in their careers, Sumner was the more successful, with a best-

selling humorous tale of the bush, Mum Dawson, ‘Boss’ published in 1911 and plays staged in 

Melbourne and Sydney.57 

One conversation was to stand out in Katharine’s memory. Sumner ‘sat curled up on 

the sofa of my rooms in Chelsea, laughing—the sunshine on her hair, the green boughs of the 

elms in the garden below flapping behind her in the open window space’. When Sumner said 

she wouldn’t want to write a book about herself, Katharine said she would write it and promised 

to give her a happy ending.  

The end was to be something like this: You and I—friends of struggling days, all that 

sort of thing—meet after a long time. You have become the brilliant and successful 

authoress, are married, have a handsome husband and a beautiful home. And you say 

to me, ‘Come home and hear my masterpiece?’ I go with you, but you will not tell 

me anything about the masterpiece—the plot, or characters, or where it is laid, or 

anything. ‘It must speak for itself,’ you say. Then in the garden of that beautiful home, 

overlooking the harbour, of course, we hear a baby yelling for his evening meal. And 

you stop and say to me, ‘Hear him? That’s my masterpiece!’58 

As two single women turning thirty—Katharine involved with Reay; Sumner in a long and 

stalled engagement—they had put their writing ahead of marrying, children, and beautiful 
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houses by the harbour. Yet for Katharine to imagine this ‘happy ending’ suggests they still 

aspired to these things. In September 1930 when Katharine’s son was eight and Sumner’s son 

was twelve, Katharine wrote to Sumner’s sister, saying, ‘I suppose the two lads will meet some 

day and compare notes. But of the dreams and troubled way-faring of their mothers, that went 

to the making of the young men, how much will they ever know?’59 

 

 

Perhaps taking a cue from Sumner’s success with commercial fiction, Katharine wrote 

Windlestraws in 1912 and 1913, ‘an attempt to please English publishers’.60 A forgettable light 

romance, it only became her second published novel in 1916 because of the success of The 

Pioneers. Windlestraws presents a fantasy of artistic triumph in London. Gene is an orphan 

whose dreams of making it in the world of theatre have been dashed. Her disappointments echo 

Katharine’s own. ‘I couldn’t get anywhere near the theatre people to show them I could dance,’ 

says Gene. ‘And I haven’t had spirit enough to fight lately. It hasn’t been living at all—just 

dragging a body, a weary piece of machinery, through an eternal blackness of disappointment 

and heart-ache.’61  

 Gene meets the mysterious Peter, who grew up in a wealthy family, but was sent to 

prison after he ‘played fast and loose with the goods of the gods’. Like two pieces of whirling 

straw attaching to each other, they decide to band together. Peter has written a ‘mimodrame’; 

Gene is a performer. They will pretend to be Prince and Princess Varof of Russia and convince 

a theatre producer, on the strength of their name, to stage Peter’s production with Gene in the 

lead role. The producers agree on the spot. Gene proves to be a brilliant singer and dancer and 

the show is a great success. The logic of Windlestraws is that it’s only Britain’s class prejudice 

which has been holding Gene—and, by extension, Katharine—back.  

Katharine’s earlier attempts at long narrative—“A City Girl in Central Australia” (1906) 

and Wild Oats of Han (written 1908)—both had stronger autobiographical elements than 

Windlestraws. After that, perhaps influenced by O’Dowd’s ‘poet militant’ ideal, she created 

intentionally didactic, political works in her plays The Burglar (1910), Her Place (1913), and 

For Instance (1914), the latter two suffragette dramas. In Windlestraws, she struck out in an 
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opposite direction, turning away from both politics and autobiography, only to find writing 

pure romance was not enough in itself to guarantee success. ‘One can only wonder’, comments 

the critic Jack Beasley, ‘at the direction her writing may have taken had Windlestraws been a 

commercial success.’62 

 

 

In April 1913, Katharine’s first book appeared, a modest, self-published twenty-page pamphlet 

of poems called Clovelly Verses. She wrote the poems on a visit to the village of Clovelly in 

Devonshire in the summer of 1912. Decades later, she described it as ‘a first offering to my 

mother. Note the price—sixpence… I had not yet evolved from the “ye” and “thou” of poetical 

expression. So young and amusing they seem now; but maybe of interest to you as indicating 

the outlook of the young person before she encountered Marxism—as a key to KSP.’63 They 

are the sort of poems her genteel, conventional mother appreciated—rhyming, descriptive, 

safely revelling in the charms of nature: 

I love the runes 

That the years write on the dunes 

And the tunes 

That the bee sings 

As it swings 

O’er the heather.64  

She was to give a copy to an activist named Guido Baracchi in 1916. Guido wrote in 

1972, ‘I dearly loved it, but so did some other appreciative bastard who pinched it from me. 

The cover was grey, but the title eludes me. If there is a single copy in Australia accessible to 

me, I would make a pilgrimage to it & copy every poem.’65  

 

 

Katharine’s lack of creative achievement in this period reflects the priority she had to give to 

the grind of freelancing. By 1913 she was finally finding success as a journalist; she described 

the ‘turning of the tide’ after the editor of the Globe accepted a story about osier harvesting on 

the banks of the Ouse, written while she was staying with the Frasers. That article didn’t 
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actually appear for another year, but the editor asked for a couple more stories and her work 

was also being accepted by other London newspapers. Ironically, once she’d established herself 

as a freelancer she was offered a staff position at the Star and Daily Chronicle, but she didn’t 

need it now. Her advice to freelance journalists was to ‘specialise on a subject of practical 

interest. I took up that of co-operative housekeeping, and I found that anything about labour-

saving in the home was snapped up at once.’66 

 

 

In June 1913, Katharine visited Rudolf Broda, the Austrian socialist, in Paris.67 He had helped 

to inspire her political quest seven years earlier and she now had more things than ever to talk 

to him about.  

Rudolf’s twenty-four-year-old brother-in-law, Hans Jüllig, fell in love with Katharine 

while she was staying. He was a violinist. ‘I would like to be your Tzigane and wander all over 

the world with you, Mademoiselle-Mees.’68 He took her on a tour of galleries and they sat in 

the gardens talking about the marvels they had seen. She confided in him that she was 

melancholic. When she left on the train, he ran after it, ‘calling his last farewells. After him ran 

Dr Broda, fat and stumbling, with coat-tails flying, and after him little Madame.’ She left Hans 

with a wattle blossom; he sent her off with ‘a bouquet of mimosa and violets’.69  

Hans wrote a postcard to her later, in French, asking whether she was still melancholic 

and telling her he was taking good care of her wattle blossom. ‘Is Australia coming into flower, 

too? See you soon, I hope.’70
 Despite his hope, Katharine never saw Hans or the Brodas again. 

Katharine and Hans wrote to each other in 1964; he said, ‘It would be most flattering to me if 

you mention me as your eternal admirer [in your autobiography]… It was such a short 

meeting—but it has not been forgotten till today.’71 

Rudolf fled to Switzerland during the war, publishing a pacifist supplement to his 

journal; his native Austrian government was trying to arrest him.72 After the war, he and his 
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wife divorced and he emigrated to the USA without her in 1923.73 In 1932 he had revived his 

journal after a ten year hiatus and was teaching at a small college in Ohio when he died, aged 

just fifty-one.74 Rudolf and his utopian vision of international progress have been forgotten; 

the Europe he thought was evolving towards justice and peace in 1913 was about to be torn 

apart. Yet if nothing else, Katharine was to remember his influence for the rest of her life. 

 

 

On 15 December 1913, Katharine’s best friend Hilda married Louis Esson in a quiet civil 

ceremony in Melbourne. Christian Jollie Smith was one of the witnesses. The fourth member 

of the circle of friends from high school days, Nettie Higgins, was now engaged to the writer 

Vance Palmer.75  

In London eleven days earlier, Katharine had turned thirty. Time was slipping by; there 

was a new urgency for a breakthrough, for the big literary success she had spent her twenties 

dreaming about. 
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13. Breaking Out: London, 1914 to 1915 
 

 

In February 1913 the London-based publisher Hodder and Stoughton announced, with much 

publicity, the opening of the £1000 Novel Competition ‘for colonial and Indian authors’.1 The 

competition was dominion-based, with prizes of £250 each for Canada, India, Australia and 

New Zealand, and South Africa.2 One columnist wrote, ‘Whether the competition will produce 

the long expected Australasian masterpiece is a point upon which one may well remain 

dubious; still, it is a generous offer.’ 3 

The deadline for the competition was over a year away—31 March 1914. Katharine 

was still working on Windlestraws in 1913, but she must have realised it was not the right novel 

for the competition, not only lacking in quality but also any Australian element. In that busy 

year as her thirtieth birthday approached, she saved up enough money to take off the first three 

months of 1914 from freelancing to ‘write the book which I’d been waiting so long to do’. 4  

Katharine’s time as a governess to the Muir children in Yarram in 1904 was a whole 

decade ago but ‘out came my notebooks of Gippsland; and, in a little while, the atmosphere of 

the great forests, cleared foothills of the ranges, the long plains, and the old township of Port 

Albert was filling my flat high up over London, despite the gloom and fogs of a northern 

winter’.5 She wove her memories of the landscape and folklore of Gippsland around the 

narrative of Frederick McCubbin’s triptych, The Pioneer (1904), which she had seen at the 

National Gallery of Victoria soon after it was acquired in 1906.6 ‘Casting about for a plot Mr 

McCubbin’s picture came back to my memory. It was like a ground-plan ready to hand. I… 

built upon and around it.’7 The novel follows the sequence of the three panels, the opening 

scene matching the left-hand panel as Mary and Donald Cameron set up camp in the uncleared 

bush at the end of a long journey. In chapter two, the narrative jumps ahead to the scenario of 

the middle panel—bush cleared, a baby born, a house built. Most of the novel’s events occur 
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in this time-frame. The novel’s epilogue, chapter forty-eight, evokes the third panel, as Dan, 

grandson of Donald Cameron, comes to a ‘lichen-grown wooden cross’, the grave of his 

grandfather, who had said that he wanted to be laid to rest where the wagon had come to a 

standstill. 

Katharine had hired a charwoman at fourpence an hour, a Mrs Neal, who looked after 

her as she worked on the novel through the winter. ‘On cold mornings, at about eight o’clock, 

she would bring me a cup of tea and run a hot bath in the infinitesimal kitchen. She would 

remind me to stir the porridge on the small gas stove while I took my bath, and then bring 

coffee and toast into the sitting-room.’ Three months was an incredibly short time to write a 

novel. ‘I wrote all day and far into the night, often falling into bed, too tired to get there without 

holding on to the wall between the sitting-room and my bedroom.’8 

Despite the circumstances, The Pioneers was a leap forward in Katharine’s writing. It 

has some of the exuberance of “A City Girl in Central Australia” while being a more disciplined 

work. Read alongside the politically strident suffragette plays she wrote soon after, The 

Pioneers shows a pragmatic restraint for an idealist like Katharine, engaging with the less 

divisive issue of the injustices suffered by convicts and a safe vision of Australia as a new 

country of opportunity. It is also a far more substantial and interesting novel than Windlestraws, 

less tied up by the contrivances of the romance genre.  

The judge of the Australasian prize, Charles Garvice, was the bestselling author of the 

time, having written over one hundred romances with sales of seven million.9 Garvice’s name 

was held in contempt by the literary community; the Bulletin called him Charles ‘Garbage’.10 

One newspaper complained that ‘to foist such a fifteenth-rate novelist as Mr Garvice upon 

Australasian writers as judge of their work was little short of an insult… Several… writers who 

had intended to compete simply laughed to scorn the idea of submitting their efforts to the 

critical judgement of a person such as Mr Garvice.’11 Instead of scorning the judge, Katharine 

decided ‘the story would have to be one of which he would approve’. 12 There is a little bit of 

Garvice running through her ouevre, particularly in the jewel thefts—a favourite device of the 

romance—recurring in so many of her works, including The Burglar (1911), Black Opal 
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(1921), and The Moon of Desire (1941); and the dastardly villains from McNab in The Pioneers 

to Paddy Cavan in the goldfields trilogy (1946-1950).13 

The deadline was close by the time Katharine had finished her handwritten draft. ‘The 

first typist she engaged worked too slowly and confessed it was because she had become so 

interested in the story.’ A second typist finished it for her just in time, and Katharine hand 

delivered it to the Hodder and Stoughton office on the day the competition closed.14 

 

 

After submitting The Pioneers, Katharine worked on two plays, Her Place and For Instance. 

Her Place is a twenty-minute ‘curtain-raiser’ in which a charwoman takes the blame for 

stealing a necklace actually lost by the landlady’s vain daughter. The charwoman’s ‘true 

place’—the final lines declare—is ‘on a pedestal or in a niche in a cathedral’.15 The play’s 

political message is the equality of all women, placing it on the side of the ‘Peths’ against the 

‘Panks’ in the Women’s Social and Political Union conflict.  

 Decades later, Katharine scrawled on the front page of the manuscript that Her Place 

had been staged by the Actress Franchise League, but she was probably confused with the other 

play, For Instance, the manuscript of which she lost. The production of For Instance was 

reported by a number of newspapers, while there are no known reports of the production of 

Her Place.  

The Actresses Franchise League staged one act ‘playlets’ for the cause of suffrage that 

were ‘more propaganda than literature’.16  Katharine wrote For Instance for the opening night 

of the inaugural conference of the British Dominions Woman’s Suffrage Union, held at the 

Westminster Palace Hotel on 9 July 1914. Women from dominions like Australia which had 

won the vote encouraged women from dominions which hadn’t.17 

In the play, an English factory worker arrives in Australia and is amazed at the better 

conditions; one of her co-workers explains ‘the civil, economic and social superiority enjoyed 

by women under the Southern Cross’. Reay was in the audience that night and enthused about 

Katharine’s play for the papers back home:  
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The piece de resistance was a stirring dramatic sketch For Instance, written 

specially for the occasion by Miss K.S. Prichard (Melbourne), and the scene of which 

was a room in a white blouse factory, Australia. 

In this work, the writer showed a rare skill in compacting together romance, 

politics and social economics.  

‘The sketch won hearty applause’, Reay concluded, ‘which would not be stilled until the 

authoress appeared and bowed her acknowledgments.’18 Katharine, bowing before the 

applauding audience in July 1914: a rare public moment for her to cherish in her career in 

London to that point.  

 

 

Eleven days before the staging of For Instance, Archduke Franz Ferdinand had been 

assassinated in Serbia. By the time Reay’s report on For Instance appeared in Australia on 15 

August, the Great War had begun. The momentum for women’s suffrage was lost as many of 

the women’s suffrage groups redirected their energy into supporting the war effort. In 1918, 

women over thirty with a property qualification—along with all men over twenty-one—were 

finally given the vote in Britain; only in 1928 was it expanded to all women over twenty-one.19  

 

  

On 17 July 1914, eight days after the play was staged, Katharine had an article published about 

the retired soldiers who lived at the Royal Hospital near her house and supplemented their 

pensions by growing vegetables and flowers on small plots. ‘Saturday afternoon, just now’, she 

wrote, ‘while the summer annuals are all out, is a red-letter day for Chelsea children. They 

flock to the “old men’s gardens” for penn’orths of flowers and vegetables.’ 

As they sit and doze under the trees, does a mist sweep over the flowers sometimes? 

One wonders. Do they see sun-parched plains and the dead and wounded lying on 

them? Is the smell of powder and smoke and blood in the air? There are old eyes full 

of dark memories still. But for the most part, the garden has had its way with our 

ancient fire-eaters, and the wars of yesterday—all the old deeds of tumultuary 

importance and slaughter—fade into insignificance besides the wars of today against 

slugs, aphis, and thrip, and again ‘them there birds’—the Adjutant’s peacocks.20 

 Katharine was well aware of the probability of war as she wrote the article. It wasn’t 

just retired soldiers who lived on her street; the barracks were also on Chelsea Bridge Road 
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and ‘full of excitement and bravado’. ‘For weeks in Fleet Street there had been rumours of how 

the tangle of international affairs was likely to end… Fragments of information about 

preparations for war drifted my way.’ Reay told Katharine he was ‘apprehensive’ but also 

confident that Britain would not be pulled into the conflict.21  

 Britain declared war on Germany at 11pm on 4 August 1914, with Australia and the 

other dominions following. It was the height of summer, and Katharine seems to have been on 

a trip out of the city that week. ‘The countryside had never looked more tranquil and beautiful 

than during those first days of August. The stubble of cornfields lay golden with fringes of 

poppies… It seemed incredible that war should break from the clear summer sky.’22  

 In response to the war, Katharine stepped back from the radicalism she had been 

experimenting with. ‘Neither I, nor anybody I knew, had much sympathy for pacifists and 

conscientious objectors in that period of patriotic illusions about the war, the justification for 

it, and the need to win.’ 23 Reay and Sumner, two of the people closest to her at this point, were 

both strong supporters of the war effort. Yet contradicting her memory of the mood, she also 

had friends who did not share the prevailing patriotism—Rudolf Broda began a pacifist 

supplement to his journal while Nettie Palmer was an early critic of the war. 24 

 Reay may have hoped war could be averted but once it began he immediately offered 

his services to the British War Office. He was appointed to help create and manage the special 

constabulary force, volunteers who would take the place of professional police sent to the front, 

with a focus on maintaining public order and looking out for suspicious foreigners.25 

 Katharine wanted to be involved in the war, but not in a mundane role. When she 

volunteered to train horses with the Women’s Emergency Corps she was knocked back. She 

proposed to a newspaper editor that he send her to Serbia as a war correspondent but was turned 

down because she was a woman.26 She would have been disappointed to discover another 

Australian journalist, Louise Mack, had managed to persuade the Daily Mail editor to send her 

to report from Belgium just before the German invasion.27 
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After a five year courtship, Nettie Higgins had arrived in London and married Vance Palmer 

on 23 May 1914 at the Lower Sloane Baptist Church in Chelsea. Katharine was living on the 

same road as the church, but there’s no record of whether she was there.28  

 Vance was born and raised in Queensland. Through his twenties, he’d travelled the 

world and was now making a living writing potboilers while also striving to create enduring 

literature. Involved with the Victorian Socialist Party back in Melbourne where he’d met Nettie, 

he had now been influenced by guild socialism in London. He and Nettie shared a similar 

political outlook and a dream of developing a distinctively Australian culture and identity.29 

Katharine saw him as ‘one of those lamb-like men whom everybody loves. His kindliness and 

charm of manner are reflected in his writing; as also the tranquil depths of his austere mind and 

sensitive humour.’30 

The newlyweds left soon after for a long honeymoon in France. After war broke out, 

they returned to London in September at the same time Sumner Locke left for Sydney. That 

month, Katharine wrote an article about Nettie and Sumner called “Two of a Kind—Yet 

Different: Australian Girls Who Have Succeeded”. ‘I wonder’, Katharine asked, ‘if there is 

room in these breathless days of war for two peaceful items? I wonder! The first is at least 

allied to war.’ The first ‘item’ Katharine was referring to is Sumner; the comment seems to be 

a dig at Nettie’s qualms about the war. Sumner was ‘mobilising nurses for the front’, including 

her sister Nancy. Nettie’s first poetry collection, The South Wind, had just been published while 

Sumner’s second novel would have already been published ‘but’, in Katharine’s words, ‘for 

the lowering of the war-cloud’.31 She proclaimed their literary successes even as her own long 

wait for news about the competition dragged on.  

Katharine wrote of Sumner’s return to Sydney, ‘She tells us that this is a holiday she is 

taking to see Australia again. We Australians here assuredly hope it is so, and that she will 

come back to us “when the birds fly north again”, for she has really been a strayed gleam of 

Australian sunshine in this dreary Old Smoke.’32 

 Nettie, Katharine’s new best friend in London, was very different to Sumner—serious, 
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intellectual, and at a different stage of life, being newly married. In October, Vance travelled to 

New York chasing writing work and Katharine went to stay with the pregnant Nettie for some 

weeks until he returned.33  

 

 

In early December, Katharine finally had a taste of war when she travelled to northern France 

to report on the Australian Voluntary Hospital (AVH). Lady Rachel Dudley had established the 

hospital, staffing it with Australian nurses and doctors who were in London when the war 

began. Dudley herself had lived in Australia while her husband served as governor-general of 

Australia from 1908 to 1911 and Katharine had stayed in touch with her after interviewing her 

for a newspaper. Katharine was also friends with one of the nurses, Nan Reay, Colonel Reay’s 

daughter.34  

 The hospital was in Wimmereux, near Boulogne, having taken over ‘a great, rambling, 

muddily-white French hotel. When first you see it, you want to draw it as it stands against the 

sea, under a clear, shining sky.’35 The First Battle of Ypres—fought only thirty kilometres 

away—had finished a week or two before she arrived and the hospital was quieter than it had 

been.36 Even before the war, Katharine’s journalism had been patriotic; now it became more 

so. One of her articles proclaimed that the AVH was the ‘best hospital at the front’; in another 

article, she wrote that ‘in Boulogne I had seen all manner of hospital nurses, but none, I thought, 

looked as sweet as the Australian Sisters in their grey zephyr gowns, with little scarlet capes’.37 

Visiting the wards, the misery and waste of war struck her forcibly. She found it hard 

to believe that the ‘gaunt and weary-looking men… were the same strapping fellows whom I 

had seen leaving London blithely singing “Tipperary” a few months ago. There they lie, the 

wreckages of the war, so much splendid strength and virility maimed and thwarted...’38  

 Katharine spent a night at the hospital.39 Before she left, she witnessed a funeral for a 
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patient who had died, a small cart leaving the hospital carrying ‘a long wooden box with a 

Union Jack spread over it’. This mournful picture seems a fitting end to the article, but she 

added a cheery postscript about Christmas Day. Santa Claus visited; the soldiers were given 

chocolates and cigarettes in their stockings. The article finishes with a wounded soldier 

declaring it to be the best Christmas ever. ‘Leaving the Hospital will be worse than leaving 

home!’40 

 

 

Soon after Katharine’s return to London, a journalist told her that he’d learned from someone 

at Hodder & Stoughton that Katharine was one of the winners of the ₤1000 Novel Competition. 

‘There was nothing to do but wait for official confirmation of the rumour; but, of course, my 

hopes soared.’ It meant she was more devastated than she would otherwise have been when a 

form letter arrived one evening in February 1915, asking her to come and pick up her losing 

manuscript. It was winter and it was raining but ‘I went out and wandered about London, 

walked for hours. Didn’t know where: or why I was wandering.’41 

 The morning post brought another letter from Hodder and Stoughton, this one 

informing her that the previous letter had been sent to her by mistake and asking her to call by 

straight away. At the office, the manager, Ernest Hodder Williams, told her she was the 

Australasian winner of the competition. When she left, she bought all the roses she could carry 

from a flower-girl and went along Fleet Street, finding friends to tell in the newspaper offices.42 

 Katharine’s uncle, the editor Frederick Prichard, and her lover, Reay, reported her win 

in Australian newspapers straight away, even though the results had not yet been publicly 

announced.43 The official announcement came five weeks later in the April issue of Hodder 

and Stoughton’s journal, Bookman. It was the month of the landing of the Anzac forces at 

Gallipoli. The other winners were A.E. Taylor (Canada); F. Horace Rose (South Africa); and 

Samuel Foskett (India), none of them as well remembered as Katharine.44  

Katharine had become a literary celebrity. Those who knew her understood her 

breakthrough was the culmination of years of determined struggle; she ‘has been climbing into 
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prominence by a kind of secret passage of sheer hard work for some time’, wrote one 

journalist.45 The day after the official announcement, William Moore—the director of the 

Australian drama nights in Melbourne, now working in London—came to interview her at her 

flat for Everylady’s Journal. ‘The interviewers and a photographer had been there; offers from 

publishers had come for serials and short stories; …some unknown financier had offered to 

advise her how to invest her money, and, last of all, an energetic secretary had written for a 

contribution to the “Susannah” Motor Ambulance.’46  

 With plenty of money for the passage home, Katharine planned a visit to Melbourne in 

the Australian spring, after the scheduled publication of her book in August.47 ‘Before I left 

London’, she wrote, ‘there were two or three things I wanted to do with my newly acquired 

wealth.’ She took children from her street to the zoo and a restaurant, treats beyond their 

imagination. She sent her charwoman, Mrs Neal, and her sons on a month’s holiday in the 

country. And she went on an ‘orgy of shopping’ for her sister’s trousseau; Beatrice married a 

plantation owner in Melbourne in April.48   

 

 

On 6 April, Nettie gave birth to her first child, Aileen. Katharine would be a kind of secular 

godmother for the first five decades of Aileen Palmer’s troubled life as the baby grew up to 

become a communist poet struggling with mental illness.49 When Aileen was eleven weeks old, 

Nettie took Aileen to visit Katharine in Chelsea, the baby’s ‘first noisy, exciting outing’ on the 

bus and the tube. Nettie described the visit to her mother: 

At Katharine’s she had such a reception as you never saw. For Mrs Colonel Reay was 

there, & her daughter Nan, who is a sister in the Australian Base Hospital near 

Boulogne, & her daughter Alice; & Sister Gabriel, a Melbourne woman also working 

in the Base Hospital. And there was Katharine, of course, & they all went for Aileen, 

who played up to it beautifully.50 

If Katharine was awkward in the company of the wife and daughters of her lover, she was 

making no effort to evade them socially.  

 A couple of weeks later on 9 July, Nettie returned to the flat with Aileen because 
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Katharine wanted her to meet Edith Lyttleton, an Australian-born New Zealand novelist who 

had already published seven novels under her pen name, G. B. Lancaster. ‘When I say “great 

success” I mean it’, Nettie wrote. ‘I’m not like Katharine, who is rather apt in writing to 

Australia to say each of her writer-friends is making a fortune!’ Lyttleton was different to the 

people Katharine usually befriended. Katharine described her to Nettie as ‘a quiet, nervous 

little woman who never travels without her mother & sister (who seem much more dominant 

personalities) & she’s interested in spiritualism from the spooky-planchette angle’.51 

Conservative and patriotic, Lyttleton was heavily involved with soldier support organisations. 

She didn’t have many friends; ‘her mother’s resentment of her meeting people outside the 

family meant that Edith was unable to mix in literary circles as much as she would have liked’.52  

  

 

In August, The Pioneers was published with the three other Hodder and Stoughton Novel 

Competition winners. It was a thick hardcover selling for six shillings and with a colour 

reproduction of Frederick McCubbin’s The Pioneer as a frontispiece. Nettie wrote to her 

mother that it had a 

really good cover (under the paper shocker-cover!) & looking very fine in every way. 

And it’s good stuff, except that she had to sacrifice a certain amount to the fact of 

Garvice being one of the judges! It’s Gippsland 1850 scenery & setting, very 

carefully & interestingly done. She has put more into it than I thought possible, in a 

book written under such conditions. I hope she writes more Australian novels when 

she has a freer hand.53 

The ‘shocker’ dustjacket Nettie referred to shows an Edwardian-looking woman sitting 

pensively in front of a camp-fire. Beneath, the cover has a more appropriate silhouette of a 

convoy of pioneers moving along the horizon.  

 The reviewer in the influential Times Literary Supplement wrote of The Pioneers that 

‘it would have taken an uncommonly good story to beat it’. Katharine ‘has a sense of style, an 

intense love for more than the mere outer aspects of nature (and the book is drenched in 

Australian sunshine), an intimate acquaintance with the bush, and a faculty for conveying 

temperament’. The comment on Katharine’s appreciation for nature beyond the external is 

prescient, anticipating the even stronger presence the landscape has in later works such as 

Working Bullocks and the goldfields trilogy. The reviewer goes on to criticise The Pioneers, 
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quite reasonably, for several improbabilities, including Deidre’s unlikely marriage to the 

villainous McNab.54 

 The reviews in the Australian press were also very positive. Although her win in the 

competition had been reported around the country, it is a measure of parochialism that it was 

mostly newspapers in her home state of Victoria which reviewed the novel. The review in the 

Argus was typical:  

The atmosphere is genuinely Australian and Miss Prichard has succeeded in 

producing an intensely interesting and engrossing story without a hint of exaggeration 

or overcolouring. Her style is quiet and restrained, she has good descriptive power, 

her characters are well realised and the story is well constructed. A touch of humour 

would have illumined it, for Australian life can never be accurately described by 

anyone who lacks the capacity for revealing the humour of a situation; but the book 

clearly indicates that Miss Prichard will rank fairly high amongst Australian 

novelists.55 

The review reflects concerns of the time: the question of how truly Australian works of 

literature were; the significance—in a less visual culture—of a novelist’s descriptive powers; 

and the essential literary task of ranking writers. Perhaps Katharine took notice of the comment 

about the need for humour; from Black Opal onward her fiction often includes at least one 

comical character, from the lay-about Paul in Black Opal to the larrikin Dinny Quinn, narrator 

of the goldfields trilogy.  

The reviewer in Adelaide’s Advertiser was the most effusive, claiming, ‘The Pioneers 

is one of the best stories of its kind which has yet been published and it is worthy to take rank 

with such standard works as [Henry Kingsley’s] Geoffrey Hamlyn [1859], [Rolf Boldrewood’s] 

Robbery Under Arms [1888], and [Marcus Clarke’s] For the Term of His Natural Life [1874].’56 

It may not have surprised other critics of the time to learn that a century later, The Pioneers has 

not endured as well as these nineteenth-century Australian classics. After being reprinted three 

times between 1916 and 1918 and again in 1926, it remained out of print until the Adelaide-

based publisher Rigby published a slightly revised edition in 1963 with a comic-book-like 

cover illustration. One reviewer wrote of the revised edition that ‘though interesting in content’ 

the novel ‘is over-romantic and melodramatic, and in spite of its early success and prize-

winning, gives little hint of its young author’s latent power, compassion and realism’.57 
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Hodder and Stoughton’s sister company, George H. Doran, published the American 

edition of The Pioneers in January 1916. A publicity flyer collected praise from twenty-one 

reviews in newspapers around the USA, including the New York Times, with several reviewers 

finding it a fascinating reminder of the lawless days of the American West. The Philadelphia 

Press outdid the Advertiser in its praise, claiming hyperbolically that future novels of 

Katharine’s ‘will be strong and fine and able we may well believe, but that they will equal, or 

even approach, this masterpiece, is almost beyond the most sanguine belief. It is the work of a 

life-time, this book, and well worth the while.’58 The nation which Katharine found unbearable 

in her brief stay gave her first novel an enthusiastic reception.  

Overall, The Pioneers was seen as a fine debut of a potentially significant writer. If it 

was not generally thought to be a masterpiece, it was appreciated for its Australian setting and 

its homage to the pioneering generation who had now died out, as well as for its narrative skill. 

After years of disappointments and moderate successes, a novel written in haste but gestating 

for a decade had turned Katharine into a writer everyone was talking about. 

 

 

58 “Notes from American Reviews”, flyer, KSPP, MS6201/10/21. 



14. Hugo: London, 1915 
 

 

In May 1915, German zeppelins began attacking London. Katharine saw one from her sixth-

floor flat: ‘looking out of the back window, I saw what I thought was a lighted cigar, high in 

the sky and presently a ball of fire seemed to fall from it… the inhabitants of the flats came 

rushing up and said, “Come down to the cellar at once.”’1  

 As Katharine waited for the Pioneers to be published, she was spending time with 

Australian soldiers. At an afternoon tea in June, she and Doris Carter—famous for her ‘rippling, 

birdlike singing’—entertained thirty men evacuated from Gallipoli.2 In September, the new 

London branch of the Australian Natives Association established, at vice-president Reay’s 

suggestion, the Anzac Club and Buffet.3 Katharine was a frequent visitor in the six weeks 

before she left London—she could not ‘extol too highly the value of its existence’. Offering 

free meals and the company of respectable Australian women, it aimed to give the soldiers ‘a 

little bit of Australia in London’, but just as much, it hoped to keep them away from prostitutes 

and alcohol. Later, back in Australia, Katharine was to pass on the writer Edith Lyttleton’s 

appeal for donations to the club: ‘The Australian soldier in London needs, and will have, 

feminine society. If he cannot get from these hard working and gracious women of the Anzac 

buffet the kindly friendship which they have been dispensing with their cakes for so long, he 

is going to be the worse man for it when he gets back to Australia.’ Indeed, if Australians ‘knew 

the circumstances in which the Australian soldier finds himself in London, if they knew the 

temptations that dog him, they would realise the importance of the buffet, from every point of 

view’. Each table of men was assigned a woman volunteer from their own state. ‘They meet 

women who know their own district, and a good talk cheers the home-sick boy, and helps him 

to resist temptation by a quickened memory of his mother, wife, or sweetheart.’4 After earlier 

moving in the Freewoman circle, this brief role as moral guardian was an unlikely one for 

Katharine. 

At one function, Katharine met Major Tom Todd of Western Australia’s 10th Light 
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Horse Regiment. Todd invited her to an afternoon tea at the opulent Royal Automobile Club, 

which had become something of an officers’ club during the war. Here, on 14 September 1915, 

Todd introduced her to one of his men, Lieutenant Hugo Throssell, known as Jim. A gregarious 

thirty-year-old, he had been wounded at Gallipoli a couple of weeks earlier and only just 

evacuated to London. He was Katharine’s future husband.5 

Katharine and Hugo talked for a while and discovered their mutual love of horses. He 

proposed they go riding along Rotten Row, a track along the south edge of Hyde Park. When 

she said she didn’t have a riding-habit he suggested she sit astride the horse—something still 

widely considered improper for women—and show Londoners how Australians could ride. It 

made her think of Harry Newton showing off in a rowboat back in 1908. The proposed ride 

‘didn’t happen, thank goodness’. 6 

Katharine wrote that ‘there was an indefinable attraction to each other’. His ‘irresistible 

manner’ lifted her out of her ‘usual aloofness’. He would later claim that he fell in love with 

her as he caught sight of her walking along the terrace toward him.7 In a typically brief entry, 

all he recorded in his war-diary was, ‘Met Miss KSP’.8 

  

 

Hugo Vivian Hope Throssell was from Northam, a wheatbelt town one hundred kilometres 

inland from Perth. His father, George Throssell, worked his way up from poverty to be a rich 

merchant, Northam’s member of parliament, and even premier of WA for a few months.9 Born 

on 26 October 1884, Hugo was the thirteenth of fourteen children; his younger sister died as a 

baby and he grew up as the indulged youngest child.10 He had been living aimlessly before the 

war. Educated as a boarder at Prince Alfred College, a prestigious Methodist school in 

Adelaide, Hugo’s great trouble in life, according to Katharine, was that he ‘had not been trained 

for any definite job’.11 His son writes that he ‘had the best of everything. All the graces and 

pleasures of a country squire were his. There was always a horse of his own in the stables; his 

own dog; even… a pet monkey.’12 After finishing school, he did office work for six years for 
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his much older brother’s business. He mucked around; he boxed; he sprinted; he acted in the 

local drama club; ‘he was a popular escort, but as incapable of being serious about a young 

lady as he was about any of life’s less significant pleasures’.13 In 1910, the year his father died, 

he worked as a stockman on Ashburton Downs Station, in the north of Western Australia.14 

When he returned to the wheatbelt, he and his brother Eric tried to grow wheat on a family 

property in Cowcowing. After several years of failed crops, they owed a large debt and they 

decided to enlist, probably out of equal parts economic necessity, patriotism, and the prospect 

of adventure.15 Enlisting together at Guildford in October 1914, they were original members 

of the newly formed 10th Light Horse Regiment.16 During training at Rockingham, south of 

Perth, Hugo was made a 2nd Lieutenant; he left for the front in February 1915.17 

Arriving in Egypt, Hugo ‘was one of the officers left behind with the horses at Cairo’ 

when most of the regiment sailed to Gallipoli in May to fight, dismounted, as infantry for the 

ill-fated campaign to capture the sea route through the Dardanelles and supply the eastern 

front.18 In late July, Hugo led eighty-one soldiers sent to Gallipoli as reinforcements.19 After 

several difficult weeks in the trenches, Hugo was sent with the remnant of the battalion to Hill 

60, on the north-western end of the frontline. On 29 August came the battle that would see him 

awarded a Victoria Cross, the one costly success of his life. It was the same day as the first 

newspaper advertisement for Katharine’s novel The Pioneers.20 At 1am, a group of soldiers led 

by Hugo ran, exposed, the fifty metres from their trench to a trench held by the Turks and took 

one end of it, putting up a sandbag barricade.21 Separated only by the sandbags and a five-

metre section of trench, the two sides exchanged bombs the size of cricket-balls through the 

rest of the night.22 Turkish reinforcements arrived at 4:30am and the Australians were 

outnumbered. It was then, Hugo wrote, ‘I got a bullet through the back of the neck and a piece 

of bomb through the left shoulder.’23 Despite the wounds, Hugo fought on and rallied the other 

soldiers. ‘Men standing near me and next to me were blown to pieces or lost limbs, [or] were 
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killed outright’.24  At daylight, a machine gun arrived at the New Zealand line, and the Turkish 

soldiers who were not killed retreated. At about eight o’clock, Hugo agreed to have his wounds 

dressed; he was in such bad shape the doctor ordered that he be evacuated to the hospital ship.25 

 Arriving in London, Hugo was caught between making the most of the adventure of his 

first trip to Britain and getting better. He still had shrapnel in both shoulders and was also 

having hearing problems.26 On 16 September, two days after meeting Katharine, he had an 

appointment with a specialist, Captain Hastings, about his hearing problem. Hastings disagreed 

that the noise of the trenches was to blame, instead blaming adenoids and scheduling an 

operation. On 22 September, Hugo was put under general anaesthetic and his adenoids 

removed. Laconically, he later described it as ‘a slight operation on my nose’.27 The day after 

the operation, he began developing a fever and was soon delirious and vomiting, fighting for 

his life for the next week.28 He had bacterial meningitis; the surgeon’s scalpel may have 

accidentally perforated the lining of his brain during the operation.29 Hugo remembered a 

doctor telling him as he recovered that ‘he would never be normal again’.30 The medical board 

ruled that he was unfit for duty for six months.31 

 On 15 October, while still in hospital, Hugo was announced as one of eight Anzac 

recipients of the Victoria Cross, the highest military honour awarded ‘for valour in the face of 

the enemy’. Hugo wrote ‘there was considerable excitement on my balcony where I was then 

domiciled that day. Many telegrams, letters and cables of congratulations were received, whilst 

a great number of visitors called, including seven people from Northam, press reporters after 

copy & camera fiends.’32  

 On 17 October, he recorded meeting two women—Miss Rene Sara and Miss Watson. 

At the time, he seems to have been at least as interested in them as he was in Katharine.  

Rene Sara, turning twenty-six that year, was feted in Western Australia at the time of 

her early death from appendicitis in 1921 as ‘perhaps the most brilliant of any of our singers’.33 
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She came to London to study at the Royal College of Music and stayed to work as a concert 

singer and to entertain troops.34 In early 1916, Hugo took her with him to Ireland to stay at his 

father’s birthplace, the town of Fermoy. Whatever there might have been between her and 

Hugo, she married another Western Australian soldier in March 1917.35 

The other woman Hugo recorded meeting, Henrietta Watson, was a well-known British 

actress of forty-two. He had seen her perform in Adelaide when he was still at school and was 

entranced; after finding a photograph of her in a magazine in 1910 he wrote a fan letter. When 

Hugo reached London, he wrote again to let her know he was in town, which is how she came 

to visit him in hospital. They met up often over the following months. Hugo was to tell the 

story of his romance with Watson many times and at some stage he wrote it down, calling the 

story “Intimate Strangers”. ‘Of course, in a proper story, we should have got married and lived 

happily ever after, but this is a really truly story in every detail and so we just remained the 

very best of friends, or, as she aptly puts it—“Intimate Strangers”.’36  

It was a phrase which struck Katharine enough that she repurposed it as the title of a 

novel she wrote in the early 1930s in the years before Hugo’s suicide. Her Intimate Strangers 

(1937) isn’t the story of a coy romance between a war hero and an actress but a disintegrating 

marriage between a damaged war veteran and his wife.  

 

 

Reading in the newspaper that Hugo had won the Victoria Cross, Katharine ‘sent him a 

telegram of congratulations and forgot him, because without a word of warning my brother 

Nigel arrived on one of the hospital ships from the Dardanelles’. Katharine was overjoyed to 

see Nigel, the first family member she’d seen in five years. She made a bed up for him in her 

lounge ‘and we spent a few happy days together’.37 A blurry photo of the two of them survives, 

Nigel seated with Katharine perched on the arm of the chair and a tantalising glimpse of the 

inside of Katharine’s flat, a framed photograph and a long, indistinct artwork on the wall, 

flowers on the side-table. ‘With Nige, during the war’, Katharine wrote on the back, and with 

a different pen, ‘Mostly feet’.38 
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 Major Todd came to her flat to tell her Hugo had been suffering meningitis and wanted 

her to visit. When Katharine finally saw Hugo, ‘we were chattering as if the undercurrent of 

that inexplicable attraction flowing between us needed no explanation’. Yet he sounds 

insensitive. He’d been reading The Pioneers and she wanted to know what he thought of it. His 

only comment was to correct her use of the term ‘waggon’ on the first page: it should have 

been ‘covered-in dray’.39 Katharine remembered the rebuke for decades, and made a special 

note in the preface to the revised edition in 1963 that she had taken the opportunity to finally 

correct it.40 

 At the hospital she met Hugo’s brother Eric—known as Ric—for the first and only time. 

He was about to return to the front. ‘The brothers were David and Jonathan in their devotion 

to each other. Ric, a splendid looking man, broader and taller than Hugo, had the same 

Australian-ness I admired in them both, a virility and the air of horsemen accustomed to deal 

with men and beasts.’41  

 Hugo complained of her cold hands. When he said he couldn’t sleep, she told him to 

think of a ‘river flowing peacefully, quietly in the moonlight’. She decided to write an article 

about him and sent him a long list of questions. In his reply, he broke off his first answer to 

write that he ‘preferred to think about that river with the moonlight in it and a girl sitting on 

the bank with “cold hands” and the other thing that follows naturally’. She wrote a draft of the 

article only to abandon it after reading an account of Hugo’s bravery on Hill Sixty by a Sergeant 

Macmillan who had been there with him.42 

 On 23 October, just eight days after the announcement of Hugo’s Victoria Cross, 

Katharine was due to leave for Ceylon on the Omrah. Hugo ‘insisted on coming to see me at 

my flat… we said goodbye in the midst of my luggage, packed cases of books and belongings. 

I couldn’t believe there was more in his feeling for me than a sort of bushfire flare that would 

pass. So we parted, shaking hands, sadly, without any acknowledgement of an emotional stir 

between us.’43 

 She was only meant to be on a short visit to Ceylon and Australia; perhaps she didn’t 

bother saying goodbye properly to all the friends she’d made, thinking she would be back 

 

 

39 Hurricane, 203. 
40 The Pioneers, 1963, i. 
41 Hurricane, 203. 
42 Ibid., 204–5. 
43 Ibid., 207. 
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within a year. There would have been a parting date with Reay—perhaps dinner at a fine 

restaurant. He was probably anxious for her to return soon. Yet ‘now things were different’, 

Katharine’s son writes. ‘Her success had given her more confidence.’44  

 

 

A month after Katharine left, from 3pm to 6pm on 20 November 1915, the Australian Natives’ 

Association held an ‘At Home’ at the Anzac Club and Buffet to honour the Australian Victoria 

Cross recipients. ‘The floral decorations were wattle blossoms and grasses. At one end of the 

table stood a good-sized kangaroo in natural skin and color.’45 Four of the six VC recipients 

were there, including Hugo. It’s not recorded whether Reay was present, but he was vice-

president and it was the sort of thing he usually attended. If Hugo and Reay ever met, it was 

most likely this afternoon.  

 The Australian high commissioner Sir George Reid, a former prime minister, gave a 

rousing, patriotic speech: 

Perhaps the moments of your deadliest peril were your happiest. The King of Terrors 

meant a thousand deaths for each of you, but, in spite of all the thunderbolts which 

he launched, you stand before us not only alive but also braver, finer, and nobler for 

the experience… You have established in glorious characters your proud relationship 

with the noblest of the fighting champions of our race on land or sea in bygone 

years.46 

At that moment, at the height of his celebrity and before the death of his brother, Hugo may 

even have believed Reid. But the ‘King of Terrors’ with his ‘thousand deaths’ was not finished 

with Hugo yet.  

 Hugo, ‘his head still in hospital bandages’, was the only one of the VCs to give a 

substantial speech. He ‘began by declaring that he was a farmer, and could not be expected to 

make a speech’ but he went on to remember several brave soldiers he had seen die. He 

concluded by saying, ‘My wounds are nearly well, and when they are I shall be off, too, 

although I have two maladies to cure—a heart affection and a swelled head. Folks here have 

made so much of us that we begin to imagine we are some kind of special pumpkin. Gallipoli 

will soon cure us of that.’47

 

 

44 Throssell, My Father’s Son, 62. 
45 Sunday Times (Sydney), 9 January 1916, 21. 
46 West Australian, 25 December 1915, 8. 
47 Sunday Times (Sydney), 9 January 1916, 21. 



15. The Dark House of Your Love: Ceylon, 1915 
 

 

On the way back to Australia, staying for six weeks on a rubber plantation in Ceylon, Katharine 

‘almost forgot the war’. In April her sister Beatrice had married the owner of the plantation, 

Patten (‘Pack’) Bridge, an old friend of the family.1 The plantation was in Ratnapura, one 

hundred kilometres inland from Colombo. ‘After those years in London, sights and scenes of 

the East were fascinating. Waking at dawn to the sound of tom-toms which sent the Tamil 

tappers to work… I could see white mists rising over the plantation’.2 

 Beatrice was already four months pregnant. Patten was fourteen years older than her 

and she couldn’t have known him well; he’d been living in Ceylon since 1901, when she was 

only nine years old.3 He had managed to court her by mail and on his visits back to Melbourne. 

Their marriage echoed that of Tom and Edith Prichard: in both, the bride left her family in 

Melbourne to live with an older family friend pursuing his fortune in a colony. 

  For Katharine, the adventure of plantation life was in tension with her unease at the 

horrors of colonialism. The plantation workers were indentured labourers from India, shackled 

with intergenerational debt and chased by police if they tried to escape. Katharine was disturbed 

by the power plantation owners wielded over their workers, even though Patten seemed a 

‘genial autocrat’.4 For decades to come, he and Katharine would clash over politics; perhaps 

the pattern began in Ceylon with Katharine raising concerns about the Tamil workers.5 

  

 

Katharine turned thirty-two while she was staying with her sister. Beatrice had still been at 

school when Katharine last saw her and it must have been strange to find her little sister twenty-

three years old, married and pregnant, already ahead of her in conventional life milestones. 

There’s both loneliness and sisterly love in a poem of Katharine’s called “Ceylon 1915: A 

Thought For Bee”. 

The fallen flowers of jessamine lay on  

the steps before your door, dear, 

That night we came uphill through the  

 

 

1 Punch, 22 April 1915, 32. 
2 Hurricane, 208–9. 
3 Sendy, “Family Friendship,” 62. 
4 Hurricane, 211. 
5 Headlam, “My Aunt—KSP,” 51. 
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twilight together. 

  

You went into the dark house of your love.  

I stayed in the twilight—at sight 

Of the flowers thrown there on your threshold 

As before a shrine. 

  

And I invoked the hills and the evening star 

That as a shrine might your home be:  

Breaths of the flowers ascend for you  

With my prayer.6 

 The spiritual tone of the poem may reflect Katharine’s encounter with Buddhism while 

she was there. Temporarily, she found herself ‘under the spell of the Buddha’s evangel when 

we visited the Temple of the Tooth at Kandy’, an all-day trip from the plantation. It was the 

monk in charge of the library of ancient manuscripts who impressed her most. ‘I thought the 

purity and sublimity of the Buddha’s teaching were translucent in him.’ She added defensively 

that as soon as she came outside into the sunshine she remembered the evils of all religions, 

the way even in Buddhism ‘only the elite had thrived, fobbing off the deprived multitudes with 

hallucination of a better life after death’. 7 

 The trip to Kandy was just before Christmas, as she and Beatrice prepared to leave 

Ceylon. ‘With its jessamine-wreathed verandas the bungalow was a peaceful haven to come to 

after that day-long descent from Kandy. The time of monsoonal rains was approaching, 

however, and Packie was anxious for Bee to reach Australia for the birth of her baby.’8 The two 

sisters boarded the Karmala, bound for Melbourne, on 26 December 1915.9 

 

 

In the decades since the publication of Child of the Hurricane, the most significant omission 

discovered so far is Katharine’s relationship with Guido Baracchi, a wealthy student activist 

she met on the trip back to Melbourne. Sandra Burchill, working on archival evidence and 

information from another of Guido’s lovers who was still alive, was the first to reveal it in her 

1988 doctoral thesis on Katharine.10 

 One of the few times Katharine publicly acknowledged that Guido had any role in her 

life was in a 1961 interview: ‘I met Guido Baracchi on a boat, and he was getting interested in 

 

 

6 KSPP, MS6201/5.  
7 Hurricane, 212–13. 
8 Ibid., 213. 
9 Fremantle, Western Australia, Passenger Lists, 1897-1963 [database online], www.ancestry.com.au. 
10 “KSP: Romance, Romanticism and Politics,” 86. 
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Marxism, too. He gave me a list of books to read, and when I got back to Australia my husband 

sent off and got them for me, all that were then available.’11 The misleading reference to Hugo 

seems a deflection; she was conflating the events of three years. When she met Guido, neither 

of them were yet interested in Marx and she wasn’t married.  

In the version Guido told Katharine’s son, Ric Throssell, in 1972, they met in the launch 

out to the Karmala at Colombo. ‘Katharine took one look at me &, as she told me, sighed 

hopelessly to her sister, “Another planter!”’12 Guido was dressed like a planter because he had 

borrowed clothes from one. He wasn’t meant to be in Ceylon at all. A friend of his was enlisting 

in London and Guido was only meant to be accompanying him from Melbourne to Fremantle, 

but during the six hour stopover in Fremantle, Guido got drunk on board and woke up already 

out to sea. He disembarked at the first chance in Colombo and spent eleven days in Ceylon 

awaiting a ship which could take him back to Australia.13 

 

 

In the words of one historian, Guido was ‘the knight errant of Australian radicalism… A man 

of considerable wealth and emotional spontaneity, utterly without guile or worldly ambition, 

of luminous innocence and limitless self-centredness—his marital and romantic 

arrangements… in a constant muddle’.14 He was the only child of a wealthy family, born in 

Melbourne in 1887 to an Italian father and a mother of Irish heritage.  

 Guido had been a perpetual student and playboy in the years since he’d graduated from 

the Church of England Grammar School. He’d begun in science before switching to medicine 

and then law. His interest in politics had begun during the 1910 federal election in reaction to 

the hostility of the middle-class toward Labor.15 He evolved over the next years ‘from a hazy 

liberalism to something altogether more radical’.16 As he studied economics in London in 1913, 

the Fabians’ reformist approach lost its appeal. Like Katharine and Vance Palmer, he was drawn 

to the guild socialism of A.R. Orage and the New Age circle, believing that it was a worker-led 

path to a better society.17 

 

 

11 Prichard, “Radical Origins in Australia,” 84. 
12 10 June 1972, RTP, MS8071/4/94. 
13 Register, 20 December 1915, 6; Sparrow, “Communism,” 146. 
14 Macintyre, The Reds, 19. 
15 Sparrow, “Communism,” 123. 
16 Ibid., 126. 
17 Ibid., 130. 
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 In 1913, while co-editor of Fleur-de-Lys, the Trinity College magazine, Guido had 

written an article called “Picking Up: The Finest Game on Earth”, offering it as a modern 

alternative to the need for a formal introduction before a ‘respectable’ woman would allow a 

man to speak to her:  

 A man sees a girl whose looks he likes, stares at her a moment friendly-wise, and 

if her eyes reciprocate, conversation is forthwith begun. The reverse process may also 

occur, the glance of invitation coming from the girl…   

 The uncertainty of picking up can only be described as gorgeous. She may be a 

blank or a treasure, married or single, slow or not. She may be much besides. You 

never can tell.18 

He goes on to claim the approach is about far more than romance or sex: ‘Picking up is a very 

serviceable pestle with which to smash class consciousness in the mortar of socialism.’19 

Even if the political justification for seduction was a veneer, there was much which 

drew Katharine to Guido. He was on a political quest similar to her own and could talk 

confidently about political theory. He wrote poetry, as bad as it may have been. He was wealthy 

and charming and he had, according to his later lover, Betty Roland, a ‘gift of being able to 

efface himself, to put aside his masculine aggressiveness and become the listener, the 

sympathetic, gentle, understanding recipient of confidences’.20 In his obituary, Roland was 

quoted as saying, ‘He wasn’t exactly a handsome man—medium build, reddish hair, blue eyes. 

Yet he exuded such magnetism that all, friend and foe alike, were immediately attracted to 

him.’21 

 At the end of the voyage, Katharine gave him a copy of Clovelly Verses, ‘a “Token of 

Amity”’, Guido remembered, ‘as she inscribed it for me on the fly-leaf.’22 They arranged to 

stay in touch while they were both in Melbourne. 

 

 

 

 

18 Fleur-de-Lys, 3, no. 14 (October 1913): 39. 
19 Ibid., 40. 
20 Notebook of Betty Roland held by Jeff Sparrow. Quoted in Sparrow, “Communism,” 146. 
21 Sydney Morning Herald, 1 January 1976, 1. 
22 Guido Baracchi to Ric Throssell, 10 June 1972, RTP, MS8071/4/94. 



16. Disquiet: Melbourne, 1916 
 

 

On 12 January 1916, Katharine arrived back in Melbourne after five years abroad.1 Australia 

was unsettled. Her ship, the Karmala, was supposed to be carrying on to Sydney the next day 

but its departure was delayed by striking wharf labourers.2 An ad in the day’s Argus newspaper 

asked, ‘HAVE YOU ENLISTED? The Call is to You Today! Australia needs at once 50,000 

Men for the New Army and 16,000 Men each Month as Reinforcements of the New and 

Existing Armies.’3 The day’s editorial began, ‘More deliberate and more wicked perversity was 

never displayed by an important body of workers than that which has culminated in the Broken 

Hill strike.’4 The home-front battle-lines were being drawn.  

 

 

Katharine’s mother, Edith, had moved from South Yarra back out into the suburbs to Armadale, 

an area of ‘quiet respectability’ where Katharine had previously attended primary school.5 

Katharine’s brother Alan was still at home, about to turn thirty and feeling the burden of being 

the only one of the siblings left in Melbourne with their widowed mother. Katharine found 

herself suddenly re-immersed in family life as ‘Mother and Bee chatted and sewed happily, 

making small garments’ ahead of the baby’s birth. ‘I was no use to them either for sewing or 

pre-natal gossip, so tried out on them some of the recipes I had learnt in France.’6 

After a month at home, she rented a house by the beach for five weeks at Black Rock, 

twenty kilometres south of the city.7 She could only ever handle a certain amount of clamour 

and interaction; her need to retreat was a recurring one. 

Her timing seems poor—just as she took the beach house she was honoured with a 

number of parties and receptions that required her to travel into the city, breaking the solitude. 

In mid-February, one columnist wrote that she 

 

 

1 Argus, 12 January 1916, 11. 
2 Argus, 14 January 1916, 8. 
3 Argus, 12 January 1916, 8. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Sally Wilde, “Armadale”, The Encyclopedia of Melbourne Online, 2008, 

www.emelbourne.net.au/biogs/EM00086b.htm. 
6 Hurricane, 215. 
7 Graphic of Australia, 11 February 1916, 7. 
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is the woman of the moment in Melbourne this week, and we are just tumbling over 

one another to say ‘we are proud of you, and welcome home’, and to eagerly scan the 

appearance of the now famous one in search of any traces of the ‘glory’ disposed 

perhaps somewhere about her person. But, no! Outwardly and visibly it is the same 

bright, sweet face, with maybe an additional lustre and meaning in the dark eyes. 

Slim and willowy she is, with a certain ‘spring’ and vivacity of movement that betrays 

the alert mind and vividly ‘alive’ temperament.8 

On Wednesday 16 February, Katharine’s journalist friends organised a dinner to honour 

her at Café Francais on the corner of Swanston and Little Collins streets in the city. Years 

earlier, Edith had made a lace bertha for Katharine in the hope that she would one day wear it 

at her wedding; understanding the importance to Katharine of the dinner, she told her, ‘If you 

don’t want to be a wife and mother, dear, you might as well have the lace now’.9 

She wore the lace to Café Francais with a white satin evening dress.10 Her colleagues 

presented her with a souvenir menu painted with a scene from The Pioneers. On offer that night 

were devilled oysters, whiting, cotelette d’Agneau à la Francais (French lamb chop), and 

chicken casserole, with bombe and iced peaches for dessert and hock, claret, ale, lager, and 

mineral waters to drink.11 Among the guests in attendance was an aged Frederick McCubbin, 

whose painting had inspired The Pioneers.12 Katharine sat between W. A. Somerset Shum, the 

editor at New Idea and ‘almost her discoverer’, and J. E. Davidson, who along with Reay had 

been her editor at the Herald.13 Despite all the adulation, decades later when she wrote her 

autobiography Katharine was still stung that Nettie and Vance and Hilda and Louis were 

missing. Over-sensitive, she assumed it was because they didn’t like The Pioneers.14 

On 1 March, the Liberal premier of Victoria, Sir Alexander Peacock, held a luncheon 

in Katharine’s honour at parliament and presented her with a six-month railway pass. The 

premier ‘spoke at length on the value of Miss Prichard’s novel to Australian literature and 

expressed his pride that an Australian woman had done so well in the English literary world’.15 

She seems to have got on well with Peacock and his wife; she also accompanied them on a visit 

to a flying school in July where she flew in an aeroplane for the first time.16 The welcome the 

Peacocks gave her in 1916 suggests the life among the privileged Katharine might have enjoyed 

 

 

8 Punch, February 17, 1916, 32. 
9 Hurricane, 216. 
10 Bendigonian, 24 February 1916, 10. 
11 Table Talk, 24 February 1916, 28. 
12 Argus, 17 February 1916, 6. 
13 Mercury, 4 March 1916, 10. 
14 Hurricane, 215. 
15 Weekly Times, 11 March 1916, 9. 
16 Argus, 22 July 1916, 18. 
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if she hadn’t turned so forcefully against their world the next year. 

That same week, Katharine watched a special screening of the silent film adaptation of 

The Pioneers, directed by Franklyn Barrett, at Hoyts Olympia.17 Katharine was possibly the 

film’s ‘most dissatisfied critic’ according to one columnist. ‘One most annoying thing was the 

changing of the conclusion, for a good deal of the power of The Pioneers is lost in the film by 

its conventionally happy conclusion, and scenes that should properly have occurred in the 

wildest of backblock country are played in a setting of semi-civilised vegetation. Oh, the woes 

of an authoress!’18 Only some stills and a few seconds of the film survive, a fragment showing 

Mary Cameron loading a rifle. A five-minute fragment is all that remains of a second adaptation 

by Raymond Longford in 1926.19 Good or not, it’s a melancholy thought to consider the loss 

of these films, their 35mm prints worked to death as they did the rounds of the suburban 

cinemas and were then sold on to itinerant exhibitors who toured the scratched copies around 

outback towns.20 

 

 

Four notebooks from 1916 to 1917 survived Katharine’s purge of her papers before her death. 

They are the notebooks of a writer at work, sketches of scenes, dialogue, and other observations 

interspersed with candid moments of feeling and confession, interiority largely unmoored from 

known public events.  

The first of these notebooks—“Australia I: Ti-Tree Studies 1916”—is from her stay at 

Black Rock in February and March. In this notebook she is preoccupied with expressing a 

rapturous communion with the ti-trees which line the coast and with the ocean itself. 

Sometimes her connection to nature is a balm for the pain of love: ‘Oh, it was good to go down 

to the sea this morning. To give myself to the sea’s embrace, after the disquiet… the troubled 

thinking of the day & night.’ At other times, her connection to nature is a substitute for romantic 

love: ‘Oh it was the ti-tree. The wonder shuddering & whispering of it… the walking for miles 

through it, that gave the close feeling of love for it. My happiness had nothing to do with any 

person. It was for the world, of the world—that I, for a moment was contained within the world 

life…’  

 

 

17 “The Pioneers in Pictures”, Herald, undated clipping, KSPP, MS6201/11/1. 
18 Punch, 9 March 1916, 34 
19 “The Pioneers: Original Release”, National Film and Sound Archive, title 1862, www.nfsa.gov.au/collection.  
20 Edmondson and Pike, Australia’s Lost Films, 22. 
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Early in her stay, she was thinking of Reay and their time in a ‘little green parlour’ in 

Black Rock. ‘I walked & walked yesterday to find it… was tired long before I got there & then 

went straight to the place. It was just as we left it. I sat down outside & thought of you & of the 

time when we used to come, plodding arm in arm through the sand together’. But now she was 

in love with Guido, the ‘boy’ or ‘young man’ as she referred to him in her notebook, a few 

years younger than her and decades younger than Reay. Taking on Reay’s jealousy at her new 

love, ‘the sea broke on the shore with a dull, heavy sound. I heard it early this morning, at dawn 

almost—& then its voice was that of a disturbed & jealous lover.’  

Her sea-side sojourn meant she and Guido had time alone together and he could stay 

overnight. Three days after her walk to the little-green parlour she asked, ‘Does he feel as I do? 

Is he plagued like this? Is there rest & peace for him? Is he the le jeune gars qui s’amuse bien 

[the young man out for a good time]? His attitude of mind patronising… taking it all lightly. Is 

he angry, disappointed, practiced at bringing this phase into the… relationship... Is he simply 

agnostic, too?’ On 1 March she recorded nothing of her visit to parliament, writing instead, 

‘Oh, there is something of the seas in our love—something restless, insatiable; something of 

its mute hunger, desolate passion, intensity & immortality!’ On 3 March she wrote, ‘The sick 

hungry suffering of these days! I cannot tell of them. I have offered three long days on the altar 

of my feeling for you, whatever it is. Three days, lying on my back under the ti-tree, gazing 

into the sky. So blue, blue it is above the trees. My soul wanders its fields, crying like a child.’  

Katharine’s longing turned to disappointment after another visit from Guido; on 14 

March she wrote, ‘For two nights & two days I thought that you were the wild adriatic lover 

I’ve dreamed of—but here you are now behaving like any other respectable, commonplace 

young man with no passion & dream in his soul to carry him out of his depth in the ocean of 

life.’ On the next page of her notebook, she felt it was passion itself which was the problem, 

rather than the lack of it. ‘The great love-passion is anti-social. There is a nice working 

comradeship & affection that is much better. It enables men & women to live peacefully 

together and breed. The other is simply destructive of mind, body, & soul.’  

On the final day of her stay she recorded on the last page of the notebook, ‘The ti-tree 

has bloomed for me! It is as if my love for it had brought the blossom, so unbelievably out of 

season.’21 

 

 

21 “Australia I: Ti-Tree Studies 1916”, notebook, KSPP, MS6201/2/2. 
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In Katharine’s next notebook, “Australia II 1916”, she narrated at length a shorter retreat on 

Saturday 1 April 1916, visiting her old friend Hilda Esson in Emerald, forty-four kilometres 

south-east of the city in the Dandenongs. ‘I wanted to lose myself, to be absorbed in the Spirit 

of the world, and of the trees in the great quiet. I thought that if I could see the hills, I would 

cease to think of you. The pain would lift from my heart and my mind would cease to plague 

me for a little while.’ Between the train station and Hilda’s cottage, she climbed up a hill beside 

the creek and spread her coat under a big blackbutt tree, feeling as small as the ants swarming 

‘over a gaping wound from which the red gum dripped & over me’. When the rain came, she 

stayed lying on her coat. ‘The dampness…was stealing over my body, but I did not want to 

move. I wanted to lie there all night. I wanted to lie there in the darkness & see the stars come 

out…’ Eventually, the ‘thought of Hilda waiting for me… coming to look for me with lantern 

at night—& explanations—roused me’. At first, she went ‘almost drunkenly down the track, 

intoxicated with the wild joy that had taken me’. Her clothes heavy with rain, the track slippery, 

she watched ‘the rain against a wall of trees’ and she held her face up to the rain. ‘It was one 

of those moments of ecstasy that even a lover’s embrace cannot give—golden flooding, 

deepening of consciousness, wrapping from earth in an ether of exquisite joy.’  

Yet her joy once more turned to misery as she lost her way, hurt her ankle on a sodden 

log and found herself wet and tired in the rain. ‘I thought of you then—& went on sobbing.’ 

She came out of the bush ‘& saw Hilda’s house on the other hill side & the grey walls spoke 

of so much home comfort & the very drift of smoke from its chimneys told of the easy, domestic 

happiness from which I am forever divorced. I was so tired that I sat down on a wet log for a 

while. I would like to have cried like a child…but then I was moving. Even to oneself 

sometimes one does not surrender easily.’ She reached Hilda’s cottage. Louis was away and 

after ‘talk & music all evening’, Katharine slept before the great fire until dawn came.22 

Through the war, she would keep returning to that cottage which spoke of ‘home 

comfort’ and ‘domestic happiness’, first to visit the Essons and later the Palmers. Then, in 1918 

her mother would buy it for her; and finally, two months after Armistice, she would honeymoon 

there.  

 

 

22 “Australia II 1916”, notebook, KSPP, MS6201/2/2 
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In 1916, Katharine spent much time reflecting on the ‘domestic happiness’ from which she felt 

forever divorced. Marriage had never been an expectation with Reay but it was more 

complicated now she was in love with Guido. Hilda was in the happiest phase of what would 

prove to be an unhappy marriage.23 Nettie was married with a baby; Sumner was to marry in 

December; and Beatrice was pregnant. After visiting another, unidentified friend, she wrote, 

‘B says she is happy. Her love for husband, his love for her, their quiet & harmonious life 

together for two years has been so serene. There has never been a ripple of the seas of their 

happiness. They have no child—yet even that cannot mar this most real satisfaction with each 

other & with life.’24 

If Katharine was sometimes attracted by the prospect of marriage and children, she was 

just as often repelled by it. In October, she glimpsed ‘the flat, cheap suburb’ of Gardenvale 

from the tram and imagined the father of one of the households coming home for the day 

‘wondering whether the grass has grown on the back lawn during his absence, or the children 

have rooted up his broad beans growing in neat rows in the back yard. He probably does not 

think he is happy. Probably he does not think of enquiring whether he is happy or not. He has 

not time to think of such things, he would probably say.’ She felt the residents of Gardenvale 

should take comfort from the ‘prospect of the hills’, but she suspected they took comfort from 

their red-tiled roofs instead.25  

 

 

Trips aside, Katharine herself was living a suburban existence in Armadale, even if temporarily, 

with Edith, Alan, and Beatrice in the last month of her pregnancy. ‘I always feel like a day 

when I[’ve] been home I want to go out and howl.’26 

On 29 March, she recorded in her notebook a strange waking dream about a mother 

who has just given birth. The ‘quiet of the valley of shadows’ still hung in the room, not that 

the mother or baby were near death so much as they had survived a dangerous passage. The 

 

 

23 Fitzpatrick, Pioneer Players, 122. 
24 “Australia II 1916”, notebook, KSPP, MS6201/2/2. 
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father entered the room and knelt at the bed, full of ‘reverence, tenderness, emotion’.27 Ahead 

of her sister giving birth, Katharine was experiencing both awe and anxiety.  

Beatrice gave birth to a daughter on 27 April and named her Katharine Beatrice, the 

first of several babies to be named after Katharine, although she was always known as Thea. 

In the first weeks, Beatrice was sick and Katharine took care of Thea. ‘Her fingers curled round 

mine and she clung to me, wailing and refusing to suck from ugly rubber-tipped bottle, instead 

of the rosy nipples of her mother.’28 Edith was worried the baby was growing too attached to 

Katharine and thought she should go away for a while once Beatrice was stronger.29 

 

 

In London on 1 March 1916, the medical board of the Wandsworth Hospital found that Hugo 

‘is still somewhat nervous and suffers from continuous headaches. In view of his meningitis 

the Board is of opinion that he should have extended leave.’30 Ruled unfit for any service for 

three months, he was sent back to Australia.  

On 20 June, he arrived in Melbourne on the train and sought Katharine out. ‘There were 

a few days of whirlwind love-making’, Katharine wrote, ‘from the moment Hugo arrived’.31 

Their time together was limited—Hugo had many functions to attend and toured regional 

Victoria.32 However, in the time they did have together in June and July, Katharine introduced 

him to her mother and brothers; Alan apparently told her she should marry him. ‘More deeply 

stirred than I had ever been, I cursed myself for letting Hugo go back to the battlefields with 

no more than the memory of kisses and our last passionate embrace. Was it the end of this brief 

madness? Would Hugo survive the war? Would he ever return to overwhelm me again?’33 

The posthumous revelation of Katharine’s relationship with Guido—which was still 

smouldering until at least November 1917—complicates her account of Hugo’s courtship in 

June and July 1916. Was she involved with them both at the same time or was her relationship 

with Guido on hold? Or could she be confusing aspects of this visit with Hugo’s 1918 visit?  

Whatever the case, with Reay waiting in London for her expected return in November 
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and a complicated relationship with Guido, Katharine was now torn in three directions.  

 



17. The Opal Fields: Lightning Ridge, NSW, 1916 
 

 

Now Katharine was famous, there was interest in her unpublished work. In March 1916, 

Melbourne newspaper the Age began serialising Windlestraws. A British firm, Holden & 

Hardingham, published it as a book later in the year, misspelling her name as ‘Pritchard’ on the 

cover and spine. A reviewer noted that the plot contrivances ‘show an ingenious indifference 

to probability, but they serve to stimulate the interest of those who only ask to be amused’.1 

The novel received several mixed reviews and was then forgotten forever, facilitated by 

Katharine herself mentioning it as little as possible. ‘Windlestraws proved to her that her heart 

could not be in a novel that was not about her own country.’2  

Katharine felt that her success with The Pioneers had ‘opened the door for more serious 

writing… Now I could devote myself to the literary work for which I had been paving the way 

for so long. I could write about Australia and the realities of life for the Australian people.’3 It 

was more than two years since she’d written The Pioneers. “Ti-Tree Notebook” suggests a new 

novel was finally germinating, with two pages headed, ‘Notes for political novel’, but the 

character sketch on these pages isn’t related to the published version of the novel she would 

spend the rest of the war working on—Black Opal (1921).4 

She decided the setting of her new novel would be the opal fields. She had visited the 

White Cliffs opal fields on a day trip from Tarella Station in 1905, and included a description 

of the settlement and its miners in “A City Girl in Central Australia” (1906). Since then, opal 

mining had taken off at Lightning Ridge, in northern New South Wales near the Queensland 

border, and it was now producing the most opal in Australia. The first step for her opal novel 

was to be a research trip to Lightning Ridge.  

Katharine’s two assignments as a governess had been de facto research trips for her 

writing. This trip to Lightning Ridge was the first formal one as a published novelist. Research 
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trips would become her signature method; among other adventures, she would stay at Turee 

Station in the Pilbara in 1926 for Coonardoo (1929) and tour with Wirth’s Circus in 1927 for 

Haxby’s Circus (1930).5 She wrote in 1938: ‘I prefer always to live among the people and the 

places I write of: use notes taken at the time, and try to discover the thoughts and reactions of 

people under my microscope to situations they have been through, or may have to encounter. 

The law of libel necessitates variations from the original, of course. Otherwise I am concerned 

to draw as I see.’6 The approach reflected her background as a journalist, seeking a story outside 

her own world and building the setting and characters from observation.  

Leaving for Lightning Ridge in early August, Katharine chose the isolated coastal route 

to reach Sydney. She travelled to the end of the eastern Victorian railway line at Orbost and 

then took a horse-drawn coach to Eden. The driver, Jack McAlister, was the son of South 

Gippsland pioneers; she was the only passenger. ‘Driving from dawn until sunset through the 

southern forests, seeing again the thronging columns of mountain ash and messmate, the 

tangled fern gullies, breathing the fragrance of sassafras and dogwood… made me feel as I 

were being newly baptized into Australia.’7 Transferring to a motor coach for the trip to Sydney, 

she was ‘unable to imagine anybody preferring to travel by motor-car when they could have 

had horses and a coachman like Mr McAlister’.8 

Katharine was only in Sydney briefly, visiting Mary Gilmore before taking a train 

north-west to the end of the line at Walgett.9 ‘So far this country lay from the chaos of war, no 

bombardment disturbed its remote horizons; yet, barren and desolate, it held its own tragedy. 

The bleached bones of drought-stricken bullocks glimmered beside the track.’10 She set off 

from Walgett on 31 August on all-night coach journey to Lightning Ridge, writing in her 

notebook:  

 I thought Death must be like this—a journey out at sunset, on an unknown road 

with an unknown driver. 

 But I loved it—the loneliness—the great unknown before me. The sky bright with 

stars—the dark trees. The keen air.11 

As they came into town before dawn ‘the white clayey soil gleamed in the starlight’.12 
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Lightning Ridge was ‘a lake of life in the country of wide plains’.13 There were about two 

hundred miners in 1916; at the time of the initial rush in 1908, there had been two thousand.14 

Despite Katharine feeling distant from the war, many miners had enlisted and the loss of the 

lucrative German market meant the value of opal mined in 1915 had fallen to less than a fifth 

of its 1914 value.15 

Katharine wrote that she was initially mistaken for a visiting prostitute and treated 

coldly by the pub owner, given a noisy room behind the bar. When she explained she was a 

writer, she was treated with much ‘courtesy and kindness’ by the miners on the Ridge: 

[T]he man I called Michael Brady in my story of the Ridge took me under his wing, 

and showed me every phase of work on the field. His was just the character I needed 

to write about… a man of the people, intellectual, humane, and deeply concerned to 

assert the rights and dignity of working men. He told me about the struggle of the 

opal gougers to maintain their independence, the fortunes some had wrested from the 

sun-baked earth, the years of hardships others had endured in their passion of their 

search for the precious red fires in black matrix which made Lightning Ridge opal 

the rarest in the world.16 

Katharine’s notebook is filled with sketches of the characters of the town, the specifics of opal 

mining, and descriptions of the landscape. When she left Lightning Ridge later in September, 

some of the miners gave her pieces of opal as farewell gifts.17 

 

 

As she had done with The Pioneers, Katharine wove the folklore of the town—renamed Fallen 

Star Ridge—into Black Opal. The year before her visit, two miners had found an unusually 

colourful opal of 500 carats nicknamed the ‘Empress of Australia’. Valued at ₤650, it was 

dropped and broken in three ‘when being looked at by an inquisitive stranger’.18 This incident, 

fresh in the minds of the miners, may have inspired the scene where Sophie drops Potch’s 

precious stone.19 In another story circulating the same month Katharine visited, ‘An American 

buyer visited the Ridge some time back, and made purchases at considerably advanced prices 

for this inferior opal. The miners were delighted, and prophesied that they would never see him 
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again. He came again quite recently and bought many thousands of pounds worth more.’20 In 

Black Opal, an American buyer, Dawe Armitage, is inconsistently said to be offering the best 

prices to the miners for opal and depicted as ripping them off. His son, John, threatens the 

Ridge’s way of life by proposing to buy up all the mining leases and turn the miners into 

employees, giving them a guaranteed income but depriving them of their independence and the 

possibility of making a fortune.  

Katharine wrote about Lightning Ridge through the lens of her emerging political 

convictions. The miners in Black Opal represent an idyll of working conditions:  

Ridge miners find happiness in the sense of being free men. They are satisfied in 

their own minds that it is not good for a man to work all day at any mechanical toil; 

to use himself, or allow anyone else to use him, like a working bullock. A man must 

have to time to think, leisure to enjoy being alive, they say… 

To a man, Ridge miners have decided against allowing any wealthy man, or body 

of wealthy men forming themselves into a company, to buy up the mines, put the men 

on a weekly wage, and work them, as the opal blocks at Chalk Cliffs had been 

worked.21 

Others had also noted the idyllic lives of the miners, with one newspaper correspondent putting 

it forward at the time of Katharine’s visit as an option for returned soldiers: ‘The opal miner’s 

life is anything but a hard one. He starts work out there at about 8am and in most cases, finishes 

for the day at 3pm, allowing himself about an hour for dinner and “smoko” during this time. 

The men live in huts built by themselves, and the land costs them nothing... It is a gamble, but 

the chances are all in the miners’ favour.’22 

When Katharine was finishing the first version of Black Opal in 1918, her political 

beliefs were still developing and the novel did not reflect orthodox communism. By the time 

the novel was serialised in 1936 in the socialist magazine, Women Today, she felt the need to 

explain that although the miners’ ‘Utopian experiment’ was bound to fail in a capitalist society, 

the ‘same spirit will lead us to a Soviet Australia when there is nation-wide organisation to 

support the workers in their control of industry’.23 

 

 

Black Opal is ‘set in an imprecise time, not quite up to the minute, and decidedly not nineteenth 
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century’.24 It makes no mention of the war, suggesting Katharine’s sense of distance from it 

during her stay at Lightning Ridge. After weeks in the back country of Australia hearing only 

snippets of news, when she returned to Melbourne the war came close to her again.  

 

 

24 Beasley, A Gallop of Fire, 39. 



18. The Omen: Melbourne, 1916 to 1917   
 

 

‘Early in September’, wrote a Sydney gossip editor after Katharine passed through the city, 

‘she returns to her home in Melbourne for a few weeks and will then proceed to London, where 

her work necessitates her presence.’1 However, things worked out nothing like Katharine 

planned. 

After Beatrice and baby Thea departed for Ceylon, Katharine ‘was settling down to 

write Black Opal when the blow fell I had been fearing for some time. Alan told me he wanted 

to volunteer for active service.’2 He had stayed home with widowed Edith for years while 

Katharine was overseas and now it was her turn. She still planned to return to London but 

Alan’s enlistment meant she ‘decided, under the circumstances to remain with her mother a 

few months longer’.3 

 

 

Alan went into training in the midst of an acrimonious public debate about conscription. On 30 

August 1916, while Katharine was travelling to Lightning Ridge, Labor prime minister Billy 

Hughes announced a referendum on the issue would be held on 26 October. He was pushing 

for conscription and yet leading a party in which many strongly opposed it. The previous 

December, the government had required all Australian men under forty-five years old to 

register whether they were willing to volunteer for military service and to explain any 

reluctance. Alan would have felt increasing pressure to enlist. 

Katharine wrote that she ‘was bewildered as to what was the right way to vote’.4 A 

couple of days before the referendum, she attended an anti-conscription meeting in the inner-

city suburb of Fitzroy, taking detailed notes, recording the speaker’s words and the atmosphere:  

[T]he Anti-Conscription Fellowship speaker arrived, the sweat poured down his 

face… he talked in a husky voice with an earnestness that shook his meagre frame… 

his breath reaching across the crowd as he talked in great gusto, a breath of beer with 

it & a shower of spray like fine rain… 

 ‘It’s the first time in the history of the world that a people have been asked to vote 

themselves into conscription. In every other country it has been forced on the 
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workers. But this—the passing of the Referendum—will mean that the democracy 

will put the shackles on itself. It’s like breaking into Hell & staying there.’ 

 And over all the clear night sky, thick with stars, the warm still night… These 

same stars gazing down on the battlefields of the Marne & Somme. What battles are 

waging there—& here?5 

Guido, Nettie, and Vance were all strongly opposed to conscription.6 Yet Katharine also 

had influences pushing her in the other direction. Eight years earlier, in peace time, she’d 

written the opinion piece vehemently supporting compulsory military training. Hugo publicly 

supported the ‘yes’ campaign.7 She had a brother training for the front; the influence of Reay; 

and a number of patriotic friends to balance out the ‘antis’—including the journalist Masie 

Maxwell, her replacement at the Herald who later wrote in the second referendum campaign 

that every woman must ask:  

 ‘Shall I vote Yes and save my country, or vote No and play into the hands of 

Germany?’ 

 Maybe it will not be easy for her to arrive at a decision. The pacifists, shirkers, 

Sinn Feiners, socialists, and all the rest of that brigade will see to that. They will play 

upon the emotional side of her nature and bring forward fantastical arguments which 

they feel will appeal to her sentiment, and give her a distorted perspective.8 

As much as anyone, Katharine was torn between the two sides. Eventually, she came to 

a decision. ‘If recruits were needed, I thought, they would help to bring the war to an end, so 

with considerable misgivings I voted for them to be sent.’9 There were many reasons for her to 

do so, but it is still a shock to find her voting for conscription less than three years before the 

Australian intelligence agency opened a file on her as a dangerous radical. Looking back in 

Child of the Hurricane, Katharine complained about government and press censorship of the 

‘no’ campaign—yet she voted ‘yes’ with full, firsthand knowledge of the arguments put 

forward against conscription.  

In voting ‘yes’ she was in the minority—the conscription referendum was narrowly 

defeated. 

 

 

In November, the month Windlestraws was published, Hilda and Louis left for New York, 

where Louis hoped to have his plays produced. The day they departed, ‘several inky wayfarers 
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wished the Esson literary couple bon voyage at Spencer-street station… Mr and Mrs Vance 

Palmer will take shelter in the Essons’ shack at Emerald while the intellectual couple are facing 

the blizzards in New York.’10 

 It was a tumultuous time for Katharine. The week after Hilda left, Edith’s sister, 

Christina, died; she had been one of the influential aunts shaping Katharine’s life.11 Then, on 

16 December, Alan embarked for France.12 

As the ship pulled out from the wharf I knew that I would never see that loved face 

again: the grey-blue eyes with their intelligence and courage, their quizzical smile, 

and the finely-cut mouth round which lurked the sensitive tenderness of his 

disposition. A passion of grief swept me. I cried then, as I still do, when I think of 

those last moments when I lost sight of Alan. My tears would not stop flowing.13 

In the midst of this, there are signs Katharine had turned back to Guido only to learn he 

was involved with someone else. On 19 December, three days after Alan left, she wrote in her 

notebook:  

Once upon a time the damsel who thought she was heart-broken, took to a 

graceful decline, languished & wept, & nowadays a girl whose love affair goes 

wrong, whose beloved leaves her in the lurch so to speak buys a tonic & back into 

her work, whether it be typing or running a bonnet shop.  

Some men are licensed to retail undiluted essences of hell—& they do it to the 

best of their ability. They are a danger to society, public nuisances. They ought to be 

locked up. 

* 

One drink’s one’s own tears—but tears are a poor drink. They increase thirst—

and are bad for the digestion.  

* 

I want to swim in you—as one swims in a lake. Drown in you… It is only in the 

merging of souls that lovers become immortal—one flesh.14  

In the aftermath of the referendum victory, Guido had fallen for a poet named Lesbia 

Keogh, now better known by her later married name, Harford. Katharine may have already 

known her; Lesbia had been friends with Nettie since 1907.15 Guido and Lesbia grew close in 

late 1916 working together on an organising committee for a proposed new journal, a review 

of politics, literature, and arts. The journal never came about but ‘what did eventuate from these 

meetings’, wrote Guido, ‘was our intimate friendship’.16 Lesbia lived with a heart-condition 

that was expected to kill her by thirty. Now twenty-five, she was living intensely. She 
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completed a law degree in December 1916, but had joined the Industrial Workers of the World 

(IWW) and was working in a clothing factory out of solidarity with the working class. She 

introduced Guido to Percy Laidler, the Melbourne IWW leader and manager of Andrade’s 

Bookshop, a meeting place for radicals. 17 Guido wrote that it was Lesbia ‘above all who helped 

me to find my way right into the revolutionary working-class movement’.18 

If Katharine’s words on 19 December are in response to learning of Guido’s 

unfaithfulness, she forgave him. Guido seems to have remained involved with both Katharine 

and Lesbia all through 1917, with probably neither Katharine nor Lesbia fully aware of the 

situation. Guido visited Emerald with each of them, writing of Lesbia, ‘I well remember one 

Saturday in 1917, when this remarkable woman, despite her bad heart, insisted on our climbing 

a steep hill in the Dandenong Ranges, proceeding at the same time both to stir my mind deeply 

& to set my imagination on fire.’19 

In May 1917, Nettie was dangerously sick with septicaemia after the birth of her second 

child.20 While Nettie was in hospital, Katharine sublet the Emerald cottage from the Palmers 

for three weeks. She wrote to Nettie from Emerald while she was there. ‘I am loving every 

minute of my time here... I love going further into the wilderness with an axe in the morning 

and wheeling home a barrow-load.’ She added as a ‘by the way—although it is no by the way 

at all’: 

Guido came to see me on Monday. We had all Tuesday together & he caught the train 

back on Wednesday… The party was indiscrete, dear, but innocent to a degree—and 

I cannot tell you what it meant to us both. Mother would have hysterics if she heard 

of it—so this information is just for you dear. We had two perfect blue days 

wandering about the hills. I am better in mind and body than I have been for a very 

long time.21 

It is Katharine’s only known direct acknowledgement of her romance with Guido. What was 

the ‘degree’ of ‘innocence’ in their relationship? Guido is said to have suddenly married for the 

first time seven months later because the woman, Toby, ‘refused to go to bed with me unless I 

did’; presumably, Katharine and Lesbia ‘had been less resistant to his charm’.22 And yet, for 
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some reason, there was a degree of innocence between Guido and Katharine on those days in 

May 1917. 

 

 

Guido’s big project in 1917 was to help establish the Victorian Labor College. The activist Bill 

Earsman was the initiator and he recruited Guido to both join the organising committee and 

teach.23 The constitution stated, ‘The object of the College shall be to equip the workers of 

Victoria… the point of view of teachers shall be frankly working class, and the aim of the 

College shall be to enable working men and working women to serve their class.’24 

Katharine’s lack of a degree was a wound she still carried. Now, in 1917, it may have 

helped her to identify with the working classes cut off from tertiary education. In June, she 

wrote to the college committee asking if she could take classes even though she was not a 

member of a trade union. The committee accepted her application and the next meeting minuted 

her as the first student to be enrolled in the college.25 Her enrolment was the most radical 

political step of her life so far. She was renouncing the middle-class she had been born into and 

asking the working class to adopt her as an honorary member. It came only seven months after 

she had voted for conscription. Guido’s influence was one factor in her radicalisation, but there 

were many others. 

The Australian political landscape shifted dramatically after the first conscription 

referendum. In November 1916, prime minister Billy Hughes and thirty other pro-conscription 

government members split with the Labor Party over the issue. In May 1917, Hughes and these 

pro-conscription defectors won the federal election as part of a new centre-right party, the 

Nationalist Party of Australia.26 Presumably, Katharine’s vote remained with the decimated 

Australian Labor Party, which now held a clear anti-conscription position. There was an 

atmosphere of class division and turmoil in Melbourne. Cost of living pressures led to food 

riots. The Great Strike began in New South Wales in August and was affecting 20,000 workers 

in Melbourne by September, up to a half of them actually on strike while the other half were 
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stood down as industry ground to a halt.27 

 Katharine’s view of the war was shifting for other reasons too. On one occasion, she 

had lunch with ‘a prominent politician’, possibly the premier, Alexander Peacock, whom she 

had been associating with the previous year. He boasted that when conscription was voted in 

at the next referendum, the trade unionists would be put in the frontline trenches. ‘The remark 

opened my eyes to the intrigue behind the conscription campaign.’ She came to believe 

conscription was an attempt by war profiteers to break the power of the unions so that workers 

would accept poor conditions.28 

 Hugo was writing to her from Palestine of the ‘war-weariness and disillusionment’ of 

many soldiers. As the censor, he passed his own letters and so she learned more of what was 

happening than was officially reported.29 After two months at the front, he was wounded in the 

Second Battle of Gaza on 19 April 1917 and his brother, Ric, was killed.30 The death of Ric 

was another devastating blow to Hugo, already struggling to cope with his war experiences. ‘I 

could write little to assuage his sorrow’, Katharine remembered.31 

 Katharine’s brother Alan was also writing to her. He reached France on 4 June 1917, 

meaning his first letters from the front probably arrived in late July. He gave Katharine some 

idea of his life in the trenches—the mud, the shelling, the lack of sleep, the friends he’d seen 

killed.32  

A key event in Katharine’s radicalisation in 1917 was her quasi-religious experience of 

a political ‘omen’: 

Walking into the city, across Prince’s Bridge one evening, I saw the first posters 

proclaiming the revolution in Russia. It had happened. The dream of the exiles I had 

met in Paris, so long ago, had come true. There was a gash of gold in the cloudy sky. 

Everything was suffused in golden light. In a daze of excitement and rejoicing, it 

seemed this was an omen for the future… I lost no time buying and studying all the 

books of these writers [Marx and Engels] available in Melbourne. Discussion with 

Christian [Jollie Smith], [Bill] Earsman and [Guido] Baracchi confirmed my 

impression that these theories provided the only logical basis that I had come across 

for the reorganization of our social system.33 

In an earlier account of the experience, Katharine wrote that ‘until then… I had not heard of 
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Karl Marx or Communism’.34 This seems incredible from someone who had been weighing up 

guild socialism and other radical ideas years earlier, but before 1917, Marxism was just one 

theory among many shaping the numerous movements opposed to capitalism.35 

There were two revolutions in Russia in 1917. If the bridge experience is dated to the 

February Revolution—March 1917 in the modern calendar—it could have been one of the 

catalysts leading her to enrol at the Victorian Labor College in June. In the February 

Revolution, a series of strikes begun on International Women’s Day shut down the Russian city 

of Petrograd and led to the abdication of the Tsar. A reformist Provisional Government came to 

power. When Katharine heard of these events, it would have brought to mind the Russians she 

met in 1908 whose dream was the overthrow of the Tsar. 

 As news reached Australia of the February Revolution, there was excitement in radical 

circles. The Age reported that on Sunday 25 March a group of Russians met on the banks of 

the Yarra under a red flag, rejoicing over the revolution.36 Perhaps Katharine saw them there as 

she crossed Prince’s Bridge, if not at the time of her omen then on another crossing. An 

Australian workers’ newspaper declared: ‘The Russian revolution, which has created such a 

wonderful sensation throughout the world, is literally a triumph for the countless number of 

noble men and women who for very many years have devoted every energy they possessed to 

the liberation of their glorious country.’37 For Katharine it may have been the moment she 

became convinced the answer to society’s problems lay not in reform but revolution.  

Another influence on Katharine in this phase of her radicalism was the Industrial 

Workers of the World (IWW). Often known by the nickname the ‘Wobblies’, the IWW came 

out of the USA labour movement and the first Australian group was formed in Sydney in 1907; 

a Melbourne group was not formed until 1915.38 The movement attracted those on the left 

disillusioned by the compromises the Australian Labor Party had made to win elections. The 

IWW opposed parliamentary politics and arbitration courts setting wages, and instead called 

for direct action, with all the workers uniting to seize control of their industry. Instead of 

dividing into unions according to different trades, the workers would unite across an entire 

industry and ultimately form One Big Union.39 Opposed to militarism, the IWW was also 
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protesting the war and twelve IWW leaders were arrested in Sydney in September 1916 and 

dubiously convicted of various offences, including arson and treason. Then, in December 1916, 

the federal government passed legislation banning the organisation. The prosecutions of IWW 

members stepped up in mid-1917, just as Katharine was radicalised.40   

As Lesbia pulled Guido into the IWW circle, his theoretical interests seem to have 

turned to syndicalism, a theory which had shaped the movement.41 ‘Some of my friends’, 

Katharine wrote, ‘argued that syndicalism offered a more effective approach to the problems 

of industrial exploitation and poverty than guild socialism. I was myself more attracted to 

syndicalism.’42 It was probably in the aftermath of the Bolshevik Revolution in November 1917 

that she read the key syndicalist text, Georges Sorel’s book Reflections of Violence (1908).43 

Sorel advocated workers staging a general strike to seize power in violent revolution. 

 The first term of the Victorian Labor College began at Unity Hall in the city on 9 July 

1917. Guido Baracchi taught economics, on Tuesday evenings from 8pm to 9pm, ‘A course of 

lectures on economic theories from 1750 to the present day, with special reference to theories 

bearing on the emancipation of the workers. The course will give a general survey of the 

development of economic thought in modern times, besides serving as a guide to what may be 

usefully read or rejected.’44 The historical approach Guido took to economics in 1917 contrasts 

with his narrowly Marxist approach when he was teaching it again in 1928. Later Guido was 

to remember that he had ‘gone a fair way toward orthodox Marxism’ in 1917, but he—and 

Katharine—may not have been as far along as they remembered.45 The course did not 

culminate in Marxist theory, but instead offered several Marxist approaches as part of ‘the 

dissenters’; this section was followed by more recent theories.46 It’s even likely that Guido 

didn’t give his lecture on Marx and the dissenters at all that year. The last four weeks of the 

second term were cancelled so that everyone involved with the college could use all their 

energy for the ‘no’ campaign in the second conscription referendum.47 At the end of the year, 

Guido spoke not on Karl Marx but Georges Sorel’s syndicalism at the Victorian Socialist 
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Party’s Sunday evening meeting.48 

 Katharine, Guido, and the other Australian radicals who would form the Communist 

Party of Australia in 1920 were inspired by the success of Russia’s Bolsheviks in the second 

revolution of November 1917. However, the ideology of the Australian radicals wasn’t settled 

yet. For several years they were still drawn to syndicalism and the IWW, which was re-created 

by Guido and others in 1918 as the International Industrial Workers to circumvent the IWW’s 

illegality.49 The IWW wanted power directly in the hands of the workers while the Bolsheviks 

believed temporary control by the revolutionaries was necessary ‘to crush capitalist resistance’ 

and ‘confiscate capitalist property’ before turning power over to the working class.50 When 

historian Ian Turner interviewed Katharine in 1960, he commented that her 1919 pamphlet The 

New Order still showed the influence of syndicalism in its emphasis on industrial unionism and 

the strike. She agreed that she held a more syndicalist approach ‘until the collapse of the Italian 

syndicates after the war’, at which time she ‘accepted the communist idea of the importance of 

political action’.51 She seems to be referring to events in 1921, which dates her full conversion 

to communism later than her own official account.  

Katharine’s time at the college was a formal phase of her political education after years 

of eclectic personal reading. It put her in the midst of radical circles at a time of revolutionary 

urgency—the horrors of the war in Europe, the hope of a new order in Russia, and, at home, a 

government pushing for conscription and suppressing dissenters like the IWW.  

 

 

Some time in 1917, Katharine and Edith had moved with a maid named Ethel to a ‘dreary’ two-

storey house at 900 Malvern Road, still in Armadale. Katharine and her mother lived in shared 

anxiety for Alan at the front as they clashed over Katharine’s bohemian and radical 

tendencies.52 ‘She was shocked to find that I had learnt to smoke while I was in England, and 

used to pull down blinds over the windows for fear neighbours would see me light a cigarette. 

Then, one day, when I had a frantic headache and no cigarettes, she trotted off and returned in 
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triumph with a packet.’53 They argued about sex education, conscription, and communism. 

Though Edith sometimes asked, theatrically, how she came to have such a child, she began to 

accept that ‘the old ways and ideas’ would not work for Katharine.54 

 Katharine had spent all the money from the Hodder and Stoughton prize and she was 

now making a precarious living writing stories while also working on Black Opal. In a letter to 

Nettie in May she asked if she could delay paying rent for the Emerald cottage as ‘these damned 

papers owe me £12 at this minute’.55 The effects of the war are depicted rather sentimentally 

in these stories. Although the lightweight six-part serial, “Granny Peace” (Everylady’s Journal, 

1917-1918), is set in the idyllic apple orchards of Sunny Creek, the romances and small 

intrigues of the Peace family and other locals are affected by anxiety for loved ones fighting at 

the front and the pressure on men to enlist. In December’s “Danny Niel”, published in the 

Australasian, the title character is a town drunk mistaken for Father Christmas by a little girl 

whose father has been killed in the war. Danny turns his life around in order to bring presents 

for the girl and her brother. It’s a heart-warming story, probably written before October when 

the first of two deaths shook Katharine. 

 

 

Katharine’s close friend, Sumner Locke, was the first of the deaths. Sumner had married 

Corporal Henry Logan Elliott in Sydney at the end of 1916.56 After breaking off her long 

engagement to Ernest Ewart, she impulsively married Elliott, who had just enlisted, before he 

was posted overseas. ‘He was the fun-loving dreamer, the free spirit, and the embodiment of 

irresponsibility: the complete antithesis of the serious, dutiful Ernest Ewart… His own flawed 

life—his drinking and his shiftlessness—were part of his attraction. Like Sumner Locke, he 

flaunted all the rules.’57  

Less than two months after they married, Elliott—in Sumner’s words her ‘beautiful ten 

minutes husband’—left Sydney for the front.58 In that time, Sumner had fallen pregnant. She 

went ahead with a trip she had already booked to the USA to gather experiences for a future 
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novel and meet with her publisher.59  

She came back to Australia in August and was admitted soon after to the Laurels Private 

Hospital, gravely ill with eclampsia. Her baby was ten days overdue when he was finally born 

on 17 October 1917. Late that night, Sumner’s sister Lily sent a telegram to their other sisters 

in Victoria saying that ‘Putty arrived this afternoon, splendid boy, eight pounds. Everything 

satisfactory.’ Sumner was dead by the time the sisters received it the following morning.60 

 In a tribute to Sumner, Katharine quoted from Sumner’s last letter to her. ‘I’m a whole 

heap alone. And I don’t like it. I’ve never been sick and alone before… Since last week I’ve 

done a yarn and a war poem in bed, and that helps some… I’ve got big splendid hopes of my 

desert novel for next year. I got so much colour in Arizona, and it ought to go easy.’ Sumner 

counselled, ‘Kathy, go slow! Run chickens and books but don’t get downhearted dearest.’ At 

the end of the letter was a note from Lily saying, ‘We have laid her to rest among the gums and 

wildflowers of Illawarra, which she loved so much.’61  

It was the first time a close friend of Katharine’s had died. She wrote, ‘The shock and 

grief of that announcement make it almost impossible to write. That sun-shiny personality not 

here any longer? Sumner not laughing and talking somewhere? It is unbelievable.’ 62 

 In November, Katharine wrote to newspapers as honorary secretary of the Sumner 

Locke Memorial, calling for donations from friends and admirers of Sumner’s work to establish 

a permanent memorial.63 Katharine’s original idea ‘was to plant an Australian tree on the bank 

of the Yarra, to form, perhaps, the opening of a memorial avenue to Australians who in their 

lifetime had contributed something of value to the art and literature of their country’.64 

However, it proved impossible and the eventual form the memorial took was a slim collection 

of Sumner’s poetry in 1921, entitled In Memoriam: Sumner Locke. The proceeds from sales 

were used for the benefit of her son, Sumner Locke Elliott. He was being raised by his aunt 

and Katharine continued to send money from the fund until its closure in 1930.65 

Katharine’s ‘ending’ for Sumner in which Sumner introduced Katharine to her 
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masterpiece, a son, had a strange fulfilment. Living much longer than his mother, Sumner 

Locke Elliott would go on to have the kind of career she dreamed of as the successful author 

of ten novels, acclaimed in both Australia and his adopted home of the United States. In a 

number of the characters he created he was to give ‘fictional life to the mother he never knew, 

an act of creation based on his aunts’ family memories and on a handful of letters, photographs, 

and memorabilia that survive’.66 

 

  

On 7 November 1917, just as the Bolshevik Revolution brought a communist government to 

power in Russia, prime minister Billy Hughes announced a second conscription referendum. 

Katharine remembered, ‘I had no doubt by this time where I stood, and offered my services to 

the campaign directors’.67  

Fifty years after the defeat of the conscription referenda, a committee set out to compile 

an honour roll of Victorian ‘people and organisations active in the anti-conscription campaigns 

of 1916 and/or 1917’. An initial list was widely circulated in Victorian union and radical circles 

and additions, confirmations, and corrections requested; it grew from four hundred names to 

seven hundred. Guido Baracchi was on it, as were Nettie and Vance Palmer. Louis Esson was 

raised as a ‘possible’ in one version. Yet Katharine Susannah Prichard was missing. She was 

not the only member of her circle notable by their absence—Christian Jollie Smith was 

nowhere to be found either. But given Katharine’s high profile, it would be strange if she was 

heavily involved in the campaign and no-one consulted remembered it.68 

 Katharine was probably only involved in the last week or two of the campaign, spending 

the rest of the period in Pyramid Hill, a town in the Victorian goldfields, housekeeping for her 

brother Nigel at his request. Nigel’s wife, Vera, had returned to her hometown of Geelong to 

give birth while, as one of the few doctors in the district, Nigel continued with his practice.69 

It seems an unlikely thing for Katharine to agree to do as a woman with egalitarian convictions, 

busy with writing and classes. But as well as feeling a sense of family obligation, perhaps she 

wanted to escape her mother or Guido for a time.  

 Vera gave birth to a daughter on 23 November, Katharine’s second niece, and it would 
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have been some time after that when Vera returned to Pyramid Hill.70 So it was probably from 

the isolation of Pyramid Hill that Katharine wrote a heartbroken unsent letter to Guido on 20 

November, a double-sided page of which survives, sitting loosely in one of her notebooks. 

 I’ve been reading some of your old letters today & I’m full to the brim with the 

spirit of them. A silly thing to do, but I longed so to read again some wonderful things 

you have said to me. I wonder do you still mean them. I wish you could tell me 

whether I may read them—as if you still meant them. I say to myself—‘he asked you 

to have faith’. And not to have faith when there is least cause to is so small-minded. 

And yet, it is hard isn’t it, to have faith under the circumstances. Am I still to have 

faith? I mean that you are so indifferent, so careless of me.  

 You say in some of these old letters—that there are only two things you ask of 

life—& one is that your life may not be ‘devoid of me’—I wonder do you still mean 

that. It’s mean to throw a man’s old letters up at him, I know. But I don’t mean it that 

way. It’s only if I may still hold them & feel that these are as true now as when you 

wrote.  

 I ask only those two things of life too. The first I have always been striving to—

the second has grown with my love of you. And now I feel as if you were wanting to 

be ‘devoid of’ me. Why? Have you found that it is not with you as you thought? Are 

you disappointed in me? Is it just that with all the others to be seduced, I must be put 

to one side because I consent to be put there? I’m all middle-class female! If I went 

on a rampage & blacked your eyes for philandering with other women would you 

have more respect for me? I believe you would. I could do it but I don’t because your 

will in the matter is the law. You don’t will it. And so I try to do the thing you want 

me to do—that’s to go on with my own life as best I can.71 

 Katharine returned to Melbourne and did what she could for the anti-conscription 

campaign. She wrote an article which a newspaper editor refused to publish. Then she was 

asked to speak at an open-air meeting, and ‘there was a dreadful scene with Mother’, who felt 

like she was refusing to send help to Alan. As it turned out, she didn’t speak that night; the 

meeting was ‘broken up by a gang of hooligans and drunken soldiers’.72 At a street meeting 

alongside Bill Earsman on 18 December 1917, she gave a speech titled, “People of Australia, 

think for yourselves!”. Her arguments against conscription were nationalistic and class-based. 

‘Members of the Government seem to think it a disgrace for people to declare themselves 

Australian above all things.’ She called conscription, in this period of the war, ‘anti-Australian’, 

as the country was threatened by Japan and the goal of the conservative government was ‘cheap 

labour and a spiritless working class; they are out after the bones of our industrial organizations, 

although they wear the sheep’s-clothing of patriotism dyed the Imperial Purple’.73 

It was only the second speech she had ever given, the first being the talk at the Primrose 

League in England. It wasn’t reported by the newspapers or even remembered by the anti-
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conscription jubilee committee. And yet it was Katharine’s most public act of radicalism so far 

and a harbinger of the role she was to adopt as an outspoken communist.  

‘As I was not an impressive speaker’, she wrote, ‘there were no more requests for me 

to address meetings.’74 The referendum was just two days later, so the short amount of time is 

probably the real reason she wasn’t asked to speak again. Yet her own sense of her lack of 

power as a speaker and her fear in the unsent letter that she was too middle-class could have 

been felt in reaction to her rival, Lesbia. Guido wrote of Lesbia’s role in the same campaign: 

after speaking against conscription night after night at street corners, her exhausted 

heart & throat finally landed her in a Melbourne hospital. After a day or two here, 

she declared herself well enough to go home, but was sternly forbidden to do so. 

However, she bribed a maid to bring her clothes &… silently stole away, only to 

break her silence the very next night from a soap-box.75 

In activist circles there can be an implicit competitiveness over who is the most radical. Lesbia, 

the law graduate working in a factory and sneaking out of hospital to stand on a soap-box, 

would have been difficult to beat.   

On 13 December a telegram came advising that Alan had been wounded in his left arm 

and back.76 He could still write, apparently, and the Argus reported that ‘hope was entertained 

of his recovery’.77 During that last week of conscription campaigning, Katharine prepared her 

speech full of worry for her brother.  

 The referendum was held on Thursday 20 December and conscription was defeated for 

a second time. That night, Guido held a ‘grand party’. Vance was there, and got so drunk that 

instead of returning to Emerald, he slept on Guido’s bed with his boots still on.78 It’s unknown 

whether Katharine was at the party. Nettie wrote in her diary the next day, ‘Went into the post 

office & heard rumours that noes were winning. Incredible! The Argus confirms it absolutely. 

The incomplete lists make a “no” majority of 160,000. Vance came back at night, very jubilant, 

after a wild night in town.’79 

 The day after the referendum, there was a knock on the door of Edith and Katharine’s 

house:  

Mother saw my face when I opened the yellow telegram. Her bedroom was opposite 

the front door. As she lay in bed, she heard me open the door and take the telegram 

from the small boy who brought it. There was no need to tell her what I read on that 
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scrap of paper. Her broken cry told me she knew. I fell into her arms, pressed against 

the soft bosom that had been a place of comfort in many distresses. But there was no 

consolation for either of us now. Mother rolled about in the turbulence of her grief, 

distraught and moaning: ‘Oh God, how can I bear it? My boy! My boy!’80 

Alan had been wounded by a bomb on 2 December and transferred to No. 2 Casualty 

Clearing Station, Le Veau. Despite the initial hope of recovery, ‘the injury to the spine had 

caused paralysis, followed by pneumonia’ and he died on 12 December, nine days before 

Katharine and Edith received the second telegram.81 

 The breeze died down at sunset that day, the Argus reported on the same page as an 

article on Alan’s death, and it was a humid, oppressive evening.82 Just a few days before 

Christmas, Katharine and Edith were grieving in the summer heat, their scattered family hit by 

a second tragedy a decade after Tom’s death. 

‘I liked Alan so much’, Hilda wrote to Nettie when she heard the news. ‘We grew up 

together, and had many experiences, good and bad, together, that his death was a terrible shock. 

It seemed one of those unnecessary catastrophes. For Kattie it will be terrible because she loves 

so intensely, and grieves so fiercely, that it is too much for her to bear.’83 

Later, Katharine or Edith wrote to Reay in London, seeking his help to arrange 

photographs of the grave. It was noted on Alan’s military record, ‘3 photographs of Grave 

sent… to Lieut. Col. W. T. Reay (for Relatives)’.84 Alan’s effects were eventually put on board 

the Barunga to be sent back to Edith. However, the ship was torpedoed by a German submarine 

on 15 July 1918 and everything of his was lost at sea.85  
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19. Retreat: Emerald, Victoria, 1918   
 

 

Katharine didn’t depict the Great War directly in her fiction of the 1920s and 1930s. There are 

several returned soldiers—notably Greg, the shell-shocked husband in Intimate Strangers 

(1937), a significant psychological portrait of the lingering effects of the war—but that is all. 

She was not alone: ‘It is as if a whole generation of writers by tacit agreement declined to 

incorporate the Great War into their imaginative fiction.’1 Katharine and other Australian 

writers may not have had enough distance yet. The communities she wrote about in those 

years—the timber workers of Working Bullocks (1926), the cattle station in Coonardoo (1929), 

the touring troupe of Haxby’s Circus (1930)—had a similar sense of timeless isolation from 

world events as the miners of Lightning Ridge in Black Opal (1921). She only came to write 

directly about the Great War late in her career in Golden Miles (1948), the second volume of 

the goldfields trilogy. 

The protagonist of Golden Miles, Sally Gough, was born on 25 April like Katharine’s 

mother, Edith. After Gallipoli, Sally’s birthday is filled with ‘sadness and mourning for her, 

and for hundreds of mothers throughout Australia’.2 Sally has two sons in the war; one, Lal, is 

killed, and the other, Dick, is shattered by his experience. Sally’s response to Lal’s death echoes 

Katharine’s response to Alan’s death. ‘But it was no earthly use to curse and wail: she must be 

calm, she told herself. She must think about this scourge which afflicted humanity: find out 

whether there was anything in what Charles O’Reilly, Dinny, and Tom were saying—that this 

war could be stopped, and the outbreak of future wars prevented.’3 Sally moves from voting 

‘yes’ in the first conscription referendum to ‘no’ in the second one; she also develops new 

sympathy for the convictions of her communist son, Tom.  

 Although set in the 1950s, Katharine’s final novel, Subtle Flame (1967), also 

fictionalises aspects of Katharine’s political conversion during the Great War. In a 

psychologically intriguing union, the protagonist, David Evans, has elements not only of 
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Katharine but also of her father, Tom, and her lover, Reay.4 Unsubtly echoing Reay’s position 

at the Herald and the Weekly Times, David is the editor and general manager of the Daily 

Dispatch and the Weekly Budget. Like Tom Prichard, David has two daughters and two sons—

one of the daughters a committed political activist, the other quite conventional; one son a 

doctor and the other dying in a futile war. The novel begins with David learning of the death 

of that son, Rob, in the Korean War. It causes such a crisis of his worldview that he resigns 

from his job. On a retreat to read and think in a shack in the bush, he is converted to the cause 

of peace: 

He was simply a man who had become conscious of a colossal confidence trick 

worked on the people: a sane man, in his time, concerned to look squarely at his own 

life; and the lives of men and women who made the population of this country. They 

had become like a mob of sheep rounded up by the press, the churches and big 

business, which doped and betrayed them to the shambles of war.5 

David embarks on a one-man crusade to stir the apathetic masses to action. His activist 

daughter, Myff, guides him into using his journalistic skills for good: ‘He could use that 

“brilliant ironical style” of his more effectively. Not find himself limited and leg-ironed by the 

policy of a newspaper. He would make a name for himself as an independent writer of courage: 

turn out special articles exposing political skulduggery, religious hypocrisy, economic 

chicanery.’6 It’s as if in fiction Katharine found a chance to give her father another chapter, 

erasing his suicide and redeeming him politically. 

 In life, Katharine had already radicalised before Alan’s death. Yet coming in the midst 

of that intense conversion, Alan’s death became a crucial part of it. The Russian revolutions 

had given her hope for a better society; Alan’s death made her feel just how appalling the 

present one was. In 1918 she retreated to the cottage in the bush of Emerald to finish writing 

Black Opal, to read Karl Marx, and to ‘absorb some of the vigour and beauty of the earth as an 

anodyne to realization of the woes of the world’.7 

 

 

Vance Palmer’s unexpected reaction to the anti-conscription victory was to announce that he 
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was enlisting. Later, Vance suggested that if he hadn’t enlisted, he’d have been left feeling he’d 

missed out on something of great significance.8 On 7 January 1918, Nettie recorded in her diary 

that Katharine visited them in Emerald:  

She had come up to persuade V not to enlist & she showed him some of her brother 

Alan’s letters from Flanders, where he was killed last month. Says ‘no man can hope 

to get through it’. Also gravest belief that Australians have not only the most 

dangerous work but the heaviest. None of these sufficient reasons to keep a man from 

enlisting! Katharine very sweet & kind: also very broken down about her brother. She 

wouldn’t stay.9 

With Vance enlisting the Palmers would be moving out of the cottage—which the owner had 

also put up for sale—and were on the lookout for someone to take over the lease.  

 Guido was meant to visit the Palmers at midday on Thursday 17 January. Vance walked 

to the railway station with toddler, Aileen, to meet him, but he wasn’t there. Instead, he’d sent 

a note dated Tuesday saying he would be delayed as he was ‘committing a rash & extreme act’ 

at 2am on Thursday morning in Upwey.10 The Palmers knew what he meant; Upwey was where 

their mutual friend, Reverend Frederick Sinclaire, minister of the Free Religious Fellowship, 

lived. ‘Passed a horrid afternoon’, Nettie wrote in her diary, ‘wondering precisely who was his 

wife.’11 Was Nettie upset that Guido hadn’t married Katharine, or was she worrying that he 

might have? It’s unknown why the ceremony was at 2am, but it adds to the bizarreness of the 

sudden marriage.12  

 Guido walked eleven kilometres from Upwey and arrived at the Palmers’ cottage at six 

o’clock in the evening without his new wife, who’d already returned to Melbourne. She was 

Kathleen Tobin—known as Katrina or Toby—and working as a pantomime chorister. The 

Labor Call newspaper reported, derisively: ‘Guido Baracchi, the plutocratic socialist… has 

acquired a wife in the pleasing person of Katrina Tobin, a decorative feature of the Aladdin 

panto chorus.’13 

Guido returned to Melbourne the next day, Friday, on an evening train; Katharine 

arrived soon after, narrowly missing him. She seemed frenzied to Nettie, full of thoughts about 

the Wobblies after talking to Percy Laidler at Andrade’s Bookshop. On Saturday, Nettie and 
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Katharine walked into town in the hot afternoon; when they returned, Katharine refused to rest. 

She was finally ‘finished by an atrocious headache (back of head) & collapsed till evening. Sat 

outside & K said her illness had decided her that she needed a rest in the country & would take 

the house & perhaps buy it. Talked plans of her novels & stories.’14  

Nettie didn’t connect Guido’s impulsive marriage to Katharine’s collapse, but it would 

have been a shocking thing for Katharine to learn when she arrived. Marriage had seemed so 

far from Guido’s intentions when she was with him. It was only two months earlier that she’d 

written the unsent letter asking if she should still have faith in him. She had her definitive 

answer now.  

Katharine and Nettie—as well as everyone else—would have been wondering why 

Guido married Toby. Betty Roland, Guido’s later partner, wondered years later, and actually 

asked him; it was then she said he gave the candid answer that Toby would only go to bed with 

him if he did.15 

On 25 January, Katharine moved in with a vanload of furniture and the Palmers moved 

out to live with Nettie’s aunt.16 

 

 

The Emerald cottage—home to the Essons and then the Palmers—was now Katharine’s.  

It was a train ride of three hours from the city to Emerald, the forty-six kilometre 

journey made slower by a transfer to a narrow-gauge line at Fern Tree Gully and the steep 

climb through dense ferns from there to Emerald.17 The village had ‘less than thirty houses, a 

few stores, a wine bar, a blacksmith, and a police station’.18 Two kilometres down the road, the 

cottage stood at the end of a driveway of wattles on eight hectares of bush. The land had been 

cleared by a pioneer family, the Charmans, forty years earlier, but the trees had regrown and 

the eucalypts were now more than seven metres high. The cottage had been built in 1908 for 

Rose Charman and even though she had only lived in it less than a year before she married and 

moved out, it’s still known by her name today. ‘It had a sitting room, kitchen, two bedrooms 

and a makeshift laundry on the back verandah. A primitive wood stove cooked the food and 

 

 

14 Nettie Palmer’s diary, PP, MS1174. 
15 Roland, Devious Being, 25. 
16 Nettie Palmer’s diary, PP, MS1174. 
17 Prahran Chronicle, 6 April 1918, 5; Larkins, The Book of the Dandenongs, 107. 
18 Larkins, The Book of the Dandenongs, 137. 
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boiled the water for bathing.’19 

  David’s retreat to the bush in Subtle Flame after the death of his son in the war seems 

to reflect Katharine’s quiet months in Emerald: 

The cottage, no more than a wooden shack, stared over the clearing, the blank 

eyes of its windows glazed with sunshine. Under a clump of wattle saplings breaking 

into blossom, David was lying on an old possumskin rug, books and papers scattered 

beside him. But he was not reading. He had been lying for an hour or more, soaking 

in the sunshine, song of the birds, silvery-grey of the wattles and darkness of trees in 

the forest…  

David remembered how distraught he had been for the first few days. The quiet, 

the loneliness and emptiness of that time had driven him almost crazy. He was so 

accustomed to working at high pressure… to the din of traffic in the streets, the surge 

of the city all round spurring and driving him, that he felt lost in this isolation, a 

silence stirred only by the twittering and calling of birds, or wind in the tree. 

‘At night, sprawled before a log fire’, he read poems and political pamphlets and spent time 

thinking ‘as he had never done before. The trouble and pain of the last few months brushed 

aside, still lurked at the back of his mind.’20  

  

 

Edith didn’t like Katharine living in Emerald alone and sometimes came to stay with her for a 

week at a time.21 Katharine remembered the two of them sitting by the fire one cold evening, 

Edith working on a lace cushion while Katharine read Karl Marx’s Capital. Edith told her to 

put down that ‘dry old book’ and give her head a rest. It wasn’t dry at all, Katharine replied and 

read her an excerpt about working conditions for women and children in English mines and 

factories. Her mother’s sewing stopped and she said, ‘I’d no idea there was ever such a terrible 

state of things.’22  

In April, Edith inherited Alan’s estate valued at ₤1354, half real estate and the other half 

a life-insurance payout.23 With the money, Edith bought the Emerald cottage in July, perhaps 

as an inducement for Katharine to remain in Victoria with her rather than returning to London.24 

Nettie came to stay with Katharine at Emerald in September. Katharine was ‘sweating 

and groaning under the last chapters of her novel [Black Opal] which will have to be two 

 

 

19 Ibid., 133. 
20 Subtle Flame, 34. 
21 Hurricane, 250. 
22 In the placing of the anecdote, Katharine implies this occurred in the Armadale house rather than at Emerald. 

Ibid. 
23 Alan Rochead Hubert Prichard, Probate and Administration Files, PROV, VPRS 28/P0003 unit 795, item 

155/783. 
24 Historical Search Statement, Land Victoria, Volume 03319 Folio 767. 
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volumes long. I do my whole duty by avoiding her all day long, though we talk by the fire at 

night.’25 

In a 1961 letter to Nettie’s younger daughter, Helen, Katharine related an incident which 

she dated to about 1918:  

 It happened soon after I returned from England. I had written some stray verses, 

The Earth Lover & Other Verses & not knowing what to think of them sent them to 

Hilda & Louis. They passed them to Vance & Nettie. None of them were impressed 

by the verse—in fact rather damning. So I put them aside.  

 When I went to see Nettie & Vance at Emerald, there was O’Dowd over by the 

mantelpiece & you & Aileen—lovely children—Aileen about three, & you just 

toddling—evidently brought up to regard O’Dowd & poets generally with veneration.  

 Aileen exclaimed eagerly, ‘Katharine poet? Katharine poet?’ 

 I said (under the disapproval of my critics) ‘No, Katharine not poet’! 

 Aileen burst into tears & c[oul]d not be consoled until she answered that 

‘Katharine might be a poet someday’.  

 I remember that lovely little face, all tears, & the sunshiny smiles breaking 

through.26 

Despite Katharine’s success as a fiction writer, she craved acclaim for her poetry, something 

neither the Palmers nor Essons could honestly offer. When she said she wasn’t a poet, the 

Palmers and their friend Bernard O’Dowd probably thought she was just being perceptive about 

where her literary gifts didn’t lie.  

The Earth Lover and Other Verses wasn’t published until 1932 in a limited edition of 

seventy-five hand-numbered copies. She dedicated it to Hugo, obscuring the origins of the 

poems, many of which developed out of her notebooks of anguish over Guido, replete with 

references to the ti-trees of January 1916. The collection follows an arc, beginning with several 

poems professing joy in ‘the beloved’ only for it to turn to heartbreak. In “Love Philtre” she 

described in detail a love potion which would either win him over or demonstrate for sure that 

he was untrue. She addressed the ‘whilom’ (i.e. former) lover in another poem. It was a 

farewell:  

I have washed your feet with my tears, 

my love; 

and dried them with my hair. 

  

But you are not Jesus, my love, 

you are only my love; 

and I wonder if ever a god above, 

or anywhere on the earth, my love, 

would have failed to notice these things 

 

 

25 Nettie Palmer to Furnley Maurice [Frank Wilmot], 19 September 1918, in Letters of Vance and Nettie Palmer, 

1915-1963, ed. Vivian Smith, 9. Smith incorrectly dates this letter to 1919. 
26 KSP to Helen Palmer, 26 January 1961, Helen Palmer Papers, NLA, MS6083/Box 25. 
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and gone on his way whistling rag-time.27 

  The poem after this is “For Alan”, evoking her ongoing grief at her brother’s death—

‘No fruits are sweet now / The flowers are done’. Yet the second stanza of the short poem 

tempers the present struggle with a sustaining hope:  

My way is like this way 

  Which goes through the hills— 

A rough path—it seems to ascend, ascend:  

  But I know it will come to the sea, 

And long day end.  

 The Earth Lover and Other Verses is more strongly felt than Clovelly Verses (1913) and 

has some striking imagery and moments of illumination. Katharine was developing as a poet, 

even if she had not come far enough to impress the Palmers or the Essons. It seems she was so 

sensitive about her poetry that their lack of enthusiasm was a major reason she stopped writing 

it.  

 

 

Katharine had her life worked out in 1918. Now her brother was dead, her mother needed her 

more and she gave up her plans to return to London. She probably expected things to continue 

as they were for years to come, her time split between her mother’s house in suburban 

Melbourne where she had a workroom with a piano and the rustic Emerald cottage she loved. 

She had found time and space to write. She could stay connected to the literary and political 

bustle of Melbourne while maintaining a necessary distance from it in Emerald.  

 But just as things seemed to have settled into this pattern, Hugo was writing to her from 

Egypt. They now had a shared grief in the deaths of their brothers in the war. His letters were 

growing more passionate and urgent. He wasn’t going to leave her alone. In September, he 

cabled to tell her he was coming to see her.28 

 

 

 

27 The story of the sinful woman washing Jesus’s feet with her tears and drying them with her hair is found in 

Luke 7:36-39. 
28 Hurricane, 251. 



20. Armistice: Emerald and Melbourne, 1918 to 1919   
 

 

In December 1917, as Alan Prichard lay dying in France and the second conscription 

referendum was held in Australia, Hugo and the 10th Light Horse were part of the Allied forces 

which captured Jerusalem from the Turks. Always one to focus on horses, when asked about 

the sites he had seen in the ancient city, he ‘said he inspected King Solomon’s stable in the 

temple area, where 3,000 horses could be accommodated underground’.1 He was not well after 

Jerusalem. A tapeworm infestation was bad enough to put him in hospital in January 1918. It 

recurred in April and he was back in hospital for a week. In July, he spent seven weeks in 

hospital with malaria. The AIF decided to send him back to Australia to recover and help 

recruitment.2 He left Cairo on 4 September 1918 aboard the Suffolk, bound for Melbourne. 

‘Cable followed cable’, wrote Katharine, ‘from every port on his journey.’3 

He arrived in Melbourne on 17 October and came to see her at her mother’s house in 

Armadale. ‘I still felt afraid to commit myself where Hugo was concerned. But when… he 

stood at the foot of the stairs, a tall, masterful figure in uniform—returned from the maelstrom 

of war—my irresolution vanished. He held out his arms, and I walked down the stairs into 

them.’4 

He had decided he wanted to marry Katharine and he came to her at just the moment 

she was willing to be wooed. A few ecstatic weeks of courtship followed. She would keep 

looking back on them for the rest of her life. ‘He was really a deliriously exciting and romantic 

lover… Such a gallant, striking figure he made as he strode through the streets. If we dined in 

town, I could hear the whispers going round, “Throssell, VC,” and the crowds collected to 

cheer as we passed.’5 His celebrity had endured longer than hers; a mythology had grown up 

around him and other Victoria Cross recipients as exemplars of the Anzac hero. The Age 

reported that year that he was ‘seven feet in height’ and ‘holds the distinction of being the tallest 

man in the Australian army’ when he was actually five feet ten inches or one-hundred and 

 

 

1 Register, 6 December 1918, 4. 
2 Hospital report, 19 December 1918, HTRP, NAA, PP645/1, M5273, 41-42. 
3 Hurricane, 251. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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seventy-eight centimetres.6 

If Katharine’s irresolution ‘vanished’ the instant she saw him, she still felt there were 

obstacles to their marriage—politics being one. ‘I told Hugo my political beliefs and he 

accepted them with me.’7 It was a stunning conversion for the son of a conservative politician 

but he was an impulsive man in love with Katharine and ready to be excited about whatever 

she was excited about. It was common enough to change religious denominations and become 

a Roman Catholic or an Anglican or a Baptist in order to marry; he could have seen a political 

conversion as an analogous compromise. Having lived through so much horror, Katharine’s 

claims of war-profiteering and the lives lost in the interests of the capitalists must have rung 

true for him. Over the next year, his political convictions would grow aligned with hers to the 

point that on 19 July 1919, at a Peace Day event in his home town of Northam, he declared that 

the war had made him a socialist. ‘If we do not want war’, he said that day, ‘we must change 

the system of production for profit, and organise, not for the benefit of a few people, but of the 

community as a whole.’8 

Katharine’s other obstacle was the promise she’d made to Reay that she would never 

marry. She took seriously his threat to shoot himself. When she told Hugo about it, he refused 

to accept it as a reason and told her he’d ‘kidnap’ her if he needed to.9 He might have been the 

first person she’d told about Reay’s manipulative threat. It had been three years since she’d 

seen Reay and in that time she had distanced herself from him emotionally and sexually with 

Guido and now Hugo. She sent Reay a telegram declaring that she was marrying Hugo. ‘There 

was no disastrous repercussion… a promise was broken, but no fatal shot fired.’10 She was 

finally free of ‘the vines of a possessive passion’ that had bound her for a decade.11 

They decided they would marry once the war had finished. Hugo asked her what kind 

of engagement ring she wanted. She said she would rather have butterflies. ‘Some brilliant 

Queensland butterflies were being sold in the shops, and I had been hankering after possessing 

 

 

6 Age, 16 September 1918, 4; Hugo Vivian Hope Throssell, Military Record, NAA, series B2455, 5. 
7 Hurricane, 251. 
8 Goomalling-Dowerin Mail, 25 July 1919, 1.  
9 Hurricane, 217. Katharine dates this conversation to Hugo’s visit in 1916, but it seems unlikely they were 

seriously contemplating marriage then. 
10 Ibid., 252. 
11 Typescript of Child of the Hurricane, KSPP, MS6201/8/8, 5. 
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a cork-lined case of them.’12 

After many Allied victories over the Central Powers through October, in November 

there were rumours an armistice was about to be signed. In Melbourne on 6 November, ‘great 

enthusiasm marked the meeting of citizens held at the Town Hall… to celebrate the capitulation 

of Turkey and of Austria’. Hugo was noted as one of the Anzac heroes in the audience.13  

In Victoria on Monday 11 November ‘the feeling that the great news was near at hand 

pervaded all sections of the community and a strong desire to be ready to celebrate in a fitting 

manner was evident’. Shops were selling as many flags and as much ribbon as they could stock. 

Then, in the evening, ‘the glad news that the German delegation had signed the armistice terms 

spread like wildfire. It reached the country almost as quickly as the more distant suburbs, and 

it kindled a blaze of feeling such as the State has never before known. Everywhere there was 

joy—deep unrestrained heartfelt joy.’14 

Katharine and Hugo had spent the day at Emerald ‘and were walking to the train at 

twilight, when flares lit up the distant hills’. 

Hugo gazed at them, a strange expression on his face. So moved and silent, he was, 

as flare after flare cast a yellow light across the sky… His arms folded round me. 

‘The war’s over’, he said. ‘Those are armistice rockets. We can be married now. I 

won’t have to go away again.’15 

They told Edith they were marrying. She was thrilled but also horrified by the lack of 

an engagement ring and Katharine’s insistence she didn’t want a church wedding. Hugo bought 

Katharine both the butterflies and an engagement ring of Western Australian pearl set with 

diamonds.16 ‘Despite her stern philosophic disapproval of jewellery as a symbol of class, she 

treasured it.’17 On the ceremony, Katharine wouldn’t budge. ‘I warned him and Mother that I 

could be married at the Registrar’s office, or not at all.’ When Edith protested, Katharine 

threatened to live with him without being married at all. ‘Terrified’ Katharine would follow 

through with that, Edith said she would be satisfied with the registry wedding.18  

 

 

12 Hurricane, 251. 
13 Argus, 7 November 1918, 5. 
14 Argus, 12 November 1918, 6. 
15 Hurricane, 252. 
16 Ibid., 251. 
17 Throssell, My Father’s Son, 67. 
18 Hurricane, 252. 
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Soon after her engagement Katharine finished writing Black Opal.19 The machinations of 

Sophie’s complex love-life continue to the end of Black Opal. She is still in love with the station 

heir, Arthur Henty, even though he is now married. Despite her feelings for Arthur, she decides 

to marry the devoted, reliable opal miner, Potch, saying to him ‘I’m afraid of [Arthur]…of the 

power of my love for him… and there’s no future that way. With you there is a future… You 

know I do care for you too, Potch dear, and I want to have the sort of life that keeps a woman 

faithful... to mend your clothes [and] cook your meals.’20 Returning to the couple after their 

marriage, Katharine wrote, ‘The days had been long and peaceful since they were living 

together, an anodyne to Sophie, soothing all the restless turmoil of her soul and body… She 

believed her life had found its haven; that if she kept in tune with the fundamentals of love and 

service, she could maintain a consciousness of peace and rightness with the world.’21 Yet there 

is a further twist. Arthur comes to Sophie, desperate, and begs her to run away with him. When 

she refuses, he shoots himself. In a tribute to Arthur, Sophie rides his horse to his funeral. 

Leaving the cemetery, she starts singing for the first time since she lost her voice in America. 

‘The notes of Sophie’s singing, with its undying tenderness triumphing over life and death, 

flowed.’ The novel ends with Sophie and Potch riding through Lightning Ridge. ‘In 

everybody’s mind was the enthusiasm of a new endeavour.’22 The nature of the ‘new 

endeavour’ is vague in the novel; it seems to be spilling over from Katharine’s new found sense 

of political purpose in her own life.  

The original manuscript—now lost—was the length of two standard novels at about 

160,000 words. She felt confident about it. When, in 1919, someone compared her to Jack 

London and Walt Whitman, Katharine wrote to Nettie that ‘Black Opal is the only book which 

so far would give me any claim to be spoken of with them.’23 

 Katharine submitted Black Opal to Hodder and Stoughton in London, the publisher of 

 

 

19 Punch, 12 December 1918, 36. 
20 Black Opal, 1921, 256. 
21 Ibid., 266. 
22 Ibid., 318. 
23 KSP to Nettie Palmer, September 1919, PP, MS1174/1/2240. 
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The Pioneers (1915). They wrote back in mid-1919, wanting her to drastically cut the length 

by 50,000 words and alter two of the main characters. ‘I told them to “go to hell”—or words 

to that effect.’ Yet she then realised that the ‘propaganda would go further’ if she made the cut, 

even if the novel ‘loses from a literary point of view’. Despite partially following Hodder and 

Stoughton’s advice, she still resolved to never send another manuscript to them, the publisher 

who had made her famous. ‘It’s a waste of time to send to a firm who suggests alteration of 

characters, for all the world like requiring the grandfather in [Charles Dickens’] The Curiosity 

Shop to fall in love with, and marry Little Nell, in the last chapter.’24 The novel would 

eventually find another British publisher, Heinemann, appearing at the end of 1921, five years 

after her second novel, Windlestraws.  

 

 

Another probable refraction of Katharine and Hugo’s marriage is found in her play, Bid Me To 

Love, written in 1927 but only produced and published posthumously in the 1970s. Ric 

Throssell notes that the setting ‘was unmistakably the verandah at Greenmount’ where 

Katharine and Hugo were living in the 1920s.25 In the play, the husband, Greg, tells his wife, 

Louise, ‘Of all the trophies I ever won for running, swimming or boxing, I’m proudest of you, 

darling. Did it in record time too, didn’t I?’26 In Child of the Hurricane, Katharine depicted 

only her wedding as unconventional, giving no hint the terms of the marriage itself were also 

unconventional. In Bid Me To Love, Louise discusses her marriage with an old flame who 

happens to be visiting, a writer named Woodbridge:  

LOUISE: When we were married, I said to Greg: ‘If I don’t like it, married life, don’t 

expect me to stick it, will you? And if you don’t like it, I won’t expect you to stick it, 

either’. 

WOODBRIDGE: Not a point of view he was accustomed to, I should think.  

LOUISE: Greg has been a very well brought up young man. It was rather a shock to 

him, but— 

WOODBRIDGE: He got used to it.  

LOUISE: I believe really, the success of our marriage has been due to… a sense of 

its impermanence. (Frowning slightly) I’ve said: ‘If ever there’s anyone you care for 

more than me, Greg, I’ll make way. We’ll be good friends. Only tell me.’27 

 

 

24 KSP to Nettie Palmer, August 1919, PP, MS1174/1/2206. 
25 Wild Weeds, 84. 
26 Brumby Innes and Bid Me to Love, 7. 
27 Ibid., 10. 
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Louise goes on to tell Woodbridge that ‘physical fidelity doesn’t mean as much to me as 

psychological fidelity’.28 Even though these are characters in a play, it’s possible there’s more 

insight into Katharine and Hugo’s marriage in Bid Me To Love, written in the midst of it, than 

in the ostensibly autobiographical account in Child of the Hurricane, written when Hugo was 

long dead and the years of their marriage had become an idyll in Katharine’s own mythology.  

 

 

On 4 December 1918, Katharine’s thirty-fifth birthday, she and Hugo publicly announced their 

engagement.29 One columnist commented: 

Despite his experience of the horrors of war on Gallipoli and in Jerusalem, Capt. 

Throssell does not take either life or himself too seriously, and if there is any truth in 

the theory that those marriages are happiest in which the parties are of opposite 

temperaments, this particular match should prove a conspicuous success, for Miss 

Prichard is earnest and rather serious-minded.30 

Making a slightly different point about their compatibility, Guido’s partner Betty Roland would 

ask years later how Katharine came to marry a ‘swarthy’, ‘virile’ war hero, when they had so 

little in common.31 If Roland had known Katharine better—or her fiction—she might have 

understood that Hugo was the kind of macho, outdoors man Katharine was attracted to; his 

antecedent was Alfred ‘Redbeard’ Quin, whom she had a crush on in 1906 at Tarella Station.  

 Katharine would always insist, though, that she and Hugo also had an intellectual 

connection. In 1950 she wrote to her son Ric:  

My Jimmy had a wonderful brain, that was never properly appreciated by his family, 

or even given a chance when he was young. Everybody seemed to live in the shadow 

of the old man [Hugo’s father, George Throssell]. Jim could have been & done 

anything, as far as his mental ability was concerned, I’m convinced. But they all 

treated him as a good sport & a playboy. Damn them! Never understood his great 

qualities. He’d never have married your mother if he hadn’t appreciated the 

intellectual things of life. He did: we had great times reading & discussing books, & 

always his points of view showed a clear & rigorous brain, capable of sound 

judgement.32 

In Katharine’s mind, she saw a side of Hugo no-one else recognised.  

 

 

28 Ibid., 11. 
29 The announcement does not appear in the family notices for the major Melbourne newspapers that day, but a 

Sydney newspaper, perhaps relying on a telegram from a friend of Katharine or Hugo’s, carries the news dated 4 

December. Sun (Sydney), 4 December 1918, 7. 
30 Punch, 12 December 1918, 36. 
31 Caviar for Breakfast, 9. 
32 26 February 1950, RTP, MS8071/186. 
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 Another newspaper profile reporting their engagement gave a hint of Katharine’s 

growing radicalism. In addition to mentioning her enthusiastic reporting of reform movements 

in Britain, it noted, ‘This Australian writer has made a special study of the economic conditions 

both in Great Britain and on the continent, and has always manifested considerable interest in 

industrial affairs.’33 Katharine had written for socialist Rudolf Broda’s journal a decade earlier, 

had been mixing in radical circles ever since, was the first student of the Victorian Labor 

College, and had made a speech at a street meeting against conscription—yet none of these 

were well-known facts. Instead, this profile—carried in at least five newspapers across 

Queensland, Victoria, South Australia, and Western Australia—was the first clue for the general 

public that the author best known for the spirited but benign novel, The Pioneers, had strong 

political interests.34 

 

 

The day after the announcement, Hugo left on the train for Perth to spend a month with family. 

He and Katharine had been together for just six weeks. Stopping over in Adelaide on the way, 

he was asked about his future movements and he ‘said that after his visit to his old home in 

Western Australia he would probably return and settle in Victoria’.35 

In his first week in Perth, he was sent to the Army General Hospital in Fremantle for a 

medical assessment. The malarial symptoms had returned the previous month; he was suffering 

shivering fits and heavy sweats. The doctors declared him permanently unfit for general service 

and granted him a fifty percent disability pension on the basis of his malaria, with the 

expectation that he would be fully recovered in a year. The part-pension was to begin after his 

discharge on 13 February 1919.36  

‘Out of work’, Hugo declared to a reporter, ‘but never so pleased to lose a job in my 

life.’37 The question of employment—something at thirty-four he had yet to properly resolve—

 

 

33  Gippsland Farmers’ Journal, 13 December 1918, 1. 
34 Amongst newspapers digitised by National Library of Australia, it also appears in Daily News (Perth), 18 

December 1918, 3;  Darling Downs Gazette, 17 December 1918, 3; Observer, 21 December 1918, 27; and 

Register, 14 December 1918, 8. 
35 Register, 6 December 1918, 4. 
36 Hospital report, 19 December 1918, HTRP, NAA, PP645/1, M5273, 41-42. 
37 West Australian, 16 December 1918, 7. 
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was weighing on his mind. While returning from the front in September, a repatriation form 

asked what occupation he desired to follow after discharge. He responded, ‘Undecided’.38 He 

was still on that voyage when he was encouraged to stand as an independent candidate for the 

federal by-election in the seat of Swan.39 His nomination was handed in on the last morning, 

only to be withdrawn just before the deadline.40 He was a celebrity son of a politician, beloved 

by the merchant and pastoralist classes he had been born into and yet also, as a war hero, by 

the working class. Despite his lack of interest in politics, he might have won the by-election. 

His reasons for withdrawing are unknown. Perhaps he was too focused on wooing Katharine 

or perhaps his heart was never in the nomination in the first place. 

A job offer came while he was in Perth. It was as the soldier’s representative on the 

board of the land settlement scheme for soldiers, a full-time position paying a reasonable salary 

of ₤300 per year. The scheme granted loans to returned soldiers to set themselves up in farming. 

Hugo’s job would involve assessing soldiers’ applications and recommending how much the 

state-owned Agricultural Bank should loan successful applicants.41 He had accepted the job by 

the time he left Perth on 16 January.42 There’s no record of the long-distance negotiations with 

Katharine, if there were any. According to Nettie, he had only taken the job for a year, which 

may have made Katharine feel able to leave her mother without any sons or daughters in 

Melbourne. Katharine ‘approves of this job a good deal’, Nettie wrote, ‘because Jimmy does 

know land & he’ll do his best for the soldiers’.43 

 

 

Hugo arrived back in Melbourne on 22 January 1919. He had less than a week to prepare for 

the wedding and he only bought Katharine’s ring on the day itself. It was an eighteen-carat ring 

purchased from a jeweller on Collins Street, the same street as the registry office.44 At thirty 

shillings, Hugo’s choice was neither a cheap option nor an expensive one.45 

 

 

38 HTRP, NAA, PP645/1, M5273, 47. 
39 West Australian, 3 October 1918, 9. 
40 Bunbury Herald, 5 October 1918, 5. 
41 West Australian, 19 February 1919, 7. 
42 Register, 21 January 1919, 6. 
43 Nettie Palmer to Vance Palmer, 25-28 January 1919, PP, MS1174/1/2025. 
44 Receipt [loose], “Scrapbook kept by H.V.H. Throssell 1903-1912 [sic]”,s SLWA, PR5678. 
45 Daily Mail (Brisbane), 2 February 1919, 5.  
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 Katharine and Hugo were married on 28 January 1919, a Tuesday. Monday had been 

the Foundation Day public holiday—as Australia Day was then known—and in Melbourne 

many spent the day ‘at the Australian Natives’ Association fete, in the fern gullies or hills, at 

the races or by the sea… In all the parks and gardens round the city and suburbs youngsters 

and their guardians frolicked to their hearts’ content.’46 But the Tuesday of Katharine and 

Hugo’s wedding was a day of crisis for the city. The Spanish influenza pandemic had been 

spreading through the world since mid-1918. Until now Australia had been clear. A few days 

earlier, a soldier in Sydney—who had travelled from Melbourne—had been diagnosed with the 

disease. It quickly spread to others at the Sydney quarantine station. On the morning of the 

twenty-eighth, the results of several autopsies in Melbourne showed they had died of the same 

pneumonic influenza found in the infected patients in the Sydney quarantine station. At 4:30pm 

on the day of Hugo and Katharine’s wedding, Victoria was declared infected and traffic into 

South Australia, a state not yet infected, was stopped. All theatres and schools in Melbourne 

were closed.47 The epidemic cast a shadow over Australia for months. When Katharine and 

Hugo arrived in Fremantle in March, federal regulations required them to report to a doctor for 

surveillance for three days.48 They may have been treated cautiously by Western Australians; 

across Australia, ‘people shunned outsiders and interstate visitors, fearing they were a potential 

source of infection’. The epidemic lasted till August, killing about fifteen thousand Australians 

in all—half of them aged in their twenties and thirties—and millions around the world.49 

A newspaper article from the period reported that registry marriages cost £2 4s 6d and 

‘the ceremony can be performed in twenty minutes, provided everything is in order, without 

fuss or ostentation. These unceremonious weddings are becoming increasingly popular.’50 The 

witnesses were Katharine’s brother, Nigel, her mother, Edith, and Hugo’s sister and brother-in-

law, Ada and Frederick Constable. Katharine still gave her occupation as ‘journalist’, three 

years since she had worked as one. Her age was reduced by a year to thirty-four, matching 

Hugo’s.  

 

 

46 Age, 28 January 1919, 5. 
47 Argus, 29 January 1919, 7. 
48 West Australian, 7 March 1919, 7; West Australian, 15 March 1919, 8. 
49 Curson and McCracken, “An Australian Perspective”; Curson and McCracken, “Flu Downunder.” 
50 Daily News (Perth), 24 January 1922, 3. 
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They held a small reception at Edith’s house in Armadale. ‘Aunt Lil decked the house 

with branches of magnolia from her garden… The perfume of the big moon-white blooms was 

everywhere.’ Katharine’s friend, composer Henry Tate, ‘played the suite he had composed in 

honour of my marriage’.51 It’s not recorded who made speeches. Possibly Nigel, the 

conservative doctor, would have; he and Katharine never understood each other but he would 

have approved of her marriage. He might have joked, seriously, about Hugo being a good 

influence on Katharine, straightening out the strange ideas which had filled her head during the 

war.  

Edith gave Katharine the deeds to the Emerald cottage as a wedding gift. The transfer 

officially occurred on 28 February, during the couple’s honeymoon.52 Nigel and Beatrice do 

not seem to have received anything from Alan’s estate. Both of them were financially stable; 

perhaps Edith had heard that Hugo was carrying debt from his farm and wanted to provide 

Katharine with some security.  

 On the day of the wedding, Nettie was writing to Vance, who was still serving with the 

AIF in Britain. ‘Katharine’s marriage is taking place just about this minute… I think she & 

Jimmy Throssell are going to be happy… Katharine’s married life shows signs of being more 

orderly & better “found” than she thought.’53 Nettie had a cold and, fearing the influenza 

outbreak, was staying home that Tuesday rather than heading into the city, as planned, for 

something unspecified. She did not mention being invited to the wedding ceremony or the 

reception. Possibly Nettie did not make Katharine’s shortlist of closest friends for the small 

reception. 

 After the reception, Katharine and Hugo ‘drove away into the hills’.54  

  

 

Katharine and Hugo’s honeymoon in Emerald lasted all of February. The single surviving 

memento is a grocery receipt from the Emerald Corner Store, dated 1 February 1919. Their 

 

 

51 Hurricane, 252. Lil Williams had been the closest of Katharine’s aunts and the last to see Tom Prichard alive. 

She died at the end of that year aged fifty-eight. Argus, 22 December 1919, 1. 
52 Historical Search Statement, Land Victoria, Volume 03319 Folio 767. 
53 Nettie Palmer to Vance Palmer, 25-28 January 1919, PP, MS1174/1/2025. 
54 Hurricane, 252. 
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honeymoon fare was simple: bread, butter, rice, curry powder, apples, and Beefine (‘the 

original fluid beef’, an advertisement from the time proclaimed, is ‘more economical than 

meat’ and ‘makes delightful sandwiches in a moment’). Hugo kept it in his scrapbook, perhaps 

by chance or perhaps because it was one of the first documents to bear the name of the new 

‘Mrs Throssell’.55 

‘She is never Mrs Hugo Throssell’, wrote Betty Roland, ‘always Katharine Susannah 

Prichard, poet, playwright, novelist… never a mere wife. It must be very difficult for him.’56 

Yet Roland was wrong; after her marriage, Katharine went by the name ‘Mrs Hugo Throssell’ 

socially and even had a calling card with the name on it.57 She maintained her maiden name 

only as her literary identity. Even though the Freewoman Discussion Circle would have 

encouraged her to keep her own name in every sphere of life, gender issues had long been 

secondary for Katharine. As if to compensate for the radical political position Hugo took to 

marry her, she embraced a degree of conventional domesticity in her marriage and would be 

‘as proud of her cupboards of jams and preserves as any good farmer’s wife’.58  

 Katharine and Hugo would have been glad to be out of the influenza-ridden city, but 

after days of hot temperatures, bush fires broke out around Emerald and were at their worst on 

2 February. ‘Several dwellings had narrow escapes from destruction.’59 For Katharine and 

Hugo, the fires were ‘the only disturbing element of the honeymoon’, a newspaper later 

reported. The fires ‘raged around with fierce and frightening intensity. Trees fell, and the 

wicked cracklings caused by the leaping flames were only too much in evidence.’60  

Sixteen years earlier, Katharine had written “Bush Fires”, the winning entry in the New 

Idea love story competition. In that story, a stockman named Angus was lying drunk in a hut 

in the bush in the midst of fires when his estranged lover, Kath’rin’, came riding in to rescue 

him. Reunited, they embrace and, even though the fires will soon kill them, ‘life seemed all 

 

 

55 Receipt [loose], “Scrapbook kept by H.V.H. Throssell 1903-1912 [sic]”, SLWA, PR5678; Advertisement for 

Beefine, Age, 7 April 1919, 4.  
56 Caviar for Breakfast, 9; Although Roland presents her memoir as a diary written contemporaneously with 

events described, the original diaries have never been located. Sparrow, “Baracchi, Roland,” 143, endnote 28. 
57 KSPP, MS6201/10/14. 
58 Throssell, Wild Weeds, 40. 
59 Argus, 4 February 1919, 6. 
60 Western Mail, 21 March 1919, 34 
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fair now—a flower-strewn meadow, sunlit, winding tranquilly into Eternity’.61 The deaths 

aside, elements of Katharine and Hugo’s honeymoon—idyllic love in the hut in a bush in the 

midst of bushfires—were a neatly literal fulfilment of the naïve love story she’d written as a 

teenager. The success of that story had encouraged her at a critical point and made her resolve 

that ‘I must know more about bushfires, love, and the country beyond our ranges’.62 As it turned 

out, she learnt of the three elements in reverse order, finally completing them with her 

experience of a bushfire on her honeymoon. 

  

 

On 28 February 1919, Nettie and Christian came to say goodbye to Katharine at her mother’s 

house; a berth had opened up on a ship and Katharine and Hugo were leaving for Western 

Australia sooner than expected. ‘We found Katharine in her study’, wrote Nettie, 

tearing up mounds of old letters & she made us stay while she tore & tore & chattered. 

She seems well & rested & also quite comfortably mistress of her fate—and charming 

& young too, of course. When she took me to her room & showed me half-packed 

trunks of trousseaux things—sets of things sent her by her Ceylon sister, prodigiously 

beautiful & others made by her relatives here—I was astounded to find myself 

suddenly envious to the point of passion!63 

The letters Katharine tore up probably included those of Reay and Guido; she was making a 

new start.  

 On 3 March, Katharine and Hugo left Melbourne on board the Somali.64 Katharine 

probably still expected she would be coming back one day to live in her home city. She never 

did; she would only ever return to Melbourne as a visitor.  

 She is rarely remembered as a Melbourne writer, despite living there for much of her 

early life. One reason is that she only ever wrote about the city in her final, largely unread 

novel, Subtle Flame (1967). She described writing Subtle Flame as if it was a literal trip to 

Melbourne: ‘For the setting of this story I left my spiritual home in the West, and went to 

Melbourne and the Dandenong Ranges, well known to me as a girl.’65 Despite calling the West 

 

 

61 “Bush Fires,” 498. 
62 Hurricane, 69. 
63 Nettie Palmer to Vance Palmer, 1 March 1919, PP, MS1174/1/2065. 
64 Age, 4 March 1919, 4. 
65 “Some Perceptions,” 241. 
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her ‘spiritual home’, the fond way Katharine evoked the Melbourne of her youth in the novel 

suggests it also had some claim to that title. Critic Jack Beasley notes that even though the 

novel is ostensibly set in the 1950s, the Melbourne it depicts is that of a much earlier period.66 

As the main character, David, forsakes his comfortable existence to embark on an idealistic 

campaign for peace, ‘A stirring of pride and love for the city, and all that it held of human 

energy, swept him.’ 

Thought of the city’s history surged. He could see it as a ramshackle settlement of 

canvas and wattle and daub huts during the early days of pioneering and the gold 

rush, when bullock waggons and horse-drawn drays ploughed the streets: chase its 

growth though boisterous prosperity of the land boom, the chaos of economic 

collapse: follow its gradual resurrection and the renaissance of civic pride, until now 

Melbourne was being advertised to tourists as ‘The Queen City of the South’: a 

modern city vaunting its order, cleanliness and culture, its university, National 

Gallery, public libraries, hospitals and theatres, tree-planted streets and gardens.67 

Katharine’s Melbourne years took her from Queen’s Victoria jubilee in 1887 to 

Armistice in 1918. Her life would have been very different if she had grown up in Launceston 

or Levuka. As significant as stints in the outback and London were to Katharine’s development, 

it was Melbourne and its people that shaped her more than any other place. There were her 

parents, old Melburnians, pioneers who brought her up with some of the optimism of the 

Marvellous Melbourne boom days they had known in their childhood and youth. With the new 

century, Katharine came of age in a city with a sense of its place in history, the capital of a new 

nation at work defining what it meant to be Australian. Conversely, the depression which clung 

to Tom through the 1890s and beyond reflected the long economic gloom of the city itself. 

Then there was her ambitious circle of school friends, Hilda, Nettie, and Christian, all of them 

breaking through gender barriers; she was to keep up friendships with all three of them for the 

rest of their lives. As disappointed as Katharine was by her lack of a degree, the educational 

opportunities she did have were crucial: the influence of the poet principal, J. B. O’Hara, at 

South Melbourne College, the evening classes with Walter Murdoch at Melbourne University, 

and the things she learned as the first student of the Victorian Labor College. She also furthered 

her literary formation informally at the Victorian Public Library, Cole’s Book Arcade, the 

Australian Literature Society, and the Melbourne Literary Society. Significantly, Melbourne 

 

 

66 A Gallop of Fire, 171. 
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gave her Colonel W. T. Reay and then Guido Baracchi, the older man and the younger man 

who helped her shift, respectively, from the conservatism of her parents to nationalistic 

reformism and then to the radical ideology of syndicalism and the foundations for communism.  

Katharine was formed in Melbourne, and while she was there she was the student or 

mentee. When she arrived in Western Australia, she shook that off and right from the beginning 

assumed the role of political and literary sage. She was thirty-five years old, the author of a 

new novel she knew would cement her literary reputation, the wife of a war hero, and a 

syndicalist-communist with all the zeal of a new convert, preparing to publicly declare herself. 

She was ready to begin a new season of her life. 

 

 

It seemed, unbelievably, after so many tragedies, that Katharine had found peace. In September 

1919, she wrote to Nettie from her new home in Greenmount in Perth’s hills: 

 I never thought life could be as good as it is. Jim is so unbelievably thoughtful, 

devout & adorable in all the little everyday ways.  

 I’m surer every day of the rightness of having married him. He is the best thing 

that could have possibly happened to a lone literary female. I really think I’ve been 

happy lately for the first time in my life… 

 I didn’t think it could ever happen to me. The Furies had chased me so far & so 

hard. And now this tranquil back water where I just live & am afraid something may 

happen!  

 The only way with happiness, it seems to me, is not to seek to hold it, not to peer 

at it too closely—& to be very humble about it and try to be working on it—by being 

willing to sacrifice even it to the great objective values.68  

 Katharine was aware of living temporarily in a happy ending like she had given Deidre 

and Davey in The Pioneers and Sophie and Potch in Black Opal. But she also knew that happy 

endings could only be found in books, where the author could stop the story at just the right 

point. 

 

 

68 KSP to Nettie Palmer, August 1919, PP, MS1174/1/2206. 
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